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Foreword
This Annual Report on the Agricultural Situation in the Community-the fifth
in published form-is intended to be read in conjunction with the 'Thirteenth
General Report on the Activities of the European Communities'.
Chapter IIIC on the situation of the agricultural markets is a summary of the
Document 'situation of agricultural markets in the Community - 1979 report''
The Commission has already presented separate reports to the Council on a
number of matters.
This Report was completed on 31 October 1979.
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f ntroduction : The year 1979
1. ln 1979 the Community's recovery from recession was jeopardized by the
rapid oil price increases following supply shortages in the ltrst part of the year.
The effect of these price rises was to increase inflation rates and to cause a
slowdown in economic growth. Faster inflation affected agriculture through
increases in the prices of its intermediate consumption.
2. The introduction of the European Monetary System brought a greater degree
of stability to currency exchange rates, though currency disturbances in Septem-
ber did cause some small realignment of central rates. National expressions of the
common price level were brought closer together by adaptations of the green
rates.
3. The world cereals harvest approached 1978's record levels. This was also
reflected in the Community where favourable weather also increased the sugar
yield of the sugarbeet harvest and the level of wine production.
4. Community agriculture is still marked by persistent surpluses in some
sectors, milk and sugar being examples. Measures taken to bring more balance to
the milk market have been insufficient to stem the steady increase of produc-
tion.
5. The year saw a continued effort to help the economic development of
less-favoured regions. Measures proposed in March 1979 will stimulate agricul-
ture by transferring resources and by correcting production deficiencies.
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The main events of 1979
Event
Commission adopts price proposals and connected measures for 1979/80; no increase
in prices in EUA, progressive dismantling of MCAs.
Council adopts structural measures for Mediterranean zones.
EMS enters into operation.
European 'Parliament rejects Commission price proposals; requests 3% increase in
prices in EUA except for products in excess.
Commission sends new structural proposals to the Council.
Green rates devaluat ion for  FF (-5. l l8o/")  LIT ( -5.021o/o)  UKL (-5.00o/")  IRL
( -0 .297 o/").
Economic and Social Committee supports Commission proposals on prices of'products
in excess as well as dismantling of MCAs.
The European Currency Unit (ECU) introduced into the CAP.
Opening for initial of combined texts of the GATT agreements.
Treaty of Accession of Greece to the EEC signed in Athens.
Direct elections to the European Parliament.
Council agrees a 1.5%o increase in agricultural prices in ECU for 1919/80,, with the
exception of milk and milk products.
Revaluat ion of  the green rate for  the DM (+t . l l0%) BFR,,  LFR and HFL (+0.552%
each); devaluation of the green rate for the FF ( - I  .5%o) UKL (-5 %o) and LIT (-8.991
to -4.184"/o according to product).
Text of new ACP-EEC Convention hnalized.
Protocol of GATT tariff agreement (MTN) signed in Geneva.
Central rate of the DM in EMS revalued by 2o/o, that of the DKR devalued by
3%o.
Green rates devaluat ion for  FF (  -1.035%) LIT ( - l . l2 l%) UKL (-1.099%) IRL
(-0.97 6%) DKR (  -  3 .802o/o) .
Commission report shows rise in crude-oil prices fob of 59o/o since 3l December
I  978.
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l -The situation
6. The following are the main events of 1979.
The Community's slow recovery from economic recession was shaken by events
in the world oil market.
1. These events led to rapid rises in oil prices which, in turn, caused faster
inflation and slowed economic growth. The faster inflation, especially in
energy prices, affected agriculture through the prices of its intermediate
consumption.
2. 1979 saw the launching of the European Monetary System and the introduc-
tion in the agricultural policy of the European Currency Unit.
3. World production of grains approached the record harvest of 1978.
4. ln 1979 the Community took several initiatives in the freld of interflational
relations of vital interest to Community agriculture.
5. The Community has also, in 1979, continued to develop the common
agricultural policy, notably in the field of agricultural structures.
1. Economic differences continue
7. The Community's slow recovery from economic recession was shaken in
1979 by events in the world oil market. The threat of an oil shortage in the first
months of the year led to a series of price increases and, by the end of June, the
world oil price was 60% above its level for December 1978. Other raw-material
prices also rose and inflation rates throughout the Community accelerated. This,
in turn, led to lower rates of economic growth than had been forecast.
general
8. The effects of these events
so that the economic situation
economic differences.
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differed from Member State to Member State
of the Community is still characterized by
l 6 GENERAL SITUATION
9. The impact on inflation and economic growth of the rapid rise in oil
prices tended to slow down, or even halt, the slight tendency towards economic
convergence that has been evident since 1976. This is true both for inflation and
economic growth rates.
10. ln 1979, the growth rate of Community real GDP is expected to be
3.l%--equal to 1978-but it was slowing down at the end of the year.
The performance varied widely from country to country. Towards the end of the
year, real GDP was growing more quickly than in 1978 in the FR of Germany,
Italy, Denmark, Belgium and the Netherlands. In Ireland, the United Kingdom
and Luxembourg, however, 1979 saw a marked decline in the growth rate.
Conditions in the Community labour market can scarcely be said to have
improved, although unemployment stabilized;5.6% of the available labour force
was unemployed compared to 5.5% in 1978.
11. The Community inflation rate increased in 1979 under the effect of oil
price rises and the GDP deflator rose from 7.8% in 1978 to 89% in1979.
For the second year running, food prices made a considerable contribution to the
fight against inflation. In the first part of 1979, food prices rose by 7.5% against
8.5% for non-food goods and 8.9% for overall consumption.
12 . The rate of increase of wages
wage per wage earner was forecast to
more than in 1978.
accelerated slightly in 1979. The average
grow at about 10.6% in the year, slightly
13. The oil price increases helped to bring about a marked change in the
Community's trade and cunent-account balances. From a substantial current-
account surplus in 1978 (+ 14 000 million ECU), the Community moved to a
deficit in1979 (-3 300 million EctD.Besides the rise in oil prices, this was due
to the deterioration of the trade balances in volume terms of the FR of
Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom.
14 . Agriculture felt the effects of
through the purchase prices of its
considerably in all Member States,
Government control.
oil and other raw material price increases
means of production. Energy prices rose
except ltaly, where prices are subject to
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15. The productivity of agricultural labour grew by about 6% a year from
'1968'to'1976'-using a three-year average for the years in question-and land
productivity by 2 to 2.5% a year. Under the influence of the economic recession
the growth of productivity has been slowing down since 1973.
2. The introduction of the European Monetary System (EMSI
16. The major world currencies continued to float in 1979. Thus their daily
and weekly variations continued to affect the operation of the common agricul-
tural policy in its relations with external markets (effect on the rates of levies
and export refunds). Similarly the variations of the floating currencies within the
Community continued to affect the internal agricultural market.
17. On 13 March the EMS came into operation after a delay of two and a half
months due to difficulties concerned with the implications of the system for
certain aspects of the common agricultural policy. The central rates of the national
currencies against the European Currency Unit (ECI-D were based, in the case of
cunencies belonging to the former European exchange system (the snake, i.e.
BFR/LFR, HFL, DKR, DM), on the central rates applied until 12 March under
that system and, in the case of the other currencies, on their market rates on the
eve of the inroduction of the new system (EMS).
18. The ECU was introduced into the common agricultural policy on 9 April
1979. This introduction was made neutral for institutional agricultural prices and
agricultural monetary compensatory amounts by the application of a coeffrcient
of adjustment to institutional prices and to green rates. The coefficient was made
necessary by the fact that the ECU had a lower value than the existing
agricultural unit of account.
19. There was considerable intervention by the EMS participants in the six
months under review, but the system functioned without recourse to credit
mechanisms. The main currencies used for bilateral intervention operations were
the DM, BFR/LFR and DKR. The effective intervention operations carried out
by the Community central banks in the months which followed the launching of
the system were designed more to offset the negative effects of the performance
of the US dollar on the cohesion of the EMS than to put right any fundamental
AGR. REP. 1979
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disequilibrium within the system. The greater part of official intervention by
Community central banks, therefore, continued to be in dollars. Much of the
intervention took place in the context of the wider cooperation among central
banks, especially between the US authorities and some other major central
banks.
20. Efforts to reduce monetary compensatory amounts (MCAs) continued
during the year by means of several adjustments to representative rates. On the
introduction of the ECU into the common agricultural policy on 9 April 1979
devaluations of representative rates had the effect of reducing MCAs. Later,
when the common agricultural prices were being fixed, a further adjustment of
representative rates was made.
21. Following disturbances on the foreign exchange markets in late summer,
which has their origin largely outside the Community, finance ministers and
central bank governors of countries participating fully in the EMS agreed on a
realignment of exchange rates. The Deutschmark was revalued by 2% and the
Danish krone was devalued by 3% against the other participant currencies. This
decision resulted in the following changes in central rates in ECU: BFR/LFR,
FF, HFL, LIT, IRL -0.97%, DKR -3.8% and DM +1.01%.
22. Since the value of the ECU is made up from a basket of the currencies of
Member States, a change in the central rate of one of those currencies results in
an alteration in all the relationships between the ECU and the national
currencies, so that, in theory, all the monetary gaps used in calculating the
MCAs are changed.
3. World markets in agricultural products
23. The outlook for grain production in 1979/80 was for another abundant
world harvest. World production was forecast at about I 500 million tonnes,
only a little below the record harvests of 1978179. The major regional variations
showed relatively poor prospects in the Soviet Union, with production some
25% down on 1978/79, partially offset by a record production (up 4%) in the
United States.
As between wheat and feed grains the patterns were similar, with a strong
increase in wheat production and modest increases in feed grains in the US
partially offsetting strong decreases for wheat and feed grains in the Soviet
Union.
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Prices have been rather firm, particularly as
requirements of the Soviet Union and Eastern
substantially higher than in 1978.
a result of the high import
Europe, and for all cereals are
24. So far as protein crops are concerned, a record soya-bean production
forecast at around 93 million tonnes and sunflower and rapeseed production
also expected to be very high. Despite this outlook, soya prices remain
relatively high levels.
25. Despite the possibility that world sugar production will be below forecast
consumption, price prospects remain weak as a result of the very high accumu-
lated stock levels, although developments in the Intern4tional Sugar Agreement
may modify the outlook.
4. The Community's external relations
26. The cooperation agreements concluded with the south Mediterranean
countries provide for an examination of their results in order to determine if
improvements can be made on the one hand, and on the other to study the
experience required during the operation of these agreements, taking account of
the objectives which are defined therein. To date, this examination has only
been initiated with Israel. Exploratory conversations are under way with Moroc-
co.
27. Negotiations with Greece culminated in the signing of the Act of
Accession on 28 May 1979. For agriculture, the transitional period and the
duration of the transitional measures are of five years, but for fresh and
processed tomatoes and fresh and canned peaches they will last seven years;
cotton is covered by a special Protocol; the granting of production aid for dried
figs and raisins (dried grapes) will be envisaged under Community rules. During
the transitional period the differences between the prices of Greek and Commu-
nity products will be compensated for by accession compensatory amounts.
Special compensation arrangements have been agreed for certain fresh fruit and
vegetables.
28. The Commission staff were, at the end of 1979, engaged in preparing a
communication from the Commission to the Council on guidelines for the






29. The new ACP-EEC Convention signed on 3l October 1979 at Lom6
represents a considerable improvement over the current Convention which
expires on 29 February 1980. The trade arrangements will be extended and a
number of improvements incorporated concerning, in particular, bovine meat.
The system for the stabilization of ACP States' earnings from exports of certain
products will also be extended, improved and broadened to cover other products,
including agricultural products.
30. The generalized system of preferences applying to all developing countries
received some slight improvement in 1979. The Community introduced, for
1979, nil duties for all products covered by the system in favour of the
least-advanced developing countries, and free access except for the six agricultu-
ral products under quota. In 1980, the Commission has not proposed improve-
ments with respect to the products covered by this system with the exception of
dried bananas, certain technical arrangements so that pineapple quotas are better
exploited and so that the Indian exports of tobacco are not penalized by the
introduction of the ECU.
31. The Commission's proposals for the 1970 food-aid programme were
adopted by the Council on 8 May 1979. These proposals concern the allocation
of 720 500 tonnes of cereals (to which is added the 566 500 tonnes of aid granted
directly by the Member States), 150 000 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder, 45 000
tonnes of butteroil and 6 153 tonnes of sugar.
32. The low prices on the free sugar market meant that the obligations
regarding storage and the maximum reduction of export quotas applicable to the
parties to the 1977 International Sugar Agreement were in force throughout 1979.
The fund to finance the sugar stocks which are to be built up, under the
Agreement, to help exporting developing countries to respect these obligations is
still, however, in suspense pending ratification of the Agreement by the United
States. The Community has had exploratory contacts with the International
Sugar Council on its possible accession to the Agreement, but no negotiations
haVe been opened.
33. The Community took part in negotiations for a new International Olive
Oil Agreement; this was successfully concluded in March 1979. The new
Agreement will come into force on I January 1980 if it has been signed and
ratified by a sufficient number of parties to the Agreement by that date.
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34. A special committee has been set up to prepare the ground for a further
negotiating conference under the auspices of UNCTAD.
35. The GATT Multilateral Trade Negotiations have ended. The results can
be seen as satisfactory for the Community, particularly in the agricultural sector,
and are being put through Council acceptance procedure. The main results of
these negotiations in the agricultural sector are as follows:
- the setting up of international agreements on meat and milk products, each
containing arrangements for increased multilateral cooperation in the event of
threatening or crisis situations arising and, for milk products, specific
agreements imposing disciplines with regard to exports of milk powder,
butter and cheese;
- the exchange of 'tariff and non-tariff concessions enabling the Community to
consolidate and, in certain sectors, to develop significantly its exports of
agricultural products to financially solvent non-member countries;
- the bringing into force of codes or general agreements also relating to the
agricultural sector on such matters as subsidies and countervailing duties,
quantitative restrictions, value for customs purposes änd technical barriers to
trade, which will provide both for greater discipline in import and export
practices and for a uniform application of GATT obligations by all major
countries.
Still in connection with GATT, the panel, set up by the Contracting Parties to
examine Australia's appeal regarding export refunds on Community sugar, met
several times. At the beginning of October it had reached the stage of publishing
its conclusions. Generally speaking one may say that the panel did not accept
the Austraian point of view as regards the main heads of its complaint against
the Community. A second panel was also set up to look into a similar complaint
submitted by Brazil, also regarding Community sugar exports. Work is in
progress.
The 1971 International Wheat Agreement was extended following the failure to
negotiate a new agreement.
36. Relations with the United States have been affected by problems
connected with the outcome of the multilateral trade negotiations. Bilateral
problems have also arisen regarding certain Community exports. The United




3 7 . The Commission has begun
manioc to the Community. Thailand
product to the 1978 volume. Work
discussions with Thailand on exports of
has agreed to limit its 1979 exports of this
is in progress on future arrangements.
38. Negotiations are taking place with Yugoslavia for a new agreement of
broader scope. The Council has for that reason extended until 31 December
1979 its concession to that country on baby-beef.
39. The dialogue initiated in 1978 with Japan on ways of improving Commu-
nity exports to that country was actively pursued ln1979.It covers all aspects of
Japan's import policy including health protection and plant health measures. The
favourable trend in agricultural exports was maintained in 1979'
40. The trade agreement concluded with China in 1978 continued to operate.
At the first meeting of the Joint Committee provided for in the agreement, the
Community was able to announce that from January 1980 the generalized
system of preferences would be extended to China for non-sensitive products.
5. Common policies
41. The development of European policy in general and the decisions taken
by the Community institutions within the scope of common policies, including
the common agricultural policy, provide the general political framework in which
Community agriculture has evolved in 1979.
42. In order to render the agricultural structures policy more effective and to
provide better for the needs of the farmers, regions and sectors most directly
concerned. a number of directives or proposals for directives were adopted in
1979 by the Council acting on proposals from the Commission. They are part of
a longer-term strategy aimed at eliminating the disparities between the agricul-
tural regions of the Community and thereby reducing the considerable differ-
ences in income between them. In February the Council, after obtaining the
opinion of the Parliament, adopted a Directive on a programme to encourage
drainage in catchment areas including land on both sides of the border between
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Ireland and Northern Ireland. In March 1979 the Council, after obtaining the
opinion of the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee,
approved a Directive on the programme to speed the conversion of certain areas
under vines in the Charentes departments.
In March also the Commission put forward to the Council several proposals
concerning the agricultural structures policy. These proposals were of two kinds:
adjustments to the Directives already in force, proposals for Council Regulations
covering new measures, as follows:
- proposal introducing a common measure for the development of beef and
sheepmeat production in Italy;
- proposal concerning the speeding up of agricultural development in the
less-favoured regions of the west of Ireland;
- proposal concerning the development of sheep-farming in Greenland;
- three proposals concerning integrated development programmes, namely: one
for the Western Isles of Scotland; one for the LozÖre department (France)
and one for the Belgian province of Luxembourg;
- proposal amending council Regulation (EEc) No 355/77 of 15 February
1977 concerning a common measure to improve the conditions under which
agricultural products are processed and marketed (special measure relating to
the slaughtering of pigs and the processing of pigmeat in France and the
United Kingdom.
43. On 31 January 1979 the Commission adopted the principal proposals on
farm prices and related measures for 1979-80. The draft regulations pertaining to
these proposals were adopted early in February and the package as a whole was
transmitted to the Council at that time. The main proposals were for the
maintenance of prices in 1979180 at their 1978/79 level, an increase in the
co-responsibility level for milk production to at least 2%, and the progressive
dismantling of the monetary compensatory amounts.
44. The price discussions in the Council lasted from the beginning of March
to the end of June 1979. Agreement was reached with an increase of 1.5% in all
prices except those of milk and milk products, expressed in ECU. When green
rate changes were taken into account, increases in terms of national currency
ranged from +0.4% to +12.0%. In addition, no change in the milk co-
responsibility levy was adopted. As the structural proposals had not been
sufliciently examined, no decision was taken on them in the prices package. The
Commissioner for Agriculture, Mr Gundelach dissociated himself and the




45. Following a decision by the European Court of Justice in October 1978
that the amount of the production levy on isoglucose was not valid, a new
production system applicable to the 1979180 marketing year came into force on
1 July 1979. lt provides for a system of quotas similar to that for sugar. The
production and consumption of isoglucose have increased steadily in recent years
and will amount to about 160000 tonnes in1979.In view of this situation and
the likelihood that the use of glucose will continue to increase, it is improbable
that there will be any significant increase in sugar consumption in the next few
years.
46. Under the provisions of Articles 92 to 94 of the Treaty, the Commission
continued to take decisions on State aid. In 1979 it received sixty-six notifica-
tions of draft laws introducing or altering national aid. In most cases the
Commission decided not to raise any objection to the implementation of these
draft laws, having in several cases, as the result of bilateral contacts with the
representatives of the Member States, received further details or assurances as to
the manner of application of these measures. However, it decided to initiate the
examination procedure provided for by Article 93 (2) of the Treaty in respect of
the proposal by the United Kingdom to grant aid in the egg and poultrymeat
sector (Northern Ireland). The Commission also decided to close the procedure,
previously initiated under the same provision, in respect of four Italian draft
laws.
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l l  - Agricultural structure (1)
General survey
47. Structural change in the Community is continuing. The total number of
farms is declining progressively albeit, in some cases, at a lower annual rate in
more recent than in former years. In the majority of Member States this decline
is confined mainly, though not exclusively to farms in the smaller size groups;
during the period 1970 to 1975, the decline was concentrated on farms of 20 ha
or less at Community level. (t) However, the threshold between farm size
categories with decreasing and increasing farm numbers, which remained at
20 ha in five of the nine Member States during this five-year period, was at
30 ha in Denmark and Luxembourg, at 50 ha in France and even at 120 ha in
the United Kingdom. These latter figures underlie the differing levels of
structural development and, implicitly, the degree of variation in structural
change which is taking place in different areas of the Community (Graph 2).
ln 1977 /78 the rate of decline in the number of farms over I ha varied from
0.7% in the United Kingdom ro 2.5% in Belgium and 3.8% in Luxembourg. A
similar downward trend is observed in agricultural employment. In 1977178 the
active farm population declined by 2.4%, afigure which varied from 0.6% in the
United Kingdom to 4.1% in Belgium.
48. Between 1968 and 1976, the final agricultural production in the Commu-
nity (apart from the United Kingdom) increased at an annual rate of 1.8% in
terms of constant (1970) prices. On the other hand labour productivity measured
in terms of final agricultural production increased by 63% annually, while
productivity per ha increased by 2.4%. The relative importance of agriculture in
the Community economy is progressively declining. In 1978, the contribution of
(t) The cunent analysis of agricultural structure in the Community is mainly based on the results of
the 1975 Farm Structures Survey. These results, although still provisional to a large extent,
permit a more in-depth examination of the situation at regional level than might otherwise be
possible. Altogether the Survey covered 66% of total land area,92% of utilized agricultural area(UAA) 2'l% of woodland area,93% of total livestock units (LU) in the Community.
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agriculture to overall economic activity was 4.4% in terms of GDP and 8% in
terms of total employment (cf. 1973: 5.2% and 9.2% respectively) (Graph 3).
49. The pattern of agricultural production has remained largely unchanged,
however, by comparison with previous years. The largest livestock enterprises
are found in the United Kingdom while the greatest concentration of non-
grazing livestock is found in Denmark, Belgium and in certain regions of the FR
of Germany, France and Italy. The total number of farms in the Community
declined at an annual rate of 296 between 1970 and 1975. However, some 64%
of farms still have less than 10 ha in area and embrace no more than 14% of
total UAA while only 6% of farms are over 50 ha in area but cover 41% of total
UAA.
50. Some 82% of the total annual work units (AWU) in the Community's
agriculture comprises family labour. The percentage of family labour in the
labour force declines with increasing farm size, however. The average man-land
ratio is 9 AWU per 100 ha. Some 44% of farmers are over 55 years of age, and
they occupy some 33% of UAA. Only 36% of farm holders can be classified as
full-time farmers; some 56% are mainly occupied in farming however in so far
as they devote more than 50% of their working time to this activity. On
aggregate, full-time farmers occupy 68% of total UAA. By contrast each of the
groups working less than 50% and over 50% of their working time on the land
occupy 16% of total UAA. Full-time farmers account for 59% of all farms with
dairy cows but no more than 34% of the total area of permanent crops.
51. Capital investment at the macro and micro-levels appears to be most
intensive in the FR of Germany, the Netherlands, Beglium and Luxembourg
and least intensive in Italy and lreland. At farm level, non-land capital
investment per AWU increases ubstantially as between farms earning 80% and
120% of the comparable income per work unit (cf. Directive 72/159/EEC,
Article 4).
52. Sales of agricultural produce through cooperatives changed little in 1978,
except in the FR of Germany where there was a substantial increase in the
cooperative sales of fruit and vegetables and in Denmark where similar sales of
beef, pigmeat and eggs increased slightly.
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53. The foregoing facets of agricultural structure in the Community give rise
to a number of relevant issues. Since the intensity of land use is highest on the
smaller farms the structural reorganization of agriculture is of vital importance to
the achievement of a satisfactory market balance between supply and demand,
particularly in the dairy sector. Farmheads over 65 years of age still control over
13% of total UAA. The stimulation of land mobility for structural purposes
faces many obstacles not least of which is the currently high price of farmland
and the restrictive nature of land-tenancy legislation. Because of the lack of
impact of Council Directive 72l160|EEC in stimulating land mobility, much of
the modernization of farms which has taken place in accordance with the
provisions of Directive 72/l59|EEC has been more or less synonymous with the
intensification of farming systems within the framework of existing farm
structures. The adaptations of Directive 72/160/EEC which are currently under
discussion in the Council are designed to make it a more effective instrument in
the stimulation of land mobility.
54. The Community's socio-structural policy as it has operated to date has
not been suffrcient to solve the basic problems of many less-favoured areas. In
its new proposals for structural policy, therefore, which are currently under
discussion in the Council. the Commission has put forward specific programmes
and integrated development projects designed to provide solutions to the
pressing problems of agricultural development in the regions concerned.
1. Land and land use
ji5. Between 1968 and 1978 the annual rate of decline in total UAA averaged
05% at Community level. However, between 1973 and 1978 the UAA
remained more or less unchanged, possibly because of the adverse effects of the
economic recession on the development of the non-agricultural sectors during
this latter period.
56. Within agriculture itself, shifts in the major pattern of land use and the
emphasis of land utilization in Member States apparent in previous years and
discussed in some detail in previous reports showed little change in 1978 (Table
60).
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57. The structure of farm production is still dominated by small and
medium-sized farms in the majority of Member States, the United Kingdom
constituting the exception to this rule at the top and Italy the exception at the
bottom of the scale.
Thus, as regards arable farming in the Community as a whole, the extent of
production is on average less than
- 5 ha in the case of 67% of cereal farms;
- I ha in the case of 89% of potato farms;
- 2ha in the case of 43% of sugarbeet farms;
- I ha in the case of 63% of fruit farms.
At the same time 58% of cattle.farmers keep less than 20 head of cattle while
82% of dairy farmers keep less than 20 dairy cows per farm (Table 65).
58. A comparison of the appropriate structural data for 1970 and 1975 (Table
87) emphasizes the continuing concentration of farm production, the number of
farms engaging in almost all lines of production having fallen more sharply than
the conesponding areas of crops or numbers of animals. In some cases both the
land area and livestock numbers have increased. With the exception of fruit
farms and certain types of poultry farms, the decrease in farm numbers mainly
concerns those in the smaller size groups.
59. Some 4.3 million or 74% of the Community's 5.8 million farms raise
livestock of one type or another. Some 78% of livestock farms keep grazing
stock (cattle, sheep, goats, horses) and account for 73% of total LU; by contrast,
an even greater proportion (85%) of livestock farms keep non-grazing stock (pigs
and poultry) which, however, amount to no more than 27% of total LU.
The largest livestock enterprises are found in the United Kingdom while the
greatest concentrations of non-grazing stock are in Denmark and Belgium, in the
German regions of Niedersachsen and Nordrhein-Westfalen, in Bretagne
(France) and in the Italian regions of Emilia Romagna, Toscana, Umbria and
Marche.
60. Some 1.1 million or 26% of all stockraising farms have more than 20ha
of UAA; this proportion ranges from 30% on grazing stock farms to 24oÄ on
non-grazing farms. The density of grazing stock per 100 ha of UAA varies
directly with size of herd and inversely with size of farm. Thus, the average
number of LU per l00ha, which is 113 on all farnis taken together, falls to 6l
on farms of more than 100 ha. By contrast, in grazing herds of 100 LU and over,




61. Increasing farm size is accompanied by a larger forage area per livestock
unit and by a larger number of total livestock per AWU. Livestock density
decreases, therefore, with increasing size of farm. On the other hand, an increase
in livestock density with increasing size of grazing herd possibly reflects the
greater scope which exists in such circumstances for more effrcient livestock
management. In addition a reduction in the forage area per livestock unit which
is generally associated with the larger herds may be due to the incidence of
higher yields per ha of fodder crops and pasture or to the greater use of
purchased feedingstuffs on the farms concemed (Table 91).
62. The average density of dairy cows at Community level is 28 per 100 ha.
This figure varies from less than 20 in many regions of ltaly to more than 100 in
the Netherlands. Dairy farming is heavily concentrated in a few regions of the
Community, the number of cows per 100 ha being 40 or more only in the
Netherlands, Denmark, Belgium and Luxembourg, in Bretagne, Basse Normandie
and Nord regions (France), in Bavaria, Schleswig-Holstein and in parts of
Rheinland-Pfalz, Baden-Württemberg and Niedersachsen (FR of Germany), in
Lombardia and Veneto (Italy), in the West Midlands and South-West regions of
the United Kingdom and in the Munster region of lreland.
Farm numbers and farm size
63. In 1975 there were 5.8 million farms in the Community or some 12% less
than in 1970, representing an annual decrease of 2%. The sharpest decline
during this period was in Belgium (5% per annum) (Table 87). Some 64% of
farms with 44% of AWU had less than 10 ha UAA and covered no more than
14% of total UAA. Correspondingly, farms with more than 50 ha UAA,
comprising only 6% of total farms and 14% of AWU, accounted for 4l% of
total UAA. Italy and the United Kingdom represent the extremes in this
situation. In Italy roughly 86% of farms are less than l0 ha in area and occupy
37 % of total UAA while the 2% of farms which are over 50 ha occupy 32%. By
contrast, in the United Kingdom only 27% of farms are less than l0 ha but
occupy no more than 2% of total UAA while 30% are over 50 ha and occupy
8l% (Table 62 and Graph 4).
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64. On average, barely two-thirds of all UAA is owner-occupied. (') This
proportion decreases with increasing size of the farm being 85% on farms with
l-5 ha and 59% on farms in excess of 100 ha in area.
65. Generally speaking, the intensity of land use is highest on the smaller
farms. At Community level permanent grassland accounts for 25% of UAA on
farms of 1 to 5 ha in area but increases to 49% on farms of more than
100 ha.
66. An examination of manpower frgures shows that the relative importance
of labour on a full-time basis increases with increasing farm size. Compared with
the average farm where full-time workers contribute about half the time worked,
they contribute only one-quarter of the time worked on farms with less than
5 ha. but two-thirds of that on farms with more than 50 ha.
67. Family labour contributes 82% of the time worked. This figure does not
vary very much between size categories except in the case of farms of 50 to
100 ha (65%) and of 100 ha UAA or more (29%).
The highest contribution made by family labour to total AWU (90%) is found
on farms of 5 to 20 ha. Differences between Member States are substantial,
varying from 60% in the United Kingdom to over 90% in the FR of Germany,
Belgium and Luxembourg.
2. Farm labour
68. In 1975 the Community's total farm labour force included 5.8 million
farmheads, 6.0 million family members and 1.0 million regular non-family
workers. Aggregate manpower was 7.5 million AWU or about 15% less than in
1970; some 82% of this latter figure comprised family labour (46% farmheads
and 360Ä family members) and 18% non-family workers (11% regular and 7%
(') Data for farms with less than I ha
and labour density per ha UAA on
the figures as presented give some
include those with no UAA. In.such-circumstances livestock
the smaller farms tend to be over-estimated. Despite this fact,
indication of the total situation.
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casual or seasonal). The proportion
Kingdom (33%) was almost double
reflecting no doubt the relatively high
Member State (Table 89).
of non-family workers in the United
the corresponding Community figure,
level of structural development in this
69. At Community level, the average man/land ratio amounted to 9 AWU
per 100 ha UAA. This figure varied from 2 on farms of 100 ha and over to 39
on farms of I to 5 ha. At Member State level the number of AWU per 100 ha
varied from 4 in the United Kingdom to 17 in ltaly.
Age of farmers
70. The breakdown of farms according to the age of the farmhead has an
important influence on structural change in agriculture, reflecting as it does the
possibilities existing for the cessation of farming and the subsequent re-allocation
of land for farm enlargement, particularly in the case of ageing farmers without
prospective successors. At Community level some 44% of farmers are over 55
years of age; this figure varies from 26% in the FR of Germany, to 5296 in
Ireland and 55% in Italy. On the other hand, in 1975 comparatively young
farmheads were relatively important numerically in the FR of Germany, the
Netherlands and Belgium, where the proportion of those less than 35 years of
age amounted to l3%, 14% and 12% respectively as against 7% for the
Community as a whole (Table 89).
Between 1970 and 1975, farmheads in the under-35, 35 to 44 and 55 to 64 age
categories decreased by between 5 and 6% per annum in EUR 6. (r) On the
other hand, the 45 to 54 age category increased by 2% per annum largely as a
result of significant increases in the FR of Germany, France and ltaly. In Italy
and Denmark, the number of farmheads in the over-65 age category increased
by about one-tenth but declined elsewhere; this decline was most pronounced in
the FR of Germany (8% p.a.), Belgium (6% p.a.), Netherlands (4% p.a.) and
France (3% p.a.) (Table 87).
Farmheads of each age category are distributed variously among farms of
different sizes (Table 103). At Community level 4l % of farmheads aged less
( r )  The re levant
evolution for
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EUR 9 cannot be calculated.
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than 55 years have farms of less than 5 ha; this percentage increases ignificant-
ly with increasing age of farmer going from 54% for farmheads of 55 to 64 years
to 67% in the case of those over 65 years of age.
71. If one considers production capacity expressed in terms of UAA, of LU
and AWU, all three being classified according to the age of the farmhead and
the number of AWU per farm, it emerges that many small farms are operated
by elderly farmers (Table 97). Farmheads over 65 years of age, for example,
account for 2l% of farms, 17% of the AWU, 13% of UAA and less than l0%
of LU. The bulk of the production potential lies in farms with I to 3 AWU
operated by farmheads of 35 to 54 years of age. From the point of view of
potential structural change, this means that if all farms were relinquished by
those in the over-65 year age category, some 13% of the UAA would become
available for structural improvement.
Composition of labour force
72. The character of the individual farm varies considerably, depending on
the composition of its workforce. This ranges from the one-man farm, through
farms worked solely by family labour, to the large holding operated entirely by
non-family workers. Only a partial analysis of this composition is feasible on the
basis of the available data. Some 93% of all farms employ no outside labourq
these farms account for 70% of the UAA and have an average area of I I ha per
farm. At the other end of the scale, 0.4% of farms exclusively employ regular
non-family labour and comprise 2.4% of total UAA. The remaining farms
employ varying proportions of regular non-family labour in their workforce.
Normally, as the size of farm increases so does the percentage of regular
non-family workers in the labour force; farms with only 20% of non-family
labour average 40 ha in area while those with a labour force consisting
exclusively of non-family workers have an average area of 77 ha.
Farms where the workforce comprises more than 50% non-family regular labour
account for 4% of all farms and 18% of total UAA, the average UAA per farm
being 73 ha. By contrast, the remaining 96% of farms account for 82% of total
UAA and have an average size of only 12 ha.
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Breakdown of farms and UAA
non-family labour
according to the percentage of regular
in the farm's total AWIJ
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3. Capital
73. The level of capital investment in agriculture is influenced mainly by the
use of new technology, by the expansion of farm output and by the moderniza-
tion of agriculture including an increase in farm size.
Precise quantitative data on the level of capital investment in agriculture are not
available in all Member States and so a detailed comparative analysis of its use
throughout the Community is not possible. However, at the macro-level,
Eurostat data relating to depreciation and to gross fixed capital formation, as
specified in national accounts, give a reasonable indication of the magnitude of
the capital investment needed to support modern agriculture. In addition, at the
micro-level, data emanating from the Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN)
throw additional light on the capital needs of farms at different levels of
development.
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Depreciation
74. The capital depreciation rate relates to previous capital investment. The
level of depreciation taken as a percentage of final agricultural production, per ha
of UAA or per active person employed in agriculture, presents a good, if not an
exact, basis for comparison of the level of capital investment among the Member
States. Depending on which indicator is used a particular ranking in the use of
capital by Membei States may be established. (t) Each of the selected indicators
suggests that in the FR of Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg the use of capital
is most intensive while it is least intensive in Ireland and ltaly (Table 71). It
should be noted however, that in terms of depreciation per ha UAA, the
Netherlands (220 EUA) ranks highest in the Community while in terms of
depreciation per active person employed in agriculture it ranks only number 5
with a figure of 1560 EUA, being exceeded by Belgium (1920 EUA), the
United Kingdom (1 690 EUA) and the FR of Germany and Luxembourg (l 630
EUA each). In terms of depreciation as a percentage of final agricultural
production, however, the Netherlands (5.7%) ranks lowest in the Community,
reflecting a fairly high level of added-value in agriculture per unit of capital
input.
Gross fixed capital formation
75. Data relating to gross fixed capital formation, presented in terms of EUA
per ha UAA and per active person in agriculture, reflect the current evolution of
capital investment in agriculture. Each of these indicators shows that capital
formation in the Netherlands at 580 EUA per ha UAA and 4 170 EUA per active
person employed in agriculture is substantially greater than elsewhere in the
Community, with the FR of Germany and Belgium occupying the next two
places in the ranking and Ireland and Italy again occupying the lowest
positions.
76. These rather substantial differences in capital investment between Ireland
and Italy on the one hand and the Netherlands, the FR of Germany and
Belgium on the other give an indication of the prospective financial cost of
modernizing agriculture in the former two countries.
(') Because of lack of the necessary data, Denmark is not included in ttris analysis.
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Capital per ha and per annual work unit
77. A somewhat similar picture relating to the use of capital in Member States
emerges when data available at the micro-level are analysed (Table 72). Thus,
the FADN data, relating to three groups of farms in each Member State-less
than 80%. 80 to 120% and more tltan 120% of the comparable income (cf.
Directive 72/159/EEC, Article 4.lFagain show levels of capital investment per
ha which are generally much higher than elsewhere in the Netherlands, Belgium
and the FR of Germany and much lower than elsewhere in Ireland and in the
United Kingdom. In the case of the United Kingdom, however, an average size
of farm which is very much higher than that of other Member States tends to
bias the level of capital investment per ha downwards so that the resulting figure
should not be taken as indicating a less than adequate use of capital per farm in
this Member State. Indeed. within all Member States the level of capital used per
ha varies very little as between farms with less than 80% and more than 120%
of the comparable income.
78. The level of capital used per AWU gives a clearer picture of the relative
:.lation as between farms of different levels of development and between
Iember States. In all Member States the level of investment per AWU increases
quite substantially from the lower to the higher income farms, while the highest
investments are in evidence in the Netherlands, the FR of Germany, Luxem-
bourg and Belgium and the lowest in Italy and lreland.
Mechanization
79. The density of tractors varies from one region to another, the average for
the community as a whole being 5 per 100ha UAA (1975); the figure for
Scotland is only one tractor, whereas that for Baden-Württemberg is 14 (Table
100). Size of farm and farm organization are probably the main reasons for these
differences. There are also considerable differences in tractor size. For instance,
46% of tractors in the East-Midlands region of the United Kingdom have an
engine powei exceeding 50h.p., whereas only 5% are this powerful in Val
d'Aoste (Italy).
80. The Farm Structures Survey suggests that 79% of all dairy cows are
-itt"O mechanically at Community level. At Member State level this figure
varies from 42% in Ireland to 960Ä in Denmark. In regions with a low dairy cow
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density, as in Liguria and Sicily (Italy) the corresponding figure is no more than
6% (Graph 5).
81. At Community level, the degree of mechanization of cereals and sugar-
beet harvesting is very high at 85% or 860Ä, but only 54% of potatoes are
harvested entirely on a mechanical basis. However, the survey has taken account
only of the highest degree of mechanization, i.e. machinery which copes with
most of the various harvesting processes. Simple reapers and binders and potato
lifters are not included in these figures. Thus, there are some regions where
highly mechanized harvesting techniques are not used at all, due no doubt, to
the small area of the crops concerned (Table 100 and Graph 6).
Farmland prices and lease rents
82. The continuing increase in farmland prices adds a further and signifrcant
dimension to the capital profile of agriculture. As has been the case in past
years, statistical data on farmland prices are available from six of the nine
Member States only, the exceptions still being ltaly, Luxembourg and lreland.
These data suggest that in the Netherlands, Belgium and the FR of Germany
farmland prices on average are roughly twice as high as in Denmark, between
three and four times as high as in England, Wales, Northern Ireland and France
and six to seven times as high as in Scotland. All six Member States recorded
fairly substantial increases in farmland prices in 1978/77. Land prices in the
Netherlands, already the highest in the Community, increased by between 50%
and 60% in 1977/76 and by a further 33% to 36% in 1978/77. A continuing
upward pressure on farmland prices is also in evidence in the United Kingdom,
particularly in England, Wales and Northern lreland, in Denmark, in Belgium
and in the FR of Germany. Only in France, where land prices are still relatively
low by comparison with most of the other Member States, and in Scotland did
the price increase remain within modest proportions in 1978/77 (Table 68).
83. Data on lease rents are available from four Member States only, France, the
Netherlands, Belgium and the United Kingdom. These data suggest that the
evolution of lease rents in three of the four Member States, the exception being
France, took place on a much more modest scale than that of farmland prices. In
Belgium rents increased by no more than 2.8 to 3.5%, depending on the type of
land in question, as opposed to increases to 14 to 20% in land prices. In the four
Member States concerned lease rents represent only between 0.8 and 1.9% of
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the value of farmland. This low return, allied to the restrictive nature of the
tenancy legislation in some Member States, which has already been mentioned
in previous reports, means that there is little chance of increasing the rate of
land mobility for structural reform purposes through leasing. And so, given the
progressive increase in farmland prices, the potential development farmer has
little chance in ths situation of acquiring the extra land which he needs for farm
modernization purposes (Table 69).
lnterest rates
84. The cost of capital, as exemplified in the prevailing rate of interest,
continues to increase thus further compounding the problem of capital formation
in agriculture. The rate of interest payable on farm loans is roughly twice as
great in the United Kingdom, Ireland and Denmark as in other Member States
in the Community (Table 67). lt has now reached a level in these three Member
States where it must constitute a significant barrier to farm development,
particularly in the case of farmers who must, of necessity, borrow relatively large
sums of money for this purpose.
To some extent the adverse effects of high interest rates are mitigated by various
types of interest rate subsidies which are granted by individual Member States
for specific types of farm loans. Details of such.subsidies are available in the
1978 Report.
4. Part-time farming
85. According to the 1975 Structures Survey some 37% of all farms are
'full-time farms', where the farm holder works full time on the farm.(t) This
low figure is'due to the large number of part-time farms in ltaly. In all the other
Member States the proportion of full-time farmers is higher than the EEC
average, being more than 50% in all States except the FR of Germany, and as
high as 72% in the United Kingdom.
(') All further comments on
2 200 hours per year and
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farms are classified by the situation of the holder.
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The dividing line between part-time farmers and those whose main occupation is
farming is often drawn at 50% of time worked on the farm. On this basis, 56%
of farm holders in the Community are mainly occupied in farming.
Between 1970 and 1975, the number of full-time working farm holders in the
Community of Six, decreased more sharply (3% per annum) than the number of
total farms. (t) The decline was sharp (5% per annum) in the case of farm
holders who spend less than 25% of their working time on the farm; by contrast
the number of those spending 50-100% of their annual working time on the
farm increased by I % per annum (Table 87 and Graph 7).
86. In the 1975 survey data were obtained for the first time linking time
worked on the farm with other gainful activities. Of all farmers 2l% had a
gainful activity outside their farm, but the proportion varies in relation to time
worked on the farm. Only 3% of full-time farmers, have a second gainful
activity, in contrast to roughly 50% for the part-time farmers who spend less
than half of their annual working time on the farm. Part-time farmers who have
no other gainful activity are in reality under-employed. In effect, except in cases
of illness, they represent a type of hidden unemployment (Table 92).
87. Other gainful activity is most common in the south of the FR of
Germany. It is least common in most areas of France. In the Community some
26% of such activity is on a self-employed basis while 74% is on a paid
employment basis (Table 104). These percentages vary among regions and in
accordance with the percentage of working time on the farm. Paid employment
is most common in the FR of Germany (e.g. Rheinland-Pfalzl. 89%) and Italy.
In France, and more particularly in the United Kingdom, self-employed activi-
ties predominate (Graph 8).
88. The results of the 1975 Structures Survey also allow for the first time the
possibility of estimäting the production potential of part-time farms. Full-time
farms occupy 68% of total UAA. By contrast part-time farms on which the
owner works less than 25% of his annual working time represent no more than
9% of total UAA. The corresponding figures for farms on which the owner
works between 25 and 50%, and 50 to 100% of his time on the farm are 7%
and 16% respectively. All part-time farmers occupy 34% of UAA on 64% of
farms. have 25% of LU. and contribute 43% of AWU.
(') Comparable figures for EUR 9 are not available.
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89. The percentage of full-time farmers in the total varies according to
farming enterprise. Full-time farms account for 59% of all dairy farms, for 80%
of cows and for 74% of milking-machine insallations. In the case of permanent
crops, however, full-time farms (25% of all farms) cover only 34% of the total
area. They also account for only 42% of the two-wheeled tractors used.
Part-time farms have a correspondingly large proportion of tractors (37 %),
particularly the two-wheeled type (58%). Compared with their share of UAA,
they are more strongly represented in poultry and sheep farming, as well as in
vegetable growing, and, particularly, in permanent crops (Table 93).
90. As regards farm organization, part-time farms tend to be more extensive
(exception: poultry, vegetable and, in particular, permanent crops). This applies
especially to livestock farming in general and especially to dairy farming.
Livestock farming tends to become more intensive as working time on the farm
increases. On average, part-time farm holders spend less than 25% of their
working time on the farm, keep 12 cows and 56 LU per 100 ha UAA compared
with a full-time farmer's 36 cows and 114 LU (Table 95).
5. Productivity
91. Changes in agricultural productivity in the Community in recent years are
measured in this section in terms of (a) growth in the productivity of labour and
(b) growth in yields per ha. Such changes, however, can be measured with any
degree of accuracy only over the long term.
92. Measured in terms of constant (1970) prices, final agricultural production
(United Kingdom excepted) increased at an average annual rate of 1.8% in EUR
8 between '1968' and'1977'. During the same period, agricultural employment
and total UAA for EUR 9 declined at an average annual rate of 4.2% and0'6%
respectively. Labour productivity for EUR 8 measured in terms of final agricul-
tural production increased annually by 6.3% at Community level; this figure
varied from 3.9% in Denmark to 7.8% in Belgium. In Belgium the increase in
labour productivity was due to a greater than average decline in the active farm
population; by contrast in Denmark the twin effects of much lower than average
rate of growth in final agricultural production and a lower than average rate of
decline in the active agricultural population were the main factors contributing to
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the relatively low increase in labour productivity. In the Netherlands a very high
annual rate of growth in final production resulted in a labour productivity which
was well above averaee on both counts.
93. At Community level productivity per ha increased at an annual rate of
2.4% dunng the period under review. This figure varied from 0.8% in Denmark
and Luxembourg to 5.4% in the Netherlands. These productivity differences are
due to the very low annual increase in final agricultural production per se in
Denmark and Luxembourg, and to its much higher than average annual increase
in the Netherlands (Graph 9).
Labour productivity in agriculture
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95. In 1978 sales of agricultural produce
noticeably i,n most of the Member States. It was
Denmark that sales by cooperatives increased
extent.
by cooperatives did not vary
only in the FR of Germany and
and they did so to a variable
In the FR of Germany, although sales by cooperatives in almost all sectors
increased, the greatest rise was in the fruit and vegetables sector (from 26% to
33%).
In Denmark where there are more cooperatives than elsewhere in the Commu-
nity, sales by cooperatives rose slightly in three sectors: pigmeat, beef and veal
and eggs; pigmeat plays an important role in the country's agricultural economy.
The substantial increase in sales in the poultrymeat sector (of 9% in 1977 and of
over 50% in 1978) is, however, to be attributed to changes in the method of
calculating participation by Danish cooperatives in sales in this sector.
It is in the Netherlands, and especially in the poultrymeat sector, that, as the
result of restructuring, the percentage share of cooperatives in sales of agricultu-
ral produce has suffered the greatest decline in the Community. It is also
noteworthy that the Netherlands sales by cooperatives of fruit and vegetables are
very low (0-5%). But this percentage is only the cooperatives are of great
importance to this sector since between 80% and 95% of fruit and vegetables
sold in the Netherlands are sold at cooperative auctions.
96. Contracts between individual producers or producer groups and purchas-
ers of agricultural products vary in importance depending on the sector. In 1978
it was in Denmark and in particular in the egg sector that sales under contract
rose the most. On the other hand the sale of peas, a product destined mainly for
processing, dropped in three of the nine member countries, the greatest decline
being in France (10% down on the previous year).
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Producer groups
97. In order to improve the very poor marketing structures for produce which
exist in some Community regions, the Council, on 19 June 1978, adopted
Regulation (EEC) No 1360/78 on producer groups and associations thereof.
Although its application in other regions which are in a comparable situation is
not ruled out, this Regulation applies to the whole of Italy and to nearly all
agricultural products in that country, to a limited number of products in Belgium
and to certain products in a few southern regions of France and to its overseas
departments.
98. In order to encourage farmers to join producer groups and associations,
the EAGGF will contribute up to 25% of the actual cost of forming and running
them for the first three years. Under the market organization rules, temporary
aid at a higher level (higher rates, longer periods) are available to producer
groups set up in the fruit and vegetables, olive oil and wine sectors.
99. Two-thirds of agricultural production are turned to good account by the
agricultural and food industries. Therefore Council Regulation No 355/77 on
common measures to improve the conditions under which agricultural products
are processed and marketed was adopted by the Council to encourage these
industries to undertake further development and rationalization.
100. The Regulation provides for Member States to submit speciltc
programmes, the intention being to enable some degree of coordination of
investments to be effected at Community level.
In 1978, twenty-seven programmes were submitted to the Commission by five
of the ninp Member States (Denmark, the FR of Germany, Ireland, Netherlands
and United Kingdom). These concern various sectors ranging from seeds and
propagating material to the production of fruit juice. The FR of Germany
presented the most programmes (nine) but they relate in the main to specific
sectors aird the area of a single land. Denmark comes second (seven) and the
United Kingdom submitted five programmes of which three relate to more than
one sector. Up to the end of 1978 no programme had been approved by the
Commission.
5 l
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7. Relevant issues
101. The structure of agriculture at Community level is still reflected by the
preponderance of small to medium-size farms where, on average, the extent of
the various farm enterprises is comparatively small. Farm production is becom-
ing progressively more concentrated, however, as farm numbers continue to
decline.
102. Generally speaking the intensity of land-use is highest on the smaller
farms and decreases significantly with increasing farm size. The structural
reorganization of agriculture is of vital importance therefore to achieve a
satisfactory balance between supply and demand, particularly in the dairy sector.
103. A substantial number of small farms are operated by elderly farmers,
farmheads over 65 years of age accounting for 2l% of farms and 13% of total
UAA. The coresponding figures for those between 55 and 65 years are 23%
and 2l% respectively.
104. In stimulating land mobility, therefore, which still remains a basic prerequi-
site of an effective policy for structural reform, the significance of these figures
cannot be overlooked.
There are many obstacles to land mobility, however, not least of which is the
progressive increase in farmland prices which has taken place in recent years.
These prices have now reached the stage in practically all Member States where
it is only those farmers with ample access to capital who can afford to enlarge
their farm through land purchase in modern times. Furthermore, the difficulties
of access to land which face young beginning farmers or potential development
farmers are further aggravated by the restrictive nature of land tenancy legisla-
tion which exists in certain Member States of the Community. These difficulties
when viewed side by side with the progressive increase in both fixed and
working capital which is now needed to support modern farming give ample
evidence of the obstacles which lie in the way of the successful implementation
of the Community's agricultural structures policy.
105. During the five-year period 1973 to 1977 roughly 78000 farm develop-
ment plans were implemented at Community level in accordance with the terms
of Directive 72/159/EEC on the modernization of farms. This number varied
significantly among the Member States, however. ln 1977, almost half of the
total number of development plans were concentrated among farms of 20 to
50 ha in area as against 20% among farms of less than 20 ha. It is noteworthy
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however, that because of the lack of success of Directive 72/160/EEC concern-
ing measures to encourage the cessation of farming and the reallocation of UAA
for the purposes of structural improvement, the modernization of farms' in
accordance with Directive 72/l59|EEC has been more or less synonymous with
the intensification of farming systems within the framework of existing farm
structures. (t) For this reason, in the proposals of the Commission on policy with
regard to agricultural structures which are currently under discussion by the
Council, the provisions of Directive 72/160/EEC have been suitably adapted
through the inclusion of a number of additional measures to stimulate land
mobility in specific situations in addition to making the measures already
included in the Directive more attractive to prospective beneficiaries. Further-
more, since the first application of the Directive in 1974 more or less coincided
with the onset of the economic recession and the resultant increase in levels of
unemployment in the non-agricultural sectors, agriculture is now constrained to
cater for a higher than normal proportion of the working population. This fact
necessitates the introduction of some element of flexibility into the rules of
application of Directive 72/159/EEC in order to provide for this new situation.
This flexibility has been incorporated in the Commission's new proposals which
ain at concentrating available funds on aid for opening up access to finance to
farmers who are further away from the development target.
106. Finally, experience to date in the application of the structural Directives
has shown that despite the application of Directive 751268/EEC on mountain
qnd hill-farming and farming in certain other less-favoured regions, the
Community's agricultural structures policy does not as yet provide sufficient
means to solve the basic problems of many less-favoured regions. Accordingly,
in 1978, the Council approved a number of regional measures in structural
policy which were designed to remove specilic obstacles to development in
certain regions. These measures were undertaken mainly in the context of the
Community's Mediterranean programme. Following on the same objective, the
Commission's new proposals on structural policy, represent a further important
development in this area of activity. Thus, new development programmes are
proposed for certain regions which are specific to the problems of such regions as
well as to the possibilities for their ultimate development. These specific
programmes include measures for the stimulation of agricultural development in
the West of lreland, for the development of cattle and sheep production in Italy
and for the development of sheep farming in Greenland.
( ') For more detai ls on the implementation of the Community's
Third Report on the Implementation of the Council Directives oJ'
Agricult COM (79) 438 final.
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107. There are a number of poor regions in the Community, however, where
the dominant activity is farming and where, in the absence of suffrcient
non-farm employment opportunities, the total population is declining rapidly.
The maintenance of a satisfactory population base in such regions is vital to
their long-term development. But agriculture alone cannot support the minimum
population necessary for this purpose. Neither can the development of agricul-
ture take place in such regions, given their very low economic base, in the
absence of the simultaneous and complementary development of other economic
sectors. For this reason an integral part of the Commission's new proposals on
structural policy concerns the initiation on a pilot basis of integrated develop-
ment programmes in the Western Isles of Scotland, in the department of the
Lozöre, France, and in the Province of Luxembourg, Belgium,
This integrated approach, which comprises no more than the first beginning in
this area of activity, implies a much closer coordination of the EAGGF, the
ERDF and the Social Fund in tackling the substantial development problems of
such regions.
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l l l  The common market in agriculture
A - General survey (1)
108. After the fairly high growth in 1977 (+3.8%) and the low growth rate of
1976 (+0.1%) caused by the difficult weather conditions, the volume of the
Community's final agricultural production increased by 16.3% in 1978, largely
due to the rise in crop production (+83% in 1978 against 7.7% in 1977),blt
livestock production increased by 4.1oÄ against 1.7% in 1977. The increase in
crop production is basically due to the exceptional increase in yields in 1978,
since the Community's utilized agricultural area (UAA) only rose by 02% in
1978 (-0.5% from 1968 to 1978). The 1978 cereals harvest reached an all-time
high in respect of each product, animal feed products were plentiful and at
reasonable prices and milk production continued to rise sharply as did that of
pigmeat and poultrymeat (Graph 1l).
109. ln 1977, expenditure on food, drink and tobacco was nearly 25% of
consumer expenditure (20.80Ä in the FR of Germany and 41.8% in Ireland).
There has been a noticeable stagnation in the volume of total human consump-
tion of agricultural produce since 01973/74', as the result of the continuing
slowdown in population growth and in per capita consumption.
110. Compared with '1968/69', the Community's self-help rate in'1976/77'
in cereals, sugar , wine, milk and milk products, eggs, beef and veal, poultry-
meat, sheepmeat and goatmeat has increased whereas it dropped slightly in
potatoes, fresh fruit (excluding citrus fruit) and fresh vegetables.
( ' )  Spe Tables 5 ro 11.2.
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B - Trade in agricultural products (1)
111. While the value of world exports of non-agricultural products (USD
906 000 million) rose by 17.3% in 1978, exports of agricultural products (USD
173000 million) rose by only 9.9%, which represents very small growth in
volume terms. The revenue of developing countries suffered from a fall in prices
for some tropical products. The products in which there was good growth in
1978 were:oilcakes, meal and fishery products, certain agricultural raw materi-
als, meat, milk products, tobacco and cereals.
112. The Community's agricultural imports (36100 million EUA) fell by 3.5%
in 1978 compared with 1977 and the share of agricultural imports in Community
total imports also fell from 21.6% in 1977 to 20.3% in 1978. The rate of
reduction in respect of developing countries amounted to 7.6% as a consequence
of the fall in prices for certain tropical products. However, the developing
countries group remains the Community's main supplier, with47.7%, industrial-
ized countries supplying 45.2% and State-trading countries 7.4%.In 1978 the
principal products, expressed as a percentage of the value of the Community's
agricultural imports were: fruit and vegetables (14.9%), wood and cork (12$%),
coffee (9.9%), oilseeds (8.2%) and cereals (6.5%).
113. The Community's agricultural exports (13 300 million EUA) rose by 7.9%
in 1978 and their share of total exports amounted to 7.696, after 7A% in1977.
Agricultural exports from the Community to industrialized countries have risen
by 54.6%, since 1973, but exports to developing countries have risen by 137%
and, in 1978, represented 44.3% of total agricultural exports from the Commu-
nity. Beverages and tobacco represented 212% of the Community's agricultural
exports, cereals represented I3.4% and milk products l3.l%.
114. In 1978, intra-Community trade, on the basis of outflow, increased by
9.3oÄ against 11.6% in 1977. Agricultural imports from Greece, Spain and
Portugal also grew, by 1.8% (against Il.4% in L977) and agricultural exports to
these countries rose by 6.2% (against 6ß% in 1977).
(') See Tables 29 to 39.
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C - The situation on the agricultural markets
1. Cereals (1)
115. The total area under cereals in 1978 was 26.8 million haor 27.6% of the
UAA (Ireland:7%; Denmark: 62%). Cereals represented 12.3% by value of the
final agricultural production in 1978 (Netherlands: 2.4oÄ; France: 18.5%);
however, their importance is increased when account is taken of the quantities
consumed on the farm (about half in the FR of Germany, a quarter in France
and one-third in the Community as a whole). Community cereal production
represented 9.6% of world production (l 200 million tonnes) in 1978, that of
the United States 22%, Canada 3% and Argentina 2%.
Production and consumption
116. In 1978 cereal production increased by 12.20Ä (ll6 million tonnes)
following an increase of 8.3% in yields and 3.7% in area. Production in 1979 is
forecast as 109.8 million tonnes, (2)or 5.4% down on 1978, due to a reduction of
4.4oÄ in yields and l.l% in area.
Production of all cereals is expected to be less except maize(+6.7%),the decline
being particularly marked in the case of rye (-18.2%) and oats (-15.8%).
However the 1979 harvest is second only to the record 1978 harvest.
117. ln 1977 /78 total gross human consumption of cereals (25.8% of total use)
increased by 1.8%; likewise cereals for use by industry (beer, alcohol, glucose,
starch; or 9% of total use).
Use of cereals in animal feed (67.6 million tonnes or 60.6% of total use)
increased slightly (+0.8%) but continues to be less than in1973/74 (72.2 million
tonnes), the explanation being an increase in manioc imports from 2.1 million
tonnes in 1974 to 6 million tonnes in 1978. The percentage of cereals consumed
on the farm is decreasing (43.7% compared with 44.6% in 1976/77) because of
the ever-increasing tendency of producers to sell their cereals and buy compound
feedingstuffs.
See Tables M. l . l  to  M. l . l0 .
November 1979 estimate : I l3 million tonnes.
( ' )
( 2 )
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Self-supply rate and trade
118. In 1977/78 the Community self-supply rate was 92% (82% in 1976/77).
The balance between supply and demand for cereals was mainly achieved
through net imports of 8.5 million tonnes (19.9 million tonnes in L976177) of
which 11.5 million tonnes net imports of maize and 3.7 million tonnes net
exports of barley. In view of the record 1978 harvest the degree of self-supply
will, for the first time, exceed 100% in 1978/79 with a net export balance of
about 200 million tonnes. On 1 August 1978 stocks other than cereals stored on
the farm amounted to 9 million tonnes; on I August 1979 they amounted to 12.5
million tonnes of which 7 million tonnes of common wheat. 0.6 million tonnes
of durum wheat, 1.4 million tonnes of barley and 2.3 million tonnes of
maize.
119. ln 1977 /78 intra-EEC trade (19.2 million tonnes) increased sharply, being
mainly accounted for by France (10.8 million tonnes). The extent of the
transhipments in the major Benelux ports of cereals (especially maize: 2 million
tonnes in 1977 /78) from non-member countries destined for the FR of Germany
and the United Kingdom should also be noted.
120. Imports (excluding goods in transit) totalled l9.l million tonnes in
19'17 /78 (-28%), of which 12.1 million tonnes of maize (-30%),80% of which
came from the United States. Imports of the other cereals were as follows: 0.4
million tonnes of sorghum; l.l million tonnes of barley; 3.5 million tonnes of
common wheat and 1.5 million tonnes of durum wheat. For 1978/79 imports
shoüld total 16-17 million tonnes, of which ll million tonnes of maize, 0.3
million tonnes of sorghum, 0.7 million tonnes of barley, 3-3.5 million tonnes of
sorghum, 0.7 million tonnes of durum wheat. In 1977 /78 exports increased by
60% (10.6 million tonnes compared with 6.6 million tonnes in 1976/77 of which
4.6 million tonnes of common wheat and flour and 4.8 million tonnes of barley).
ln 1978/79 exports of common wheat and flour should exceed 8 million tonnes,
consisting of 7 million tonnes of commercial exports (including 3-3.5 million
tonnes of flour) and 1 million tonnes as food aid (including 0.4 million tonnes
in the form of flour). Barley exports should be maintained at the 1977 /78 level
(4.8 million tonnes), of which 1.4 million tonnes in the form of processed
products.
Prices
121. For 1979/80 the general increase of 1.5% has been applied to cereals.
However, following a revision of transport costs, the increase in the target prices
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ranged from 2.3% to 2.8% depending on the cereal. During the first half of the
19'18/79 marketing year the prices on the internal market, except in Italy, were
close to the intervention price for barley and common wheat. They picked up
sharply during the second half of the marketing year. At the beginning of
1978/79 world prices were relatively low, but they increased considerably at the
end of the marketing year. This increase has been maintained at the beginning
of the 1979/80 marketing year following poor harvests in the USSR. The
substantial increases in the price of bread recorded in 1977/78 are only very
partially due to the increases in the price of wheat (Graph 12).
Measures taken
122. During the first ten months of 1978179 levies were between 90 and 115
ECU/tonne but in June and July 1979 they fell to 60/70 ECU/tonne. In
1978/79 refunds were fixed in accordance with the usual procedure for exports
of rye, oats, wheat flour and durum wheat meal. The refunds on common wheat
and barley were also fixed in this way in respect of short-term delivery. The
tendering procedure was generally used in the case of long-term delivery.
123. The 1971 International Wheat Agreement was extended following the
failure to negotiate a new agreement. In 1978/79 56% of the annual commit-
ment of I 287 000 tonnes, i.e. 720 500 tonnes was to be supplied as direct
Community food aid. On 31 July 1979 the proportion actually mobilized was
43.9% under the 1978/79 programme and 99.7% under previous programmes.
The corresponding rates for national aid were 44.3% and 91.0%.
124. Between I August 1978 and l August 1979 intervention stocks following
a plentiful harvest changed as follows: common wheat: +492000 tonnes;
durum wheat: +132000 tonnes; rye: +94 000 tonnes and barley: -66000
tonnes. Barley stocks decreased as a result of exports designed to support
internal prices. Rye continues to be a serious problem; 460 000 tonnes (12% of
the production) were delivered to intervention. Carry-over payments were granted
for common wheat, maize and rye in the hands of private storers and users.
125. ln 1979/80 production refunds granted to manufacturers of cereal starch
and potato starch remained unchanged. The direct aid to producers of durum
wheat increased by l.5oÄ in 1979/80 and the number of beneficiary regions was
maintained.
AGR. REP. 1979
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Budgetary expenditure
126. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on cereals
amounted to I 112.5 million EUA in 1978. is forecast at I 572.2 million EUA in
1979 and estimated at 1727.6 million EUA in 1980 or 12.8%. 15.3% and
15,8oÄ respectively of the Guarantee Section's total expenditure. The amount of
| 574.2 million EUA for 1979 breaks down into | 209.4 million EUA for exports
refunds and 364.8 million EUA for intervention expenditure.
2. Rice (')
127. In 1978 Community rice production (793 000 tonnes or 03% by value of
the final agricultural production,0.2% of the Community UAA and0.27% of
world production)was lupby 38.7oÄ following an increase of 38.3% in yields and
0.5% in area. Despite a reduction of 3% in area a harvest of 807 000 tonnes is
expected for 1979 following an increase of 4.7o/o in yields. ln 1977 /78 use of rice
in the Community (1.13 million tonnes) increased by 5.8% making a self-supply
rate of 52.7% (68.5% in 1976/77).
Both imports (969000 tonnes, plus 47.1oÄ) and exports (480000 tonnes, plus
98.3%) expanded while intra-Community trade (416000 tonnes, of which 50%
was Community-produced rice) fell by 4.4%. The intervention prices for
round-grained paddy rice in 1979/80 were increased by 33% and the target
price for husked round-grained rice by 5%. The intervention corrective amounts
for ldng-grained rice were reduced by half as also the difference between the
threshold price for husked round-grained rice and husked long-grained rice. In
1978/79 market prices were very much higher than the intervention price (35%
for round-gained rice and 21% for long-grained rice). For the first time the
market prices for long-grained rice were lower than those for round-grained rice.
World prices fell by more than l5%. Between 1975 and 1978 consumer prices
increased by 119.6% in ltaly, 21oÄ in France and0.6% in the FR of Germany.
ln 1979/80 there should be an increase in round-grained rice production and a
larger intra-Community market for Italian rice, which had already shown some
increase in 1978/79.
128. Because of the drop in world prices and the increase in the threshold
prices, levies were increased in 1978/79. Refunds were granted for certain
exports of long-grained rice, but no refund was fixed for exports of round-
( ' )  See Tab les  M.2 .1  to  M.2 .5 .
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grained rice. In 1978/79 31 500 tonnes of rice were marketed as food aid (62 000
tonnes in 1977178').
There has been no intervention in rice since 1972/73 and so far no monetary
compensatory amount has been hxed. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of
the EAGGF on rice amounted to 17.9 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 41.4
million EUA in 1979 and estimated at 47.3 million EUA in 1980, or 0.2%,
0.4% and 0.4% respectively of the Guarantee Section's total expenditure' The
amount of 41.4 million EUA breaks down into 38.5 million EUA for refunds
and 2.9 million EUA for intervention.
3. Sugar and isoglucose (1)
Production and consumption
129. Sugarbeet is grown by 365 000 farms in the community. In spite of a
reduction of 0J% in area, sugar production in 1978/79 reached a record of
11776000 tonnes (or +2.1%) following an increase of 2.4% in yields. Sugarbeet
production represented 2.6% by value of final agricultural production and
occupied 2% of the UAA. The sugar production of Il776 000 tonnes consists of
9 million tonnes of A sugar, 1.9 million tonnes of B sugar and 807000 tonnes of
C sugar. Production in 1978/79 is expected to exceed 11.6 million tonnes'
Isoglucose production in 1978/79 was 139 100 tonnes (102 800 tonnes in
1977178) in dry matter equivalent.
130. ln 1978/79 total human consumption (9 383 000 tonnes) was maintained
at the 1977178 level (9 370 000 tonnes). 6 000 tonnes of white sugar were used,
with denaturing premiums, for feeding bees and 100 000 tonnes for the chemical
industry. The amount of the refund on sugar used for the chemical industry was
maintained at the same level as in 1977/78 (4.11 ECU).
Self-supply rate and trade
131. in 1978/79 the Community self-supply rate reached a record level
(125.50Ä compared with 123.0% in 1977 /78). To the Community surplus of 1.3
million tonnes of sugar for export, not including C sugar, must be added the 1.3
million tonnes of ACP sugar. Intra-Community trade (1.2 million tonnes in
1978t79) was down by 8$%.[n1978/79,2.3 million tonnes of white sugar and
( ' )  See Tables M.3.1 to M.3.7.
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140 000 tonnes of raw beet sugar were exported with Community refunds under
the tendering procedure. If sugar exports in the form of processed products and
C sugar are taken into account, Community sugar exports amounted to an
equivalent of about 3.5 million tonnes of white sugar in 1978/79. The net
exportable Community surplus in 1979/80 is probably about the same as in
1978/79. The cost to the Community is, however, likely to be very high in view
of the depressed state of the world market owing to the continuing existence of
large stocks (34% of world consumption) despite the slight drop in world
production which for the first time since 1973/74 should be less than estimated
demand.
Prices
132. ln 1978/79 the common prices were raised by only 2%, as also the
guaranteed price for preferential raw sugar, which was fixed at the level of the
intervention price for raw Community beet sugar. For 1979/80 common prices
were raised by 1.5%. As usual, the ex-factory before-tax market prices were
close to the intervention prices in the surplus regions and higher than this price
in the United Kingdom. In 1978/79 the annual average price of white sugar on
the Paris Stock Exchange was 15.5 ECU/100 kg for short-term delivery or
-5.6% compared with 1977/78.
Measures taken
133. Almost all the sugar exports qualify for Community refunds were affected
by way of the tendering procedure. In 1978/79 no sugar was offered to
intervention and there were no food-aid measures. For 1979/80. the Council
decided to introduce a market organization system for isoglucose similar to that
for sugar.
Budgetary expenditure
134. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF amounted to 878
million EUA in 1978. is forecast at 1004.6 million EUA in 1979 and estimated
at 1116.6 mi l l ion EUA in 1980 or l0. l%,9.60Ä andl0.2% respect ivel i 'of  the
Guarantee Section's total expenditure. However, there are two levies in the sugar
sector, one on production and the other in respect of storage costs, both of which
provide revenue for the Community budget. From 1979 there has also been a
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production levy on isoglucose. Thus, net expenditure in 1978 could amount to
+ZZ mittion EUA and 545 million EUA in 1979 of which 380 million EUA for
the re-exportation of ACP sugar.
4. Ol ive oi l ( t )
135. In 1977 /78, production<stimated on the basis of aid applica-
tions-amounted to 744000 tonnes (327 000 tonnes in1976/77) and represented
0.8% by value of the Community's final agricultural production and 3.8% of
Italy's; it was 30% of world production. For 1978/79, on the other hand,
production is estimated at about 400 000 tonnes. The sole reason for these
fluctuations is the yields, since the production potential (190 million trees
standing on 2.3 million ha) has remained stable. The price ratio between olive oil
and seed oils is about 2.5:1 which has led to a considerable decline in olive oil
consumption and this, together with the good harvest in 1977 /78, resulted in a
drop in imports (90 500 tonnes against 147 000 tonnes in 1976/77)' Imports for
lg78/79 are estimated at 86 900 tonnes. Exports were 14 000 tonnes in 1977178
and nearly 4 000 tonnes in 1978/79. Intra-Community trade is very limited.
136. The new market organization system for olive oil came into force on I
January 1979 and the consumption aid, equal to the difference between the
target producer price less the production aid and the representative market price,
oniy took effect from I April 1979. The prices fixed by the Council for 1979/80
were L5% higher. ln 1977/78 the market prices for lampante olive oils
fluctuated around the intervention prices, those for olive residue oils were below
that price and those for edible virgin oils were above the intervention price; the
quantities of these three types of oil offered to intervention were 5 700 tonnes,
21 500 tonnes and 48 000 tonnes respectively. The market was calm up to 31
March 1979 in anticipation of the introduction of the consumption aid.
137. Up to I April 1979, the levies fixed for imports fluctuated between 63 and
70 ECU/100 kg for edible virgin olive oils and between 59 and 66 ECU/100 kg
for lampante olive oil. After 1 April 1979 the levies were between 36 and 39
ECU/100 kg and between 25 and 35 ECU/100 kg respectively. Owing to the low
level of refunds, traders employed the EXIM procedure (importation' free of
levy, of a quantity of oil equivalent to that exported) or supplies were obtained
from the Italian intervention agency. At the beginning of 1978/79 that agency
( ' )  See Tables M.4.1 to M.4.3.
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held 99 500 tonnes of all qualities of olive oil; a further 4 200 tonnes were
bought in and 39862 tonnes were sold during 1978/79. At the beginning of the
1979/80 marketing year the Italian intervention agency accordingly held about
50 000 tonnes of all qualities of olive oil.
138. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on olive oil
amounted to 182.3 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 391.7 million EUA in
1979 and est imated at 445.5 mi l l ion EUA in 1980. or 2.1%.3.8% and 4.1%
respectively to total expenditure by the Guarantee Section.
5. Oilseeds and protein seeds (1)
b) Colza, rape and sunflower seeds
139. In 1978 oilseeds represented 0.4% by value of Community final agricul-
tural production and occupied 0.7% of the UAA. Because of its small production
the Community covers only I loÄ of its oil requirements and 4 to 5% of its cake
requirements. In 1978 colza production (1.2 million tonnes or 12.60Ä of world
production) increased by 29.4% following an increase of 3.2% in area and25.l%o
in yields, while sunflower production (129 100 tonnes or l.L% of world
production) fell by 8.6%, this being the result of a 22.9%o reduction in area
partially offset by a 17.9% increase in yield. Consumption of colza oil fell
sharply in 1977/78 (-37.5%) but made a good recovery in 1978/79, while that
of sunflower oil continued to increase (up 30.6% in 1977/78 and by an even
higher percentage in 1978/79). Consumption of colza and sunflower cake
followed a parallel trend. Imports of colza and sunflower seed increased
considerably in 1978/79, while exports fell almost to zero. Intra-Community
trade in colza seed increased in 1978179. while that in sunflower seed remained
steady.
140. The target prices for colza and sunflower seed were increased by 15% for
1979/80. Oilseed prices on the world market did not recover until the second
half of 1978/79. On the Community market, prices obtained by producers of
colza and, more especially, sunflower seed were always higher than the interven-
tion price. ln19'19 there should be a reduction in the colza harvest (-ll%)and
a sharp increase in the sunflower harvest.
( ' )  See Tables M.5.1 to M.5.5.
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141. In 1978/79 aid for colza seed averaged 15.16 ECU/100kg and aid for
sunflower se,ed 14.27 ECU/100 kg; export refunds on colza seed varied between
9.7 and ISECU/l0Okg, while no refunds were fixed for sunflower seed. In
1978/79 I 260 tonnes of colza seed were offered to intervention and almost all
of this was sold. From I July 1979 only colza seed with a maximum erucic acid
content of 9%, instead of l0oÄ, was accepted for intervention and aid is no
longer granted for colza seed with an erucic acid content exceeding l0%, with the
exception of seed for producing oil for certain industrial uses.
Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on colza and sunflower
seed amounted to 131.2 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 180.6 million EUA
in 1979 and is estimated at 205.4 million EUA in 1980. or 1.5%. l.8oÄ and
1.9% respectively of the Guarantee Sertion's total expenditure.
(d Sova beans
142. The area under soya increased from 4000ha in 1978 to 11000ha in
1979, with production rising from 6 600 tonnes to 25 000 tonnes. The Commu-
nity's soya cake requirements were 17 million tonnes in 1978. The guide price
was increasedby 1.5% for 1979/80.|n 1978/79 aid of 18.65 ECU/IO0kg was
granted for a minimum yield of 20 quintals/ha. Expenditure by the Guarantee
Section of the EAGGF amounted to 0.4 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 0.8
million EUA in 1979 and is estimated at 3 million EUA in 1980.
b) Flax seed(1)
143. In 1978 only 6500ha were sown with seed flax (19600ha in 1977),
resulting in production of around 8 000 tonnes; total Community requirements
were 470 000 tonnes of seed. For 1979/80 the guide price was increased by
1.5%. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF amounted to 10.9
million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 18.9 million EUA in 1979 and is estimated
at l7.l million EUA in 1980 (including expenditure in respect of fibre flax
seed).
(') See Table M.7.4 and Section 7, Fibre flax and hemp.
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H) Cotton seed(')
144. In 1978 production of cotton seed (l 000 tonnes) fell following a sharp
reduction in area (2750 ha in 1978 as against 5 600 ha in 1977). The rate of aid
per hectare (133.38 ECLD for 1979/80 represents an increase of l.5oÄ. Expendi-
ture by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF amounted to 0.2 million EUA in
1978. is forecast at 0.8 million EUA for 1979 and is estimated at 0.8 million
EUA in 1980.
b) Castor seed
145. Castor seed is being grown experimentally (100 tonnes produced from
20ha); in 1978 imports of seed to the Community totalled 44200 tonnes and
imports of oil 75 000 tonnes. The aid granted, which is equal to the difference
between the guide price and the world market price, was increased by 15% fot
1979/80.In addition, launching aid for 12.09 ECUI100 kg has been introduced
for this and the two following marketing years.
6. Dehydrated fodder; peas and field beans
(a) Dehydrated fodder l2l
146. The common organization of the market covers dried fodder, the main
sun-dried l6gumes, protein concentrates obtained from lucerne and grass juice
and, until the end of 1979/80, dehydrated potatoes. Not counting the latter,
production of dried fodder (1655 million tonnes in 1978) increased by I.8%";
production of dehydrated potatoes (68474 tonnes in 1978179) fell by 1.3%o.
Since there was a net import balance of 168 780 tonnes in 1978 (319 830 tonnes
in 1977), 1.8 million tonnes of dried fodder were available in the Community
(down 6.3% on the 1.9 million tonnes available in 1977). In 1978 the market
prices of dried fodder were fairly low (80-90 EUA/tonne), but they rose to 110
ECU/tonne in July 1979. No major difficulties arose in the operation of the
new organization of the market which entered into force on I April 1978; the
( ' )  See Table M.5.1
(2) See Tables M.6.1 to M.6.4.
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supplementary aid varied from 22-25 ECU/tonne in 1978 to 8-10 ECU/tonne
in summer 1978. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on dried
fodder amounted to 42.6 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 49.3 million EUA
in 1979 and is estimated at 55.8 million EUA in 1980.
(b) Peas and field beans used in animal feedl'l
147. Depending on the fluctuations in the price of soya cake, the aid granted to
feed manufacturers who use peas or field beans varied between 69 053 ECU/
100 kg and 8 199 ECU/100 kg during 1978/79. In the course of the marketing
year aid was requested for 155 000 tonnes of these products (76 000 tonnes of
peas and 79 000 tonnes of beans), mainly in the Netherlands. There was no
expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF in 1978; expenditure is
forecast at 6.3 million EUA in 1979 and estimated at 7.5 million EUA in
1980.
7. Fibre flax and hemp (2)
148. In 1978 the production of fibre flax, which is grown on only about 15 000
holdings, was 92400 tonnes of flax fibres (14%.of world production), down by
4.1% following a2.5oÄ fall in yields and a2% reduction in area. On the other
hand, a 1090Ä increase in flax straw yields was responsible for an 8.7% rise in
straw production in 1978 (534 600 tonnes). The area under paper help stabilized
in 1978 (10 800 ha and 65 000 tonnes of straw). There has been an increase in
internal demand for flax fibres (+2.9%) and imports have risen sharply (51.8%).
Since production fell by only 4.1% and exports increased by only ll.7oÄ, stocks
rose from 45 800 tonnes at the start of 1978/79 to 59 100 tonnes at the end of
the marketing year.
The Community's rate of self-supply in flax fibres was ll8% (1890Ä for long
fibres and 600Ä for short fibres). ln 1978179 prices of flax straw were fairly
satisfactory, while those for flax fibres stabilized at the level reached at the end




See Tables M.7.1 to M.7.5.
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producers, rose by about2.4%. Production of flax fibres is expected to decline in
1979/80. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on flax and
hemp amounted to 15.4 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 17 '5 million EUA in
1979 and is estimated at 19.1 million EUA in 1980.
8. Seeds( ')
149. In 1978 the Community, with a production of 1.8 million quintals (+2IX
as a result of a 12% increase in area), or a quarter of world production, was able
to meet its own requirements. ln 1979/80 it will again be self-sufficient, with
about 2.5 million quintals available and demand estimated at 1.54 million
quintals. On I July 1978 stocks amounted to 785 000 quintals and are estimated
at 825000 quintals on 1 July 1979, imports having exceeded requirements.
Prices rose in spring 1979 and are at present satisfactory. Following imports at
abnormally low prices, a countervailing charge was introduced in January 1979
on hybrid maize, of which the Community is a net importer and of which it
produced 1.6 million quintals in 1978. Since 1 July 1979 imports of hybrid maize
have been controlled by means of import licensing. Expenditure by the Guaran-
tee Section of the EAGGF on seeds amounted to 20.3 million EUA in 1978, is
forecast at27,2 million EUA in 1979 and is estimated at 31.4 million EUA in
1980.
9. Wine (2)
150. ln 1977/78 Community wine production (128.3 million hl, not including
must) dropped 13.5% as a result of adverse weather conditions. In 1978/79 it
increased by 3.3% (132.5 million hl or 2.1% by value of final agricultural
production, 29% of Community UAA and 47.3% of world production). The
relatively small wine harvest of 1977178 enabled stocks to be reduced by 7
million hl and the quantities processed fell from 17.7 million hl in 1976177 to
10.9 million hl, despite a drop in overall consumption (125.2 million hl) of 1.4% '
ln 1977/78 imports to the Community totalled 5.9 million hl (+6.8%) and
exports 4.4 million hl (-5.4%).
( ' )  See Table M.8.1
(r) See Tables M.9.1 to M.9.3.
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151. The various guide prices were raised by 1.5% for 1979/80 as against20Ä
in 1978/79. All the average quotations recorded on the different markets in
1978/79 are higher than those recorded in 1977/78 for table wines of types RI(from +0.2oÄ to + 18.5%) and R lIl (+21.7%o). The average quotations recorded
for wines of type RII were not uniform (from -8.3% to +17.7o/o); the same
was true of wines of type AI (from -5.2% to +9%). On the other hand, there
was a remarkable increase for wines of types AII (from 20.joÄ to 26%) and
Alll (+27%). Overall, the situation was satisfactory for practically all red wines
and for French and German white wines, as in 1977 /78, however, quotations for
Italian white wines reflected a serious crisis. world market prices remained
steady; prices on Spanish markets climbed steeply until September 1978 and
then fell back. wine prices in Spain were between 60 and i0% of the ofliciat
Community quotations for the corresponding types of wine. The 1979/80
harvest is estimated at around 151 million hl;(r) this quantity could lead to a
marked fall in the prices of French and Italian table wines (R I, R II and A I) and
to an increase in the prices of German table wines (R III, A II and A III).
152. In view of the medium-term imbalance between supply and demand, the
Commission forwarded to the Council in August 1978 a 1979-85 action
programme for the progressive establishment of balance on the market in wine.
Countervailing charges remained unchanged in 1978/79, as did refunds, which
applied to 220000hI in 1978. No exceptional distillation operations were
undertaken in 1978/79; Community-aided distillation totalled about 1.7 million
hl. The measures to ensure due fulfilment of contracts, authorized only for
holders of long-term storage contracts, were little used; in 1979/80, however,
they may well be applied to over 9 million hl. Stocks totalled 74.4 million hl at
the beginning of 1978/79 and 70 million hl at the end of the marketing year;
this is no cause for alarm but the 1979/80 harvest will give rise to bigger
problems. As regards monetary questions, a new method of calculation in force
since 25 June 1979 has led to monetary compensatory amounts being abolished
for France and much reduced for Italv.
15 3. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section
to 63 .7 million EUA in I97 8,, is forecast at
estimated at 203.3 million EUA in 1980, or
of total Guarantee Section expenditure. The
of the EAGGF on wine amounted
94.4 million EUA in 1979 and is
0.7 %, 0.9% and 1.9% respect ively
figure of 94.4 million EUA breaks
( l)  November 1979 estimate: 164 mil l ion tonnes.
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down into 2.1 million EUA for refunds and 87.7 million EUA for interven-
tion.
10. Raw tobacco(1)
154. In 1978 the Community production of raw tobacco (l7l493 tonnes or 3%
of world production and 0.4oÄ by value of final agricultural production in the
Community) was up by 4.6% following a l0% increase in yields from an area
reduced by 4.8%.In 1978 there was a rise in the production of dark-air cured
(+tS.t%),light-air cwed(+2%) and fire-cured (+3.8%) tobaccos and a fall in
the production of flue-cured (-I13%) and sun-cured (-2.5%) tobaccos.
Consumption stabilized and there were indications of a decline. The Communi-
ty's self-supply rate is around 26%.World exports (1.41 million tonnes in 1978)
rose by 9.6% and Community exports (29 100 tonnes) by 34% and imports
(569900 tonnes) by 25.6%,620Ä of which was Virginia flue-cured. Prices of
American tobacco, with the exception of Kentucky, remained steady, while the
prices of oriental varieties continued to fall. Community growers, generally
speaking, received the norm price and in Italy there was even an increase in the
prices of oriental varieties. 4
155. The plan for switching over the planting of the Kentucky and Paraguay
varieties in the place of Beneventano, first implemented in time for the 1977
harvest, involved | 232ha in that year; in 1978 and 1979 | 624 and 750 ha
respectively should be converted. About 15 000 tonnes from the 1978 harvest
were offered to intervention (18 796 tonnes in 1977); two tendering procedures
involving 3 043 tonnes were held in 1979, leaving 27 459 tonnes in stock.
Refunds were paid on just over 11600 tonnes from the 1977 harvest (12500
tonnes in 1976). Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF
amounted to 216.I million EUA in 1978. is forecast at 2I2 million EUA in 1979
and is estimated at 280 million EUA in 1980, or 2.5%,2.0% and 2.60Ä
respectively of the Guarantee Section's expenditure.
(  ' )  See Tables M. l0. l  to  M.10.5.
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11. Fruit, vegetables and live plants
b) Fresh fruit and vegetables()
156. Production of fresh fruit and vegetables (119% by value of Community
final agricultural production), which is mainly concentrated in France and ltaly,
is relatively stable in the medium term. In 1978 Community commercial
production of fruit (17.7 million tonnes), with an increase of 17.2%, reverted to
a normal level, while commercial production of fresh vegetables (24.7 million
tonnes) increased by only 1.6%. ln 1977178 consumption of fruit within the
Community (22.3 million tonnes) dropped by 10.4% as a result of a fall in per
capita consumption (78 kg, i.e. citrus fruit: +0.4%; other fresh fruit: -12.4%),
while Community consumption of fresh vegetables (30.2 million tonnes) rose by
ll.5% with an increase of ll.60Ä in per capita consumption (104.3 kg). In the
medium term, fruit and vegetable consumption is fairly steady. ln 1977 /78 the
Community's self-supply rates were 92.3% for vegetables, 4l% for citrus fruit
and 72.5% for other fruit. In 1978 total imports of fresh fruit (4.4 million
tonnes, of which 3.1 million tonnes of citrus fruit) increased by 3.4oÄ, whereas
imports of vegetables l.l million tonnes) were 9.6% down; fruit exports (0.6
million tonnes) werc 20% down, while vegetable exports (390 000 tonnes) were
I I % up. In contrast, trade between EEC countries has increased substantially
since 1973 (+3.8oÄ per year for fruit and +3.7oÄ for vegetables).
157. ln 1978/79 the basic and buying-in prices were increased with the result
that average withdrawal prices were aboü 2% higher; for 1979/80 the increase
was fixed at 1.5%. The reference prices were increased on average by 4.8%
between 1978179 and 1979/80; except in the case of citrus fruit for which the
increase in basic and buying-in prices was totally offset by the penetration
premiums. It is very difficult to give an average market price for fruit and
vegetables; nevertheless, the data collected on pilot products in 1978/79 show
that there was a considerable drop in market prices for apples, except in
Denmark, (Luxembourg: -58.7%; Italy: -28.7%, peaches (France: -17.8%;
Italy: -5.3%), table grapes (Italy: -30.7%; France: -3.4%), oranges
(-25.4%) and lemons (-5.4%); on the other hand, with the exception of
mandarins which rose in pnce (+26.7%), the other fruit and vegetables showed
varying price trends according to country: pears (Denmark: +68.4%; Belgium:
-27.9%), cauliflowers (United Kingdomi +71.5%; Denmarki +25%; FR of
Germany: -179%\ and tomatoes (Germany: +203%; Italy: -19.5%). The
( ' )  See Tables M. l  I  . l  to  M. l  1.9.
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downward trend of fruit and vegetable prices is principally due to the fact that
prices had risen to extremely high levels in 1977178. Market prices for
cauliflowers and tomatoes were very enatic and sometimes dropped below the
basic price. Fruit prices were above the basic price except in the case of apples,
the market price of which was below the basic price in all Community countries
except France and Italy.
158. ln 1978/79 countervailing charges were introduced on eight species of
fruit and vegetables from nine non-member countries, in several cases for a
short period only. Refunds were granted on ten products in 1978/79; the rates
of refund were low and they were only granted where there were real export
possibilities and when difliculties in traditional export patterns warranted them.
Protective measures were adopted in respect of Spanish aubergines; these took
the form of a suspension of imports into France, total between 8 and 31 May
1978 and partial between I and 3l June 1978. Likewise, the admission of apples
from Chile for free circulation in the Community was suspended from 17 June
to 15 August 1979, because Chile, unlike other apple-producing countries in the
southern hemisphere, failed to comply with the Community's request that the
programme of apple exports from that part of the world should be modifed
between March and August 1978 to take account of the Community market
situation. ln 1978179 quantities withdrawn from the market (644912 tonnes)
were greater than those in 1977/78 (207 477 tonnes); this was due to large-scale
withdrawal of apples (366295 tonnes) and citrus fruit (170609 tonnes). Quanti-
ties of other fruit and vegetables withdrawn in 1978/79 were lower than those
withdrawn in 1977178. Penetration premiums adopted in order to boost sales of
Community citrus fruit were increased in 1978/79 in the same proportion as
common prices (+2%); the same step has been taken from 1979/80 (+1.5%).
For certain varieties of oranges the minimum priceipayable by processors to
producers have been fixed for 1978/79 at between 6.55 ECU/100 kg net and
L2.92ECU/ 100 kg net, while the corresponding financial compensation has been
frxed at between 3.22ECU/|00kg and 9.59ECU/I00kg net. For lemons the
net minimum price payable by processors to producers has been fixed for
1978/79 at 12.39 ECU/IO0kg net, while financial compensation for processors
has been fixed at 7.56ECU/I00kg net.
159. Expenditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section on the fresh fruit and
vegetables sector amounted to 70.1 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 140.2
million EUA in 1979 and estimated at 173.3 million EUA in 1980; these
amounts represent 0.8%,1.3% and 1.6% respectively of total expenditure by the
AGR. REP. 1979
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Guarantee Section. The sum of 140.2 million EUA comprises 26.0 million EUA
for refunds and 114.2 million EUA for intervention.
b) Processed fruit and vegetables
160. In 1978 production of processed vegetables (t) @745 000 tonnes) was 9%
down on 1977, partly as a result of the rundown of stocks of various preserved
vegetables (peas, French beans); on the other hand, production of processed
tomatoes went up (22.5%). Fruit processing in 1978 was 8% up on 1977, partly
owing to an increase in the production of lemon-juice (+36%) and other
preserved fruit (+31%). The application, begun in 1978, of a system of aid for
certain processed fruits and vegetables (tomatoes, peaches, prunes) posed no
major problems.
Trade patterns as a whole did not change much between 1977 and 1978
although imports of some products, especially preserved tomatoes, fell off
considerably, with rhe result that the Community's net import balance is
declining, while intra-Community trade is slightly on the increase. One notable
reason for the drop in imports of tomato concentrate from non-member
countries in 1978 was the rundown of surpluses imported into the United
Kingdom in 1977. The protective measure adopted in May 1978 in respect of
cultivated mushrooms did no more than limit imports to 45 000 tonnes (i.e. a
50% increase on 1977); there was still a glut on this market at the end of 1978.
Expenditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section on the processed fruit and
vegetables sector was 30.6 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 276.3 million
EUA in 1979 and is est imated at 351.1 mi l l ion EUA in 1980, i .e.0.4%,2.7%
and 3.2% respectively of total Guarantee Section expenditure. The production
aid arrangements introduced in 1978 had the effect of holding over expenditure
in respect of 1978/79 until 1979.
b) Live plants
161. According to estimates, which are always uncertain in this sector, the
value of production (3% of final Community agricultural production) increased
by IoÄ in 1978 (bulbs: +2oÄ; nursery products: +l%; cut flowers and pot
plants: +0.7oÄ). Intra-Community trade (+8.5%), imports (+29.40Ä) and
exports (+1.8%) all increased. Consumption therefore rose, despite the increase
in costs due largely to fuel problems.
( ') Including tomato preserves.
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12.  Hops( ' )
162. In 1978, 7 020 hop growers, 6 307 of whom were members of recognized
producer groups, produced 42700 tonnes of hops, or about 39% of world
production. Community production of hops in 1978 was 10.2% down on
1977 /78 following a reduction of 7.2%o in area planted and a drop (2) of 3.4% in
yield. For 1979 a further drop of 3% in production is expected. The marked
swing towards varieties rich in alpha acid continued; in 1971 aromatic and bitter
varieties represented 73% and 260/o of the area under hops and they now
represent 50oÄ and 49%. The demand for beer increased by 30Ä in the world but
remained unchanged in the Community. Because of the new manufacturing
techniques the demand for hops increased by l%o in the world but fell in the
Community.
163. In 1978 the Community - the world's leading exporter--€xported 43%
of its production; but exports, like imports into the Community, have been
declining since 1975. In 1978 the system of Community certification for hops,
which improved market transparency, was applied for the first time; structural
measures were also applied to encourage quality production and a reduction of
area; all these measures led to an increase of about l8oÄ in prices. Because of
the improvement in the market, the Commission, for the first time since 1974,
refrained from enforcing the measures to exclude new plantings from Commu-
nity aid. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on hops
amounted to 11.2 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at ll million EUA in1979
and is estimated at ll million EUA in 1980.
13. Milk and milk products(3)
Production and consumption
164. In spite of the premium system in force since 1977 (860000 slaughter
applications by summer 1979, half of them in the FR of Germany), dairy cow
numbers increased by l.loÄ in 1978. As a result of a good fodder harvest and
( r )  See Tab les  M. l2 . l  to  M.12.3 .
(') November 1979 estimate 44 100 tonnes - *3o/o.( , )  See  Tab les  M . l 3 . l  t o  M .13 .18 .
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low prices for concentrated feeds, average yields increased by more than 3% in
1978 bringing an increase of about 4.5%o in production and about 5% in
deliveries to dairies. ln 1979 milk production has probably increased by about 2 %.
In 1978, the trends observed in 1977 in consumption of drinking-milk and fresh
products were maintained: a drop in the consumption of drinking-milk, a
slowdown in consumption of yoghurt and fresh cream, and increased sales of
sterilized and UHT milk in preference to pasteurized milk. Butter production
(1900000 tonnes) increased by 8.7% in 1978, while consumption fell by about
80Ä.ln 1979 production probably increased and, despite numerous measures to
boost sales, stocks by mid-September 1979 exceeded 600 000 tonnes for the first
time; of this quantity,260 000 tonnes were in private storage.
165. Production of skimmed-milk powder (2 150000 tonnes) increased by
9.2% in 1978 and is expected to drop back only slightly (50 000 tonnes) in 1979.
Only about l2oÄ of skimmed-milk powder is sold in the Community at the price
frxed;60% is sold with a rebate of almost 50% for feeding calves; almost 15%
is exported with the aid of substantial refunds. In addition, skimmed-milk
powder is sold in the Community for pig feeding and outside the Community
for animal feed in general or as food aid at prices which do not even cover
dehydration and packaging costs. It was only with the aid of considerable public
fuhds that the quantities in public storage at the end of 1979 could be reduced
below the 300 000 tonne level. Cheese production and consumption increased by
about 3% in 1978; this trend seems likely to be sustained in1979. On the other
hand, Community consumption of whole-milk powder and condensed milk
remains stationary or, in some cases, is declining; variations in Community
production of these products are mainly a reflection of world demand. Producers
of casein and caseinate increased their shares of the market. with the aid of
considerable public funds.
Trade and self-supply rate
166. After the sharp increase in world trade in 1977, trade in cheese and
whole-milk powder remained steady in 1978, trade in butter and butteroil
dropped by 6% and in skimmed-milk powder by 12%.In 1978 world production
of milk and milk products increased by less. than 2% (3% in 1977): this figure
should be even lower in 1979. 1978 was marked by a clear increase in world
cheese consumption, but progress wds less marked for butter and liquid milk.
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167. In 1978 Community exports of all milk products except concentrated milk
(which decreased) remained at the 1977 level. Taking account of changes in
world trade in 1978, the Community's market shares developed as follows: no
change in the market share for cheese (37%) and whole-milk powder (670Ä),
increase for butter (48%o against 44% in 1977), skimmed-milk powder (45%
against 39oÄ in 1977) and concentrated milk (79% against 78oÄ in 1977).
Community imports of butter (139000 tonnes against 120000 tonnes in 1977)
came largely from New Zealand(124971tonnes), and accounted for 24% of all
world imports of butter and butteroil, including food aid. Imports of cheese into
the Community (78 000 tonnes against 89 000 tonnes in 1977) represented 13%
of world trade in cheese.
Prices
168. The common prices of 1978/79 were maintained for 1979/80.In 1978 the
prices paid to milk producers continued to vary considerably from one dairy to
another. Average consumer prices for cheese increased considerably (FR of
Germany: +3.2%; Italy: +21.40Ä), while average prices for drinking-milk,
except in the Netherlands (-9.2%), increased less markedly (FR of Germany:
0%;United Kingdom: +1550Ä) and average prices for butter tended to remain
at a standstill, despite substantial variations between Member States (Ireland:
-9o/o, United Kingdom: +12.6%).
Measures taken
169. For 1979180 aid for skimmed milk for use in animal feed was frxed at
5.32 ECU/100 kg; aid for skimmed-milk powder for use in animal feed was
fixed at 51.98 ECU/100 kg and aid for skimmed milk for casein production at
61lECU/l00kg. In addition, special aid of 7.86ECU/I00kg was granted for
pig and poultry feed. Since September 1977 special aid has been granted for the
use of skimmed-milk powder in feed for animals other than young calves and its
level is fixed by tender. This has brought a notable increase in consumption of
skimmed-milk powder for animal feed because a minimum skimmed-milk
powder content of 60% in compound feeds has been laid down as a condition
for granting aid in this sector.
170. In 1978 intervention agencies bought in 347 000 tonnes of butter and sold
174000 tonnes;49000 tonnes were removed from public storage for food aid.
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At the erld of 1978 public stocks of butter were at 231 000 tonnes. In 1978 aid
for private storage was granted in respect of 309000 tonnes of butter; at the end
of 1978 120 000 tonnes were still in private storage. ln 1979 the figure was about
280 000 tonnes. In 1978 467 000 tonnes of skimmed-milk powder were bought
in by the intervention agencies while 754 000 tonnes were taken out; the latter
figure breaks down into 496 000 tonnes for special internal measures, 216 000
tonnes for export and 42 000 tonnes for food aid. In 1978 intervention in respect
of Grana and Parmesan cheese was limited. In 1978 and 1979 the aid
arrangements for private storage of some long-keeping cheeses-which have
been applied regularly since 31 July 1978, and even extended to include
Provolone-were maintained.
171. As some deflection of trade had become apparent, the Commission
revised on 5 September 1977 and 4 June 1979 the method of calculating
monetary compensatory amounts. These amounts were not adjusted after the
Decisions taken on prices dnd agri-monetary measures for 1979180 in the FR of
Germany and Benelux; the partial phasing out of monetary compensatory
amounts in these Member States, combined with the freeze of common prices in
ECU would have caused a fall in common prices in national cunency.
Budgetary expenditure
172. Expenditure by the EAGGF Guarantee Section on milk and milk
products amounted to 4014.7 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 4420 million
EUA in 1979 and estimated at 4709.6 million EUA in 1980, i.e. 46.30Ä,42.9%
and 43.0% respectively of total expenditure by the Guarantee Section. The
amount of 4420 million EUA for 1979 breaks down into 2032.9 million EUA
for refunds, 1 087 million EUA for aid for skimmed milk used in animal feed,
202.1 million EUA for aid for casein, 306.9 million EUA for storage and
disposal of skimmed-milk powder, 588.8 million EUA for storage and disposal of
butter and 112.2 million EUA for premiums for the non-marketing of milk and
conversion of dairy herds to beef ploduction. The {inancial contribution to the
co-responsibility levy introduced in the milk sector on 16 September 1977 was
156.1 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 96.0 million EUA in 1979 and
estimated at 93.2 million EUA in 1980.
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14. Beef and veal( ' )
173. Beef and veal is produced on about 2.7 million farms and in 1978
represented 15.80Ä by value of final agricultural production (I0.5% in Italy and
37.7oÄ in lreland). The Community, with 13.4o/o f world production, was the
third largest producer behind the United States (23.6%) and the USSR
(t3.80Ä).
Production and consumption
174. In December 1978, there were 77.8 million head of cattle in the
Community, including 31.2 million cows, these ligures being 0.8% and loÄ
above the figures for December 1977. There were 0.7% more cows of meat
breeds and loÄ more calves (cattle under one year). In 1978 beef production (5.7
million tonnes) rose by 0.4oÄ, the result of a I.5oÄ increase in average slaughter
weight (281.9 kg) from l.loÄ fewer slaughterings (20.1 million head). Production
of veal (750000 tonnes) rose by 2.7oÄ, this also being the result of an increase,
of 3.7%, in the average slaughter weight (108.1 kg) from I % fewer slaughterings
(6.9 million head). Overall, beef and veal production (6.4 million tonnes) rose by
0.7oÄ in 1978. In 1979 the number of adult cattle and calves marketed should be
higher than in 1978.
175. As a result of the substantial population increase and the high rate of
economic growth in the Community from 1963 to 1971, the consumption of
beef arid veal increased by more than 1.5%o per year; since 1971 it has fluctuated
somewhat. In 1978 total consumption (6.7 million tqnnes) increased by l.3oÄ,
while per capita consumption (25.7 kg) rose by 1.2%o. The medium-term trend is
for consumption of beef to rise and that of veal to fall.
Self-supply rate and trade
176. The Community's self-supply rate fell again in L978 (95.6% against
96.10/o in 1977), but as a result of massive intervention buying and increased
imports, total intervention stocks are still large (280 000 tonnes of unboned meat
in the autumn of 1979).
( ' )  See Tab les  M.14. l  to  M.14.7 .
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177. From 1973 to 1978, intra-Community trade increased by nearly l0oÄ per
year and totalled I 093 000 tonnes in 1978. Since 1974 Community imports have
varied between 300000 and 450000 tonnes per year; in 1978 they were 415 000
tonnes (+9.5%), including 164 000 tonnes of preserves and I22 000 tonnes of
frozen meat. The Community's main suppliers in 1977 were Latin America,
accounting for about 45oÄ of total imports and 60% of imports of frozen meat,
the East European countries with about 20% of total imports, the ACP countries
with about 8% and Australia and New Zealand with about 5%.The Commun-
ity's exports tofalled 168 000 tonnes (+10.5%). The Community's main custom-
ers in 1978 we,.r: the European countries of the Mediterranean (20% of total
exports) the East European countries (l5oÄ) and the Middle East (over l2%).
Prices.
178. The guide price for adult cattle was increased by 1.5% for 1979180 and,
by way of derogation from Regulation (EEC) No805/68,the Council also fixed
the intervention price at 90% of the guide price. In 1978 the average Commu-
nity market price for adült cattle increased by only 13% (8.4oÄ in national
currency) and average prices settled at around 86.5% of the guide price, i.e.
below the Community intervention price. The Community market price for
calves increased by only 3.3oÄ in 1978 (+4.9oÄ in 1977). Free-at-frontier offer
prices varied little in 1978, but for the most part rose quite sharply in early 1979.
Consumer prices increased in all the Member States except Ireland.
179. Production in 1979 should be about 6.6 million tonnes. In 1980 there
might be a very slight increase in output, together with a moderate increase in
consumption, which in view of the stocks to be disposed of would leave a net
deficit of about 200 000 tonnes (247 000 tonnes in 1978). On the world market.
firm prices are to be expected in 1980.
Measures taken
180. In order to support the market, measures were adopted to regulate
supplies, including the granting of export refunds with the option of advance
fixing, the direct purchase of 227 000 tonnes ofbeef in 1978 (160 000 tonnes from
I January to I September 1979) by the public intervention agencies and the
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granting of aid for the private storage of beef forequarters and hindquarters. In
addition, variable premiums for the slaughter of certain beef cattle and a calving
premium in ltaly continued to be available. Measures to stimulate demand
included sales at reduced prices to social organizations and, during 1978 and
until April 1979, the option of importing frozen meat for processing subject to
the purchase of frozen meat held by the intervention agencies.
181. -Under GATT arrangements the Community undertook to open annual
import quotas of 38 500 tonnes, expressed as boned meat, of frozen beef and
veal at a rate of 200Ä,20000 head of mountain heifers and cows at a rate of 60Ä
(+18 000 head autonomously) and 5000 head of Alpine breeds at a rate of 40Ä'
Under the Lome Convention, the Community made special import arrange-
ments for 27 532 tonnes expressed as boned meat. Special agreements were
concluded with Austria, Switzerland, Sweden and Yugoslavia. In addition, the
Community accepted the advance fixing of the levy for chilled meat from
distant non-member countries.
Budgetary expenditure
182. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF of beef and veal
amounted to 638.7 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 688.3 million EUA in
1979 and estimated at 759.3 million EUA in 1980, or 7.4%,6.70Ä and 6.90Ä
respectively of total expenditure by the Guarantee Section. The total of 688'3
million EUA consists of 244.7 million EUA for export refunds and 443.6 million
EUA for intervention, of which 363.5 million EUA for public and private




183. The main features of pig farming in the Community are:
(a) a growth in the number of farms with more than 200 pigs (75 000 farms
1977 against 7l 000 in 1975, or 3% of the 2.5 million holdings recorded
the end of December L977);
( ' )  See  Tab les  M . l 5 . l  t o  M .15 .7  .
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(b) a decline in the number of farms with less than 50 pigs, which
2.2 million, still represented 90% of all pig farms;
(c) a lesser decline in the number of small farms with one or two
(d) more farms with ten of more sows, and fewer with less;
(e) a Community average of 29 pigs per farm in 1977 (against 26 in
widely divergent extremes (United Kingdom : 198 and Italy : 8).
in  1977,  ät
pigs;
1975), with
184. In December 1978 the pig count (75 million) was 4% up and the number
of sows 35% up on December 1977. Despite a fall in prices in 1978, the number
of Community breeding pigs continued to rise for the fourth consecutive year. In
1978 Community pigmeat production (9.3 million tonnes or 12.4% by value of
final agricultural production and 43oÄ of the total tonnage of meat produced,
giving the Community second place in the world after China with more than l0
million tonnes) increased by 5.2% as a result of a 4.9oÄ increase in slaughterings
and a 0.5oÄ rise in average slaughter weight. This increase continued in 1979,
with a sharp rise in the first quarter.
185. Total pigmeat consumption (9.3
1978 and per capita consumption rose
55.7 kg ; Italy : 21.3 kg).
million tonnes) increased by 4.7 oÄ in
from 34 to 35.6 kg (FR of Germany:
Self-supply and trade
186. In 1978 the Community's self-supply rate was 99.9% (Denmark: 349.8oÄ
but still falling ; Italy : 7 5 .6%, steady) against 100.1 % in 1977 . Intra-Community
trade (1.97 million tonnes) was again increasingly active (+ ll.4oÄ) while exports
to non-member countries (191 000 tonnes) of all pigmeat products fell by ll% and
imports 292000 tonnes) increased by 5%. The Community still imports mainly
fresh and salted meat (39.2% of its imports) and lard (24.1%); it exports mainly
pigmeat preparations and preserves (57.1% of its exports) and fresh and salted
meat (30%). ln 1979 imports fell sharply while exports increased.
Prices
187. For 1979180 the basic deadweight price was increased by 1.5% (2% in
1978/79).In 1978/79 sluice-gate prices fell fairly low, though slightly above the
1977 /78 level. After a fall in market prices in mid-1978, which made private
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Pig prices in Community countries (1)
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storage aid a necessity, prices stabilized but below the basic price. In 1979,
plentiful supplies caused prices to fall again, making further intervention neces-
sary. A similar trend on a somewhat larger scale was seen in the United States
during the same period. Consumer prices either remained steady or rose slightly
in the Member States, despite a fall in producer prices. Production costs in 1978
were below those of 1977, but were rising again in early 1979, with the
exception of feed costs, which represent 25-35% of total costs. However, the
trend of all these prices and costs indicated continued growth of production, at
least in certain Member States (Graph l3).
Measures taken
185. l,evies were fixed in line with the trend of world and Community prices
for feed grains. Additional amounts had to be applied in 1978 and 1979 and
contributed to maintaining the prices of imported products at an equitable level
in keeping with intemal community prices. Export refunds were increased from
April 1978, and rose again in May 1979. Private storage aid had to be extended,
in 1979, to other pigmeat products, and had a steadying effect on prices;from
January to September 1979 about 114000 tonnes of pigmeat products were
stored with Community aid.
Budgetary expenditure
189. Expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF on pigmeat
amounted to 45 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 84.9 million EUA in 1979,
and est imated at 77.1 mi l l ion EUA in 1980, or 0.5%,0.8% and 0.7%
respectively of total expenditure by the Guarantee Section. The total of 84.9
million EUA for 1979 consists of 68.6 million EUA for export refunds and 16.3
million EUA for intervention.
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16.  Eggs( ' )
190. In 1978 151 hatcheries (less than l0% of the total) accounted for 60% of
the total number of chicken eggs hatched. Community production of eggs in
shell in 1978 (3.9 million tonnes, or 3.5oÄ by value of final agricultural
production and 15% of world egg production) rose by 2.8oÄ following an
increase of 3.loÄ in the number of laying hens (-2% in the FR of Germany and
+17.1d/o in the Netherlands), while 1.3% more chicks of laying breeds were
hatched (-10.4% in the United Kingdom and +20.1% in Denmark). Produc-
tion of eggs may therefore be expected to reach a new peak in 1979. Human
consumption (3.7 million tonnes) also rose (+2.6%), and the Community's
self-supply rate was 100j% (99.8o/o in 1977). Extemal trade is still small (56 000
tonnes exported and 41 000 tonnes imported in 1978); intra-Community trade
on the other hand (395 000 tonnes is both considerable and expanding, especial'
ly by way of exports to the FR of Germany (over 260 000 tonnes). Producer
prices were low in 1978 and rose only slightly in 1979); consumer prices, on the
other hand, continued to rise in some Member States.
191. In line with the decline in feed grain prices on the world market,
sluice-gate prices dropped from November 1978 to July 1979; they then
increased by 40Ä in August 1979. Irvies thus followed the opposite trend.
Refunds were raised, on I January 1979, from 21.8 to 24ECU/100kg refunds
on egg products, which had remained unchanged since their introduction on I
May 1976, were more than doubled on 1 January 1979.The fixing of the refund
three rnonths in advance, which until the end of March 1979 was authorized for
eggs in shell only, was maintained and extended to egg products. Expenditure by
the Guarantee Section on eggs was 6.9 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at 14.6
million EUA in 1979 and estimated at 12.6 million EUA in 1980. This
expenditure consists entirely of refunds.
17. Poultrymeat (2)
192. In 1978 the production of poultrymeat (3.58 million tonnes or 4.1% by
value of final agricultural production and about l4oÄ of world production of
poultrymeat) increased by 4J% (+6.4% in France and -9.2% in the BLEU).
8 7
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There is a very high degree of concentration in this sector, as 0.4% of producers
account for 72% of Community poultry. Human consumption (3.45 million
tonnes) increased by 6.4%, and the Community's self-supply rate fell from
105.4% to l03.2Yo in 1978. Gross Community imports (69 000 tonnes against
60 000 tonnes in 1977) included 16 200 tonnes of ducks and geese from Eastern
Europe and I I 000 tonnes of turkeys and turkey cuts from the United States.
Exports (193 000 tonnes against 225 000 tonnes in 1977) fell by 14% while
intra-Community trade (276 000 tonnes against 266 000 tonnes in 1977)
increased by 3.8%; much of this trade was directed to the FR of Germany,
which imports 40% of its requirements, whereas the Netherlands exports 60% of
its production. The movement of market prices for chickens varied considerably
from one Member State to another (from -6.8% in Belgium to +11.2% in
Ireland) while consumer prices tended in general to increase more rapidly (from
-0.8% in the FR of Germany to +11.4% in the United Kingdom).
193. The sluice-gate prices for poultry fell between the summer of 1978 and
the summer of 1979 as a result of falling feed-grain prices on the world market.
A recovery in world prices, from early 1979 to I August l979,ledto a slight rise
in sluice-gate prices. Levies, of course, followed the opposite trend. Refunds,
granted in 1978 only on chicken carcases exported to certain non-member
countries, rose from 27ECU/100 kg on 15 May 1978 to 25ECU/I00kg on 15
August 1979. Refunds on certain poultry cuts other than turkey and goose cuts
were introduced on I June 1979 and have not been altered. Refunds on chicken
carcases may be hxed three months in advance. Application of the Regulation
limiting the water content of frozen chicken was postponed until 1 January 1980
for technical reasons concerned with the method of chemical analysis, and the
Commission has, in the meantime, had further research put in hand. In
addition, other difficulties of a public health, animal health or animal husbandry
nature continue to prevent complete freedom of trade in poultry and poultry-
meat between the Member States. Expenditure by the Gurarantee Section of the
EAGGF on poultrymeat amounted to 31.2 million EUA in 1978, is forecast at
51.6 million EUA in 1979 and estimated at 53.2 million EUA in 1980. This
expenditure consists entirely of refunds.
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18. Si lkworms(1)
194. In 1978 the number of boxes of seed started (8 755) fell by 0.5% whereas
production of cocoons (203 423 tonnes, or 0.4% of world production) increased
by 0.7%. World prices for raw silk are still high. For 1979/80 the amount of aid
has been fixed at 67.50 ECU, an increase of I.5oÄ. Expenditure by the
Guarantee Section of the EAGGF was 0.5 million EUA, is forecast at 1.2
million EUA in 1979 and estimated at 1.2 million EUA in 1980.
19. Products not subject to a common market organization
b) Agricultural alcohol l2l
195. In 1978 total production of agricultural alcohol (6824 000h1 of pure
alcohol) fell by 4.60Ä in spite of an increase of 4l% in production of beet
alcohol; production of molasses alcohol fell (-4oÄ). Consumption is still
stationary. Prices rose sharply, which increased the competition from synthetic
alcohol. Trade with non-Community countries included exports of I 128 000 hl
from France and 939 000 hl (almost entirely synthetic alcohol) from the United
Kingdom. Intra-Community trade has again become non-existent. There is no
commop financial responsibility for this sector, but the Community has a
commitment with regard to the granting of export refunds for cereal-based
spirituous beverages, in accordance with Protocol 19 qf the Act of Accession.
(b) Potatoesl3l
196. The only potato products subject to a common market organization are
potato starch, dehydrated potatoes and processed potato products. The marketing
of seed potatoes is subject to a Council Directive and a proposal concerning the
common organization of the market in all fresh and processed potato products
has been pending before the Council since 23 January 1976.
( ') See Table M. I 8. I .(2) See Table M.l9.a.( r )  See Tab les  M. l9 .b . l  to  M.19.b .4 .
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197. According to a 1975 census, 2.4 million farms grow potatoes and
production in 1978 (37.7 million tonnes or 1.8% of final agricultural production
in the Community and 12,4% of world production) fell by 2.1%, the conse-
quence of a reduction in area of 9.9oÄ, partially offset by an increase in yield of
7.7oÄ. The total area under potatoes has fallen by 63% since 1953, while
production has only fallen one-third, on the other hand, in the last ten years, the
area and production of early potatoes have remained roughly stationary. In 1978
production of seed potatoes was about 3 000 000 tonnes and a further 3 000 000
tonnes of potatoes were processed (crisps, pur6e, etc.).
198. Intra-Community trade represents only about 4% of total production but
trade in seed potatoes and new potatoes accounts for between 12 and l5oÄ. The
Community exports seed potatoes to non-member countries and imports new
potatoes. Market prices were very low at the beginning of 1978/79 but rose in
early 1979 to reach a good level in June 1979, except in France where they fell
sharply in May 1979. ln the absence of a common market organization, some
Member States took measures at national level (United Kingdom for ware
potatoes and France for new potatoes).
(c) Sheepmeat (11
199. In 1978 production of sheepmeat (including goatmeat) 526 000 tonnes)
rose by 3.3% as a result of a 2.7 oÄ increase in slaughterings and a 0.4% increase
in average slaughter weight. The number of sheep rose by 3.60Ä in 1978. Total
human consumption rose by 2.2% following a 3% increase in average market
prices (+63.8% in Ireland and -0.9% in Denmark).In 1977 United Kingdom
market prices were 72% of French prices (55% in 1977).In 1978 the Commu-
nity had a net import balance of 281 000 tonnes (+4.9%) in carcase equivalent
and the united Kingdom of 226 000 tonnes (+4.6%). Intra-Community trade
expanded in 1978 (102 500 tonnes compared with 92 800 tonnes in 1977); it
continues to be dominated by a flow of about 50 000 tonnes to France and about
34 000 tonnes from France. The Community's self-supply rate is about 660Ä.In
exporting non-member countries the number of sheep has tended to increase in
1978 (Australia: +3% I New Zealandi +5oÄ).
( ' )  See Tables M. l9.c. l  to  M.19.c.6.
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(d) Honey('l
200. The only general import charge is a customs duty of 27oÄ which is
reduced to 25oÄ for certain developing countries. Community honey production
(39000 tonnes in 1977/78 of which 17000 tonnes in the FR of Germany)
dropped by 29.1% and human consumption (121000 tonnes) by 8.3%, the
result being a 6.5% increase in the net import balance (82 000 tonnes). It is
difficult to establish a common market organization because of the different
trading approaches adopted by the Member States of the Community. Neverthe-
less, in view of current sugar stocks, a premium is granted for denatured sugar
used to feed bees.
b) Wood(z|
201. The Community's large external deficit remained extremely stable during
1976,1977 and 1978 at about 9 000 million EUA. It can be broken down almost
equally into wood, charcoal and wooden articles (49%) and paper and paper-
board (51%). ln 1978 intra-Community trade rose to about 4500 million
EUA.
20. Meat (3)
202. Meat production in the Community rose by 3.4% to 21.6 million tonnes
in 1978, but within this total pigmeat and poultrymeat are increasing, while beef
and veal are falling and other meats are steady. The increase, in both relative
and absolute terms, in pigmeat and poultrymeat (some 6p%o of Community meat
production) is caused particularly by the progressive rationalization of production
structures, improved breeds and the good terms on which feedingstuffs can be
obtained.
203. The pattern of consumption reflected the trends in production. Meat
consumption per capita in 1978 (86.8 kg) increased by 3.5%, but the differences
from one Member State to another are still very great according to type of meat.
( ' )  See Table M. I  9.d. l .
( ' )  See Tab le  M.19.e .1  (3) See Tables M.20.1 to M.20.4.
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Per capita consumption of pigmeat in the Community is 35.6 kg, but 55.4 kg in
the FR of Germany and 21.3 kg in Italy; consumption of beef and veal is
25.7'kg overall, but 32.1 kg in France and 16.8 kg in Denmark; the figure for
poultrymeat is 13.3 kg, with 17.3 kg in Italy and 8.4 kg in Denmark; sheepmeat
(including goatmeat) consumption is 2.9 kg, with 9.3 kg in Ireland and 0.4 kg in
the Netherlands. Consumption of offal is rising (6.1 kg in 1978), with extremes
of 15.7 kg in Ireland and 3.3 kg in Italy. It is possible that, in the long term,
these differences will diminish for all these meats.
204. Community production of all meats covers 96% of Community require-
ments; this rate is steady and corresponded in 1978 to net Community imports
of nearly one million tonnes to meat, of which 295 000 tonnes of offal, 284 000
tonnes of sheepmeat (including goatmeat) and 247 000 tonnes of beef and veal.
The only Community net exports were of poultrymeat (122000 tonnes). Only
beef and veal, pigmeat and poultrymeat are subject to a common market
organization and accordingly qualify for Community financial support. These
three types of meat represent 32.3% by value of Community final agricultural
production and accounted for 82% of expenditure by the Guarantee Section of
the EAGGF in 1978, 8oÄ in 1979 and estimates for 1980 suggest 8.1%.
21. Oi ls and fats(1)
205. This sector covers oils and fats from vegetables and from land and marine
animals. They are primary products which can be consumed as such or prepared
or incorporated into other products. They are also largely interchangeable in their
end uses. Vegetable oils and fats account for 53% of total human consumption
of oils and fats in the Community, oils and fats from land animals for 42%
(including 2loÄ for butter) and oils and fats from marine animals for 5%.
Different policies are applied despite their interchangeability; for butter and olive-
oil support prices are fixed and imports are subject to a levy; in the vegetable
oils sector all oilseeds are imported into the Community duty-free while oils are
subject to duties ranging from l0 to l5%; lower duties or even nil duties are
applied to imports of oils from associated countries, or almost 70oÄ of all oils
imported as such.
( ' )  See Tables M.2 I .  I  and M.2 I .2.
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206. Soya represents between 70 and 75oÄ of all oilseeds crushed in the
Community; of a total of 13.8 million tonnes of seeds crushed in the
Community about 10% are of Community origin. Community production of
vegetable oils is about 4 million tonnes. Annual production of oils and fats from
land animals (excluding butter) is almost 2 million tonnes; that of oils and fats
froq marine animals fluctuates around 130000 tonnes and butter production is
about 1.9 million tonnes.
207. Per capita consumption of oils and fats (excluding butter) is 20kg and of
butter about 6.5 kg. Apparent human consumption of oils and fats from land
animals (excluding butter) has remained relatively stable since 1975 at 5kg per
capita while that of oils and fats of marine animals has tended to drop. Apparent
human consumption of vegetable oils and fats is increasing, except for olive-oil
consumption which is stable. The quantity of oilseeds imported and crushed in
the Community has been on the increase since 1974, mainly because of
increased demand for soya-cake. Imports of vegetable oils are about 2 million
tonnes per year and exports average 650 000 tonnes. While trade in oils and fats
from land animals is relatively small, imports of oils and fats from marine
animals provide 70 to 80oÄ of Community requirements. Prices, apart from
butter and olive-oil prices, are at the world market level.
22. Feedingstuffs (t)
208. As in 1977 energy and protein feedingstuffs were in good supply in 1978.
Among the products used for animal feeding in1977/78 there has been an l8%
increase in the use of oilcakes (soya cakes : 260Ä) and l.8oÄ in the use of cereals,
while fish meal fell by 160Ä and skimmed-milk powder by 6%. Between 1970
and 1978 the production of compound feedingstuffs increased biy 23 million
tonnes, that is to say more than 49% or 5% per year. Between 1973 and 1978
this increase was 22% while livestock production was increasing by only 30Ä, a
fact which points to an increased use of compound feedingstuffs in animal
feeding. The most remarkable increase was in the production of compound
feedingstuffs for cattle (34.30Ä of total production) which rose 14.3% per year
from 1973 to 1978 while the production of compound feedingstuffs for pigs
(35% of the total) increased by only 3.1%.
( ' )  See Tables M.22.1 to M.22.8.
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D - Obstacles to the common agricultural market
209. No true common market in agriculture can develop while measures exist
which are an obstacle to the specialization of production and increased produc-
tivity in agriculture. Of these factors, two merit special attention: monetary
compensatory amounts and State aid.
1. Monetary compensatory amounts
The introduction of the European Monetary System (EMS)
210. As has already been pointed out, development of the common agricultural
market depends to a large extent on the integration of other sectors of the
economy, and in particular on economic and monetary union. In 1979 monetary
integration took a big step forward through the introduction of the European
Monetary System (EMS) (13 March 1979). (The pound sterling (UKL) is not at
present in the EMS intervention system, although it is in the ECU basket.) The
principal elements of the EMS are a European monetary unit, an exchange and
intervention mechanism, credit mechanisr,ns and measures designed to reinforce
the economies of the less prosperous Member States in the system. The
European monetary unit, called ECU, is made up of a basket of Member States'
currencies and constitutes the backbone of the system. Its value and composition
are, initially, the same as those of the EUA.
It was originally intended to introduce the EMS on I January 1979 but it was
not possible to meet that date on account of disagreements on the arrangements
for introducing the ECU into the CAP. Agreement was finally reached on 5-6
March 1979. The requirement that introduction of the ECU (of lower value than
the u.a. used in the CAP) should have no effect on agricultural prices and,
consequently, on monetary compensatory amounts was satisfied by applying the
rate I u.a.: 1.208953 ECU for the purposes of agricultural prices and represen-
tative rates.
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211. The Council also reached a gentlemen's agreement between most Member
States on the dismantling of new monetary compensatory amounts; finally, the
Council expressed its willingness to dismantle the old MCAs progressively: the
Council also provided for a franchise of one point in respect of the MCAs of
Member States whose currency might be revalued after the entry into force of
Regulation No 652179. This done, it was possible to fix the date of entry into
force of the ECU in the CAP at 9 April 1979.
With regard to any new MCAs which might appear in the two years following
the entry into force of the EMS, eight Member States agreed on two-stage
dismantling, to take effect at the beginning of the first and second marketing
years following the agricultural prices decision taken after introduction of those
MCAs. Such reducions were not. however. to result either in a reduction of
prices expressed in national currency or in an increase of those prices expressed
in national currency such as to lead to economic difficulties for the Member
State concerned. During the period covering these two stages, the increase in
common prices would be employed as a matter of priority for dismantling the
positive MCAs.
Management of the system
212. On 14 March 1979 the Commission published the 1979 updating of its
report on 'The economic effects of the agri-monetary system', limited to
statistical data; these support the conclusions of the initial report which were
summarized in the 1978 report on the Agricultural Situation in the Community.
These data again underline the absolute necessity of eliminating monetary
compensatory amounts, as the Commission has already stated on several
occasions in the past.
213. The attempt to reduce the MCAs continued throughout the year with
several alterations in the representative rates. With the introduction of the ECU
into the CAP on 9 April 1979 the representative rates were devalued so that the
MCAs were reduced by 5.3 points for France, 6 points for Italy and 6.3 points
for the United Kingdom. Then, when the common agricultural prices were fixed,
the representative rates were again adjusted with a resultant reduction in the
MCAs of 1 point for the French franc, 4.7 points for the Italian lira and 5.7
points for the pound sterling (devaluation).
These alterations in the representative rates and the change in the monetary
situation in early 1979 made it possible to reduce the monetary gaps substantial-
ly. In this way, not only do MCAs no longer exist for the Danish krone; they
have also been abolished for the Irish pound.
AGR. REP. 1979
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214. Furthermore, when the Ministers of Finance decided on 23 September
1979 to revalue the German mark by 2% and to devalue the Danish krone by
30Ä, the principles decided upon in April were applied for the first time with the
result that no new MCAs were created.
As the value of the ECU is made up of a basket of Member States' cunencies
any alteration in the central rate of one of those currencies means that all the
relationships between the ECU and the national currencies change so that in
principle all the monetary gaps used for calculating MCAs are altered. Theore-
tically, for Member States with positive MCAs, except the FR of Germany
whose currency has been revalued, the gap should have been reduced and for
Member States with negative MCAs, the gaps should have been increased.
However, for Denmark, France, Italy and Ireland it was possible to avoid this
increase by means of corresponding adjustments to the representative rates.
There was an increase in the United Kingdom MCAs but this was the result of a
change in the exchange rate for the pound sterling, the effects of the alteration
in the central rates in this case having been eliminated by a corresponding
devaluation in the representative rate (Graph l4).
As regards the FR of Germany, it was possible to maintain the monetary gap by
applying the principle of the'franchise' introduced by Regulation (EEC) No
652/79. The MCAs for the Benelux countries were reduced by 0.9 of a point
corresponding to the extent of revaluation of the ECU against those curren-
cies.
All in all; in 1979, the monetary gaps narrowed noticeably:
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215. Certain adjustments have been made in the method of calculating MCAs
in order to overcome certain practical difliculties. On 14 March 1979 the
Commission reinforced the measures taken in 1976 to put a stop to artificial trade
flows in certain cereal-based compound feedingstuffs for which monetary
compensatory amounts were paid in respect of the cereal component, whereas this
component was in fact often made of tapioca or like products which, as such, are
not subject to the MCA system.
Similarly, on 22 March 1979 the Commission adopted provisions to prevent milk
products and non-Anneix II products containing added lactose or whey qualifying
for the grant of monetary compensatory amounts on those components, since
the amounts do not apply to lactose or whey themselves.
216. The Commission also revised the method of calculating monetary
compensatory amounts for certain products, as follows:
- Beef and veal: application of a single coefficient for forequarters of cattle and
unboned cuts;
- Pigmeat: application of the new coefficients adopted for calculating levies;
- Milk and milk products: exclusion of processing costs (except for overheads
on fresh milk) from the calculation of monetary compensatory amounts and
the abolition of MCAs in respect of cheeses made exclusively from goat's or
sheep's milk;
- Adaptation of the coefficients for calculating monetary compensatory
amounts on maize groats and meal and other cereal-based processed products
to reflect processing techniques and the relationship between these products
more accurately.
Changes in the wine sector with effect from 25 June 1975 have made it possible
to reduce the MCAs on wines of French and Italian type by the amount of the
MCA applicable in France. Thus MCAs for the wine sector have been abolished
in France and correspondingly reduced in ltaly.
2. State aid
217. National aid for agriculture presents a major problem in respect of
competition and intra-Community trade, as also in relation to the common
agricultural policy; no satisfactory solution to this problem has yet been found.
Quite clearly, the Commission cannot fulfil the tasks laid upon it by the Treaty
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of Rome in respect of competition unless it can
the Member States, on the basis of respect both
principles of the common agricultural policy.
count on the cooperation of all
for Community law and for the
218. The policy followed by the Member States in introducing or applying aid
varies substantially both as regards the volume of aid and the activities
encouraged. Thus in Italy, for example, where support policies had become
highly diversified through the creation in 1972 of 16 regions and provinces with
special status in addition to the five autonomous regions which already existed,
the national authorities adopted at the end of 1977 a framework law called the
quadrifoglio, which was applied for the first time in 1978; it covers seven priority
sectors in agriculture. This law is of great importance since its object is to
channel and concentrate the financial support to agriculture; several regions
have already communicated programmes to the Commission covering some of
these priority sectors, adapted to regional requirements. This is a special case.
National support policies differ from one country to another, due to the
structural situation of farmers, the relative importance of agriculture in the
national economy and the conflicts of interest in the determination of the
objectives and instruments of national policy.
219. Where aid is necessary and is appropriate to its objective, without
harming competition, and where the objective pursued represents a lasting and
worth while improvement for the sector concerned, it cannot be considered an
obstacle to the common agricultural market. At the present stage in agricultural
development and the common agricultural policy, aid for research, advisory
services, modernization and rationalization may be indispensable to assist agricul-
ture to find its proper place in the economy as a whole.
220. On the other hand, national policies can create difficulties if they dispense
large financial resources on behalf of agricultural sectors with surpluses and a
critical market situation. such as the milk sector. In such situations strict limits
may have to be placed on aid if the common market and the common
agricultural policy are to function as they should. The Commission has therefore
put proposals to the Council whereby aid for the milk sector, for cultivation
under glass and for pig farming would be prohibited.
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lV - The consumer and the
General survey
221. During the year 1979, consumers were affected by a number of factors:
the slow recovery of the economic situation begun in 1978 continued (GNP
+3%), the inflation rate remained high and the high rate of unemployment
persisted: 5.5% of the working population.
As in previous years, per capita consumption of foodstuffs was influenced by the
results of harvests, by changes in prices and income and by structural changes
having a slow but steady effect on consumer habits.
Thanks to its agricultural policy the Community continued to provide security of
supply for most key foodstuffs.
Prices within the Community remained fairly steady and the difference between
these prices and world prices did not change significantly from the previous
year.
Within the common agricultural policy 1979 was a year of substantial develop-
ment in special measures taken for the benefit of consumers or of certain groups
of consumers.
222. 1979 was ayear of good, but not exceptional, harvests. Cereal production,
at 113 million tonnes, was lower than the all-time record of 1978 (ll6 million
tonnes). The sugar harvest was of comparable size to that of the previous year
(11.8 million tonnes). The autumn vintage suggests that wine production will be
164 million hl (132 million hl in 1978) and that quality will be excellent.
l,ivestock production continues to improve. Meat production was 21.6 million
tonnes, 3.4% more than in 1978. In spite of the imbalance on the milk market,
milk production increased by a further 20Ä (against 40Ä in 1978).
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The main features of 1979, from the producers' point of view, were as
follows:
(l) The vafue of final production increased by 8.0% in 1978 and by 93% in
1977. It is expected to increase to a similar extent in 1979 ß9%\
(2) These figures are the result, not only of a quantitative increase in agricultural
production, but also in the prices obtained. After two remarkable years in
which prices of both agricultural products and inputs have been held down,
there has been a return in 1979 to price inflation mainly in the crop sector;
the rise in the cost of intermediate consumption is due mainly to the higher
prices for fuel and power.
(3) The incomplete, provisional. figures available at the time of this report
suggest hat agricultural income might have risen slightly in rg7g, with some
differences as between Member States. on the whole, the relationship
between farm incomes and non-agricultural incomes was little changed.
(4) There continue to be substantial differences in agricultural incomes according
to region:the spread in 1978 was from I to 6 in France and from I to 3 in
Italy.
(5) The situation of farmers within the community is conditioned not only by
the size of harvests and the level of prices but also by the measures taken
under the common agricultural policy.
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A - The consumer
1. Influence of the general economic environment
on the consumer
223. In spite of the continuing unsatisfactory economic situation, an unem-
ployment rate which appears to be rising again after a stationary period' a
äisiurUing rate of inflation, disposable incomes continued to increase in 1979
slightly fäster than in 1977 and 1978 (3% in 1979 against 2% in 1977 and
1978).
These average figures mask considerable differences between Member States.
In real terms, private consumption increased by 3$% in 1979 (3.5% in 1978)
but is slowing during the second half of 1979'
There are substantial differences in inflation rates between the Member States.
The rate of inflation in the Community reached 9% in 1979, with extremes of
5% in the Member States with strong currencies (FR of Germany' Belgium,
Netherlands't and 16% in the Member States with weak currencies (United
Kingdom and Italy).
The rate of increase in food prices which had been l3oÄ per annum in earlier
years, fell to 7% in 1978 and remained at roughly the same level in 1979.
2. Trends in consumption and consumer habits
224. As the total population of the Community has increased only very
slightly, trends in consumption are affected above all by consumer habits,
although for certain products, such as meat, prices and incomes play a very
important part.
The medium-term trends observed in recent years have by and large continued
for most products.
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225. There has been a slight increase in per capita consumption of cheese and
meat, with consumption of beef and veal rising much more slowly than the
prices of beef and veal. conversely, the drop in consumption of fresh milk
products, butter and potatoes has continued.
226. It is noteworthy that in the market sectors with structural surpluses, per
capita consumption is either barely maintained or is falling.
Per capita consumption of the main food products
(average in kg per inhabitant per year
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227. Consumer habits differ widely between the Member States. For certain
products the considerable differences which exist closely reflect national and
regional traditions and economic conditions.
Mention should also be made of national differences in taxation (VAT and
excise duties on wines and spirits in particular), health legislation and price
control (Tables 25 and 26).
225. A certain convergence of consumer habits in the Community has taken
place following the increased interpenetration of foodstuffs in the various
regions.
Intra-Community trade has continued to grow, although not at the same pace as
in the first years of the enlarged Community.
Not only have the quantities of products increased, but also the range of
foodstuffs available.
3. Security of supply
229. Thanks to the common agricultural policy, security of supply of foodstuffs
for human consumption is not a problem. This security is guaranteed for most
products by a satisfactory self-supply rate, by trade agreements with certain
non-member countries or by public or private storage operations (Table 19).
230. In some sectors, although the market was already amply supplied from
Community production, it was necessary to take imports from non-member
countries in 1979 under the terms of trade agreements. This was the case in
respect of butter (120000 tonnes, more than 7oÄ of the Community consump-
tion) and cheese (15 000 tonnes) from New Zealand, sugar from the ACP
countries (1 350 000 tonnes, more than 14% of Community consumption) and
beef and veal from many non-member countries.
231. Where the Community self-supply rate is relatively low, supply on the
world market has been abundant and it has been possible to obtain supplies at
satisfactory prices.
Fairly low prices for vegetable
enabled animals to be fed at
poultrymeat, pigmeat, edible oils
ers at reasonable prices.
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4. Price stability
232. On account of th'e general world and Community economic climate, with
low growth in GNP (3% in 1979), an unstable monetary situation, an inflation
rate which is still disturbing (1979 avenge: 9%) and an unemployment rate as
high as 5.5% of the available labour force, and having regard to the market
situation for certain agricultural products, the Community pursued a very.
cautious price policy in 1979. The average level of agricultural prices in ECU
was raised by 1.3% for 1979/80 (2.1% for 1978/79) (Table l9).
However, the progressive reductions in MCAs in 1979 have meant substantial
differences in producer price increases in national currencies, varying from 0.4%
in the FR of Germany to Il.5% in Italy and 12% in the United Kingdom, with
the Community average hr-ing 6.4%.
Increase in agricultural prices as a result of the Council decisions
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234. However, in this respect too there are substantial differences between the
Member States and it is not always possible to find a close correlation between
the movement of producer prices and its effect on consumer prices
(Table 20).
Producer and consumer prices
(annual o/o change from 1977 to 1978)
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235. Monetary compensatory amounts, which have the effect of subsidizing
imports of agricultural products into iountries with a depreciated curency, have
contributed to the stabilization of prices. In 1979 the EAGGF is expected to pay
some 860 million EUA as MCAs, of which about 100 million will be paid in
respect of imports from non-member countries.
5. Special measures to benefit consumers
236. The proportion of consumer expenditure on foodstuffs in the Community
as a whole was 20% of private consumption in 1976 and has hardly varied at all
in 1978 and 1979. The proportion does, however, vary quite sharply from one
Member State to another (L7% in the FR of Germany and 31% inltaly).
On account of the generally difficult economic environment the Community has
continued the cautious price policy followed in recent years and this policy
works in favour of both consumer and taxpayer.
237. In addition, the Community has taken special measures on behalf of
consumers or certain categories of consumers.
Among these are measures designed to improve the quality of foodstuffs, to
enable supplies to be provided at reduced prices (butter, meat, etc.) or to protect
consumers' health (reduction by 5% on I July 1979 in the permitted erucic acid
contents of oils and fats).
238. In the milk products sector, the community continued to finance butter
consumption and the supply of milk to schoolchildren.
With effect from 3 July 1979 the Community granted a general subsidy for
butter consumption in the united Kingdom for 1979/80 at more than double
the previous rate (45.94 ECU per 100 kg---or 12 pence/lb-against 2L76 ECIJ in
1978179) and this is entirely financed by the Community.
The other Member States have the choice between the two following measures
for reducing the price of butter for direct consumption:
- they can either grant a general subsidy for butter on the market (that is to
say, butter other than butter in public or private storage) with the Commu-
nity financing up to 75oÄ of the subsidy actually granted (as against 50% for
the previous year). Community financing may not, holvever, exceed
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50 ECU/100 kg. This policy has been adopted by Ireland, Denmark and
Luxembourg.
- or they may, over a certain period, sell butter from public storage at a price
equal to the intervention price less 90 ECU/100 kg (150 ECU in France), or
grant a subsidy of 90 ECU/100 kg in respect of butter from storage or on the
market.
These different measures are expected to cover the following quantities:
These different measures are expected to cover the following quantities :
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The Community contribution towards the programme for supplying milk to
schoolchildren has also been increased, up to 100% of the target price as from I
September 1979 (21.40 ECU/100 kg and total cost 69 million ECU per year).
This measure will reduce the sale price of milk to schools to half the normal
retail price.
239. In the beef sector, the Community continued to supply beef from
intervention stocks at reduced prices to certain social institutions (for example,
7 000 to 8 000 tonnes in Italy, at about 60% less than the intervention buying-in
price).
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The Community also sold frozen beef from intervention stocks for consumption(15 000 tonnes in Italy and 3 000 tonnes in Francet at 30-40% less than the
intervention buying-in price).
240. In the olive-oil sector the community has introduced a new market
system which includes a consumer subsidy to enable olive oils to be sold at
prices which compete with those of seed oils.
241. The community has pursued its efforts to harmonize laws, one of the
objects of this work being to ensure and augment consumer protection.
In the plant health field, Directive 79/ll7/EBc was adopted, prohibiting the
placing on the market and use of plant protection products containing certain
active substances. This Directive restricts or prohibits the use of toxic substances
or dangerous compounds whose use may be harmful to man and his environ-
ment.
In the animal feed sector, work to amend the annexes to the Directive on
additives in feedingstuffs in line with advances in scientific and technical
knowledge continued, with particular regard to the possible harmful effects of
such additives on human and animal health.
In the veterinary sector the action programme approved by the council in 1978
went ahead and various measures were put in hand, particulaily in respect of
health inspection of imports from non-member countries.
242. community provisions were also adopted in respect of price marking of
foodstuffs. as follows:
- Directive on consumer protection in the indication of the prices of foodstuffs(OJ No L 158 of 26.6.1979);
- Resolution on the indication of the prices of foodstuffs and non-food
household products prepackaged in pre-established quantities (oJ No c 163 of
30.6.1979).
The commission also put before the council, in June, a draft second programme
on consumer policy (OJ No C 218 of 30.8.1979) under which the work of
harmonizing legislation on foodstuffs would be pursued.
243. Among the regular contacts and consultations the Commission has with
groups of consumer organizations at community level, the following were of
particular significance :
- consultations between the consumers' consultative committee and the
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Member of the Commission with the agriculture portfolio, during which the
most important problems of the common agricultural policy (agricultural
prices and problem of surpluses) were examined and discussed.
These meetings were preceded by a series of discussions between the Commis-
sion staff and the agricultural experts' group of the Committee.
Consumers were also associated in the implementation of various Community
rules, notably through their representatives on the Agricultural Consultative
Committee.
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B - The producer
1. Agricultural production
244. Agricultural production in the Community, which in 1978 amounted to
96 000 million EUA, was up on the 1977 figure, in value (current prices and
constant exchange rates) by 8.6%o and in volume (constant prices and exchange
rates) by 5.7% (Tables 07, 08 and Graph 15).
245. In 1978 the growth of production in volume terms varied from one
Member State to another. Production increased in all nine countries; the increase
was greatest in France, Ireland and the FR of Germany (6.1 to 6.7%) and the
Netherlands (8.9%), while in Denmark it was only 2.8%. The growth in the
value of final agricultural production in 1978 reflected the differing trends in the
prices of agricultural products; the value of agricultural production rose least in
the Benelux countries and in the FR of Germany (1.7 to 4.3%) whereas in the
other Member States, where inflation was higher, its rise was considerable (10.2
to 16.6%).
In 1978 the volume of crop production increased most in the FR of Germany,
France and the Netherlands (10.8 to ll.7%o), while livestock production rose
most in volume terms in the Netherlands and Ireland (8% to 7.6oÄ).
246. Over the longer term (i.e. from'1968' to '1977') the trend of production
in volume terms has been fairly homogeneous, with an average annual rate of
increase of 2.2% (t) for most Member States. However, the rate of increase has
been well above the average in Ireland (3.1%) and the Netherlands (4.5%), and
in Luxembourg well below (0.5%).
The substantial increase in the volume of production in the Netherlands is
attributable both to the livestock (4.7%) and the crop (4.0%) sectors, whereas in
Ireland the livestock sector (3.3%) is mainly responsible.
247. In 1978 there was no change as compared with 1977 in the order of
Member States according to the value of their agricultural production. In the
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countries where agricultural prices fell there was either a decline in their relative
share (the FR of Germany and Belgium) or, in the case of the Netherlands the
status quo was maintained as the result of a sharp increase in the volume of
production. Italy improved its position slightly because of a steep rise in
agricultural prices. In 1978 the MemberStates'relative shares were as follows; in
descending order:
France: 27.2%








248. If one considers individual products, one finds that generally two-thirds to
three-quarters of Community production in each case is concentrated in three
Member States, as shown below for the following major products Tables 05,
0 6 :
- milk (19.7% of final agricultural production): FR of Germany, France and
the United Kingdorn with 61.9%;
- beef änd veal (15.8% of final agricultural production): France, FR of
Germany and Italy with 66.1%;
- pigmeat (12.4% of final agricultural production): FR of Germany, France and
the Netherlands with 61.9%;
- fruit and vegetables (11.9% of final agricultural production): Italy, France
and FR of Germany with around 80%;
- wheat (6.6% of final agricultural production): FR of Germany, France and
Italy with 81.7%;
- poultrymeat (4.1% of final agricultural production): Italy, France and the
United Kingdom with 77.6%;
- eggs (3.5% of final agricultural production): FR of Germany, France and Italy
w i th  65 .8%;
- barley (3.3% of final agricultural production): France, the United Kingdom
and FR of Germany with 76%;
- sugarbeet(2.60Ä of final agricultural production); France, FR of Germany and
Itafy with 68.9%.
The 1978 percentages given above represent no appreciable change compared
with 1977, in the proportion of final production yielded by each product or in
the order. of the main producing countries.
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249. In 1978, as in 1977, the livestock sector occupies first place in Commun-
ity agriculture, with more than half of final production (58.40Ä). The value of
milk/beef and veal production alone accounts for more than one-third of final
production (35.5oÄ).
250. In the crop sector, fruit and vegetables (119% of final production) are
produced in all Member States but mainly in Italy and France. The production of
cereals (at 12% of final production, equal in value to that of fruit and vegetables)
and the production of sugarbeet (2.60Ä of final production) are in general fairly
well spread over the different Member States.
251. Products subject to a system of common prices accounted for 72.1% of
final production in 1978. The percentage varies from country to country: in
Ireland, Luxembourg and Denmark the proportion is above the Community
average (87.1 to 88.9%) whereas in Italy it is well below (64.1oÄ);the proportion
in the other Member States is close to the Community average (Table 05).
The proportion of final production accounted for by products subject to a
common organization of the market but not subject to a common price system
was 17.30Ä in 1978. The relative importance in each country is the opposite of
that of products subject to a system of common prices: the percentage was
highest in Italy (26.5%) and the lowest in Denmark, Ireland and Luxembourg
(5.1 to 9.6%). Lastly, the proportion of final production of products not subject
to a common organization of the market was 10.6% (minimum of 1.5% in
Luxembourg and maximum of 16.5% in the Netherlands).
252. The proportion of intermediate consumption in final production varies
widely among the Member States; in most Member States this proportion fell in
1978 compared with 1977 (Table 07).
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2. Price trends
Price of agricultural products
253. From 1976 to 1978 the rise in prices of agricultural products slowed down
markedly in all Member states of the community; in 1979, except in Denmark,
this movement was reversed (7% as against 3.8% in 1978). The renewed rise in
agricultural prices concerned mainly the prices of crop products (1977: g.l%,
1978:2.5oÄ;1979: ll%), since the prices of livestock products rose at the same
ra te  in  1979 as  in  1978 (1977:8 .1oÄ,1978:  4 .8%,1979:  4 .8%) .  As  the  tab le
below shows, the prices of agricultural products rose moderately in the strong-
culrency countries and in Denmark;the rateof increase were highest in Ireland,
the United Kingdom and Italy (about l2oÄ) (Tabtes 13, 15 and Graph 16).
Rates of increase in the prices of agricultural products ( I )
(based on figures in national currencies)
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(r) Excluding VAT - Source.. Eurostat.
(2) Not including fruit and vegetables.
254. In 1978 the price increase(++.8%) than in the crop sector
and II% respectively).
was appreciably greater
(+2.5%), contrary to the
in the livestock sector
situation in 1979 (5%
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Intermediate agricultural consumption at current prices
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255. In 1978 there were three different price trends in the Community:
- in four Member States (the FR of Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and
Luxembourg) the prices of both crop and livestock products fell; the drop
was most pronounced in the Netherlands;
- in two Member States (Denmark and especially Italy) the prices of crop and
livestock products rose;
- lastly, in the three other Member States (France, the United Kingdom and
Ireland) the prices of crop products fell while those of livestock products rose.
The United Kingdom was the Member State with the biggest fall in the
prices of crop products (- I1.2%) and Ireland was the Member State with the
biggest increase in the prices of livestock products (+13.8%).
256. ln 1979 the resumed uptrend in prices took diffe.renl forms in the
different Member States:
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- in the FR of Germany, the Netherlands and Denmark the rise was very
limited for both crop and livestock products;
- in the other Member States the rise was attributable mainly to crop
products.
Input prices
257. From 1976 to 1978 the rise in input prices throughout the Community
slowed down markedly compared with the preceding period; in some countries
in 1978 they remained almost unchanged (0.7% in Denmark) or even,fell (by
between -1.5% in the FR of Germany and -6.1% in Benelux). This
slowing-down had been due to a less rapid increase, or even a reduction, in
many input prices. At the beginning of 1979 the movement was reversed in all
Member States (8%) and for almost all inputs, but principally as regards fuel
costs, which increased by more than 10% (except in Italy : 4%).It is to be feared
that these figures will be higher for 1979 as a whole because of the upsurge in
fuel prices (Graph 17).
Rates of increase of prices of all inputs ( I )
(based on figures in national currencies)
(]) Intermediate consumption minus gross fixed capital formation. - Source.' Eurostat.(2) Estimates on the basis of the first-eight or nine months of lgTg compared with 1978.
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258. In 1978 the rate of increase of input prices in the Community (1976:
13.60Ä,1977: 9.3oÄ, 1978: 3.3%). This slowing-down was most pronounced in
the case of cattle feed and fertilizers, with the exception of Italy and France
where, in 1977, the price increase for cattle feed showed an upward trend.
As is shown by the table above the increase in input prices varied widely from
one Member State to another. In 1978 prices dropped (between -I.5% and
-6.1%) in the strong currency countries (FR of Germany and the Benelux
countries) while at the other extreme the increase was relatively high (from 40Ä
to 7.7%) in the other countries except Denmark.
259. ln 1979 the trend was reversed as shown in the table below. The increase
in fuel prices was the root cause of the increase in input without, however,
reaching the level recorded during the 1973-75 crisis.
Rate of increase of the prices of the principal inputs in 1979 (t)
(comparison with 1978 in brackets)
Member States Cattle feed Fertil izers Fuel Machinery
Deutschland
France
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The regional disparity in agricultural incomes is described on the basis of figures
from national sources (FR of Germany, France, Italy, United Kingdom).
Since the figures relating to the position of agricultural incomes in 1979 were not
available when this report was being prepared, this will be the subject, as in
previous years, of a special report to be published in February 1980.
Incomes according to the accounts for agriculture
261. The accounts for agriculture cover the totality of the agricultural sector
and thus give an overall view of the way in which agricultural incomes have
developed. Some figures on which the accounts for agriculture are based, such as
labour statistics and the price statistics for the GDP, have undergone changes
which are in some cases considerable.
It is not possible at present to give an exact figure for the income level since
some statistical information, particularly that concerning labour, is not entirely
reliable. This chapter, therefore, merely indicates change in the two income
indicators, gross value-added and net value-added.
262. Provisional data for the Community show that, in 1978, gross value-
added at factor cost per person employed rose, in real terms, by 2.9% against
1977 (ll% in nominal terms). This 2.9% increase is the biggest since 1973;
however, during the period 1973-78, annual rates of change are consistently
lower than those recorded during 1968-73. There are substantial differences in
these rates of change from one country to another. Most Member States had
bigger increases than the Community average (Belgium 7.6%,Denmark 6.6%,
Ireland 53%,Italy 4.6%, Netherlands 3.8%, Luxembourg 3.4%,France 3.3oÄ).
Two countries only had lower figures than the Community average (FR of
Germany 1%, United Kingdom -3.3oÄ) (Table 44).
263. Net value-added at factor cost per person employed (gross value-added
less depreciation), which represents the return on input in the agricultural sector,
advanced in real terms by 2.8% in the Community in 1978 (I0.8oÄ in nominal
terms). This is the biggest increase since 1973, but the annual rates of change
from 1973 to 1978 are again, consistently lower than those recorded during
1968-73. As with the data on gross value-added the rates of change varied
widely from one country to another. Again, most Member States had bigger
increases than the Community average (Belgium 8%, Denmark 7.4%, Italy
4.9%, Luxembourg 4.7%,Ireland 4.2%, Netherlands 33%, France 3.1%; the
increase in the FR of Germany was only 0.1% and in the United Kingdom there
was a fal l  of  5.6%.
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The trend of incomes according to the Farm Accountancy Data Network (period
1973174-1977178
264. The Farm Accountancy Data Network (FADN) provides micro-economic
data harmonized at Community level. It is based on a sample of returning
holdings spread over the six original Member States since 1968 and over the
nine Member States of the Community-since 1973. Unlike the agricultural
accounts, the FADN's field of survey is restricted to full-time holdings.
Although the number of holdings in the accountancy sample has increased
gradually (19 747 in 1977 /78) it still does not represent the entire field of
survey.
Since the composition of the accountancy sample has evolved from year to year
over the FADN's recent period of development, reference will be made in
analysing the trend of agricultural incomes to a sub-sample comprising the 4 605
holdings surveyed each year since 1973/74. It is on the basis of this permanent
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sample that the trend of incomes for the main types of holding from 1973174 Io
1977 /78 will be presented. Dehnitive results are not available beyond 1977 /
7 8 .
The analysis of the trend on the basis of the accountancy data considered must
take account of the following:
- These accountancy data, originally expressed in national currency, have been
converted into EUA,(I) the representative unit of a currency basket;
- The rates for converting national currencies into EUA evolved in different
directions from 1973/74 to 1977 | 78 : upwards in the case of the German
mark, the Belgian franc, the Dutch guilder and the Danish krone and
downwards the case of the Italian lira, the pound sterling and the Irish
pound, whereas the French franc remained more or less stable in relation to
the EUA;
- The accountancy data are expressed in nominal terms; they have not be
adjusted to take account of inflation, although over the period under
consideration the inflationary trend was fairly marked.
Two indicators which reflect from different angles the position of holdings in
terms of income will be analysed in more detail for the period 1973/74-1977 / 8:
net farm income and labour income (Graph l9).
Before going on to analyse these incomes, it should be noted that in 1977178
gross production by holding in the sample increased by ll.0oÄ compared with
1976/77 and by 129% compared with the average for the three years 1973/4 to
1975/6. This average corresponded to 33 901 EUA.
265. Net farm income per holding (gross farm income less depreciation) of the
returning holdings considered reached an average of 16 226EUA for the
three-year period 197 3 /7 4-197 5 /7 6.
Ln1977/78 net farm income increased by 13.70Ä on average for the permanent
sample. This is slightly up on the average increase for the years 1974/75 to
1977 /78 (rr.6%).
The year 1977 /78 was a very good one for holdings mainly or largely engaged in
pig farming, because of the cyclical nature of this form of production. In the
previous year the income of these holdings had dropped considerably. Fruit
(') Current exchange rates.
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farmers and dairy farmers also saw their incomes rise in 1977/78, by more than
the average since 1974/75 (Table 48).
The incomes of wine-growers and cattle farmers rose only slightly in 1977 /78
while the previous year, when they had risen by much more than incomes for
the permanent sample as a whole. The above trends were confirmed in the case
of holdings combining grazing stock and/or arable farming and/or pigs and
poultry. Thus the trend for holdings combining arable farming and grazing stock
differed depending on which line of production predominated, whereas holdings
combining grazing stock and pigs and poultry benefited from the very favourable
trend for both these lines.
266. Labour income per ALU tended to develop in parallel to farm income, i.e.
for the permanent sample as a whole the increase for 1977 /78 compared with
1976/77 slightly exceeded the average increase for the period 1974/75 to
1977 /78.
For the different types of holding the changes in labour income per ALU tended
generally to be more pronounced than the changes in net farm income per
holding (Graph 20).
4. Regional disparities in agricultural incomes according
to various national sources (1)
267. The data on regional differences in agricultural incomes in the FR of
Germany, France, Italy and the United Kingdom are supplied by the countries
themselves. Although not entirely comparable, these data do give some indica-
tion of regional disparities in agricultural incomes in the four largest Member
States of the Community. From one year to the next these regional disparities
may vary in detail or because of fortuitous circumstances but they are generally
stable, account being taken of the predominant geographical and historical
influences.
( r) Tables 45. I  to 45 .4.
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FR of Germany
268. In the FR of Germany the net income for full-time farms per family
labour unit (Reineinkommen in den Landwirtschaftlichen Vollerwerbsbetrieben je
Familienarbeitskraf) is higher in the northern Ltinder than in the south. This
phenomenon, which has been known for some years now, is mainly due to the
more favourable socio-structural conditions in northern Germany. However, the
range of net incomes in 1977 /78 between regions, with a 40% difference
between the lowest (Hessen) and the highest (Schleswig-Holstein), was much
narrower than in France or ltaly.
1977178 was the third year in succession in which the gap between the'richest'
and the 'poorest' region had narrowed. But, over the five-year period from'L972
to 1977 there was little change in the order of the regions and in income
differences.
France
269. For France, the gross farm income per family worker (rösultat brut
d'exploitation par actiffamilial) was calculated on the basis of twenty-two regional
divisions; this is partly the reason for the greater spread of incomes between
regions than in the FR of Germany. In 1978, incomes recorded for Ile de France
were six times those recorded for Limousin. Near the bottom of this scale, not
far from the average incomes for Limousin, are those of Basse Normandie,
Midi-Pyr6n6es and Auvergne; these four regions have been at the bottom of the
income table for the last eight years. Ile de France, together with Champagne-
Ardennes and Picardie have been the leaders over the last eight years. It is also
interesting to note the steady development from 1970 to 1978 of gross farm
income per family worker in Alsace, Bourgogne and, though to a lesser extent,
Aquitaine. For the regions in the south-east of France (Languedoc-Roussillon,
Provence-Cöte d'Azur and Corse, which enjoy incomes above the French
average, there is no marked trend either way, given the predominance of the
more speculative crop wine, fruit and vegetables.
Italy
270. Incomes varied widely from region to region in Italy as well, though the
phenomenon is not as marked as in France. The income criterion for agriculture
is that of gross value-added per labour unit (valore aggiunto lordo in agricoltura
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per persona occupata) in the twenty regions. In 1978, incomes recorded for
Lombardia were three times those for Molise. There are a number of
regions--d'Aosta, Calabria, Basilicata and, to a lesser extent, Puglia-which for
seven years (from l97l to 1978) have failed to show any improvement and in
which incomes have been almost as low as in Molise. In other regions incomes
have deteriorated, e.g. Sartegna, Campania, Lazio, and especially Liguria, which
was one of the income leaders in the early seventies.
In the l97l-78 period, the northem regions have kept the leading places in
terms of average income: in first place has been Lombardia, followed by
Emilia-Romagna, Veneto and Friuli-Venezia Giulia. Some regions were making
steady gains in relative terms: these were the Alpine region of Trentino-Alto
Adige and Marche in the centre of ltaly.
United Kingdom
271. Unlike France and Italy, the United Kingdom is a country in which
income disparities from region to region are not wide. Net farm income per
farm, excluding horticulture, is the indicator used for calculating regional income
spread. ln 1977/78, incomes were lowest in Northern Ireland and highest (50%
higher) in England East Region; the regional disparity has moreover, steadily
declined over the last three years to reach a level to that noted in the FR of
Germany. Throughout the period (from 1974 to 1977), incomes in Wales and
Northern Ireland remained the lowest, and were consistently below the national
average.
5. Special measures to assist producers
272. During 1978 and 1979, the Community continued to implement a
number of measures designed to assist farmers.
273. Some measures were adopted under the prices and markets policy,
including:
- for cereals:carry-over payments for common wheat, maize and rye; increase
in direct aid to producers of durum wheat (L5%);
for sweeteners: for I979180, organization
(comparable to the organization for sugar);
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- for wine: special measures for long-term storage (volume low in 1978/79,but
much higher in 1979/80) abolition of French compensatory monetary
amounts and reduction in the Italian amounts;
- for milk and milk products: in this sector suffering from structural imbal-
ance, the Community continued to help milk producers; in 1978 the
intervention agencies bought in 347 000 tonnes of butter and private storage
aid was granted in respect of 309000 tonnes;in addition, aid continued to be
granted to encourage the use of skimmed milk and skimmed-milk powder as
cattle feed;
- for fruit and vegetables; heavier withdrawals from the market in 1978/79
than in 1977/78 (apples and citrus fruit); increase in penetration premiums
for Community citrus fruit(2%); establishment in 1978 of an aid scheme lor
the production of certain kinds of processed fruit or vegetables (tomatoes,
peaches, prunes);
- for meat: direct buying-in by intervention agencies (1975,410000 tonnes;
1976,360 000;1977 ,260 000; 1978, 227 000, and in the first eight months of
1979,160 000 tonnes); slaughter premium for certain cattle; and in ltaly, a
calving premium);
- for pigmeat: private storage aid was extended (June to the end of 1978,
35 000 tonnes; beginning of 1978 to September, lI4 000 tonnes).
274. At the end of 1978 and in 1979, the Council adopted a number of
socio-structural policy measures.to assist farmers in the Mediterranean regions
and certain other regions. These measures include; for the Mediterranean
regions, a common measure for forestry in certain dry regions which are
particularly vulnerable to erosion, soil/water imbalance and outbreaks of fire;
implementation of an outline plan for agricultural counselling so that Italian
farmers may have access to an information and guidance service on a permanent
basis, a flood protection programme in the Hörault valley to enable vineyards to
be converted to other crops; programme for acceleration and guidance of
collective inigation works in Corsica. For other regions, the Council adopted the
following measures: programme for promotion of drainage in catchment areas
on both sides of the border between Ireland and Northern Ireland; a programme
for conversion of some vineyards in the Charöntes region; special measures to
deal with particular needs of agriculture in the Benelux countries. The Commis-
sion also put forward, on 20 March 1979, proposals to improve and enlarge the
scope of the structures policy, and in particular the socio-structural directives of
1972 and 1975.
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275. A reliable indication of the scale of Community action on behalf of
farmers is the level of EAGGF expenditure. Budget expenditure for 1979
amounted 10 314.5 million EUA for the Guarantee Section and 295 million
EUA (t) for the Guidance Section. In 1978, Guarantee expenditure was 8 672.7
million EUA.
( r) Forecast.
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V - The financial aspects
A - General survey
276. In 1978 expenditure effected by the Community and the Member States
to finance Community and national agricultural policies amounted to about
22 500 million European units of account (EUA). Of this total amount the
EAGGF ltnanced just under 9 000 million EUA, almost all of which (8 700
million EUA) was spent by the Guarantee Section on the operation of common
market organizations. In 1978 Community expenditure was 4l% of total
expenditure of agricultural policies, a rise on the preceding years' figure of
3s%.
Total national and EAGGF expenditure (after the deduction of agricultural
receipts) came to about 20 000 million EUA, a figure which represents about
1.3% of the Community's gross domestic product (GDP) and about 8.3% of
Community expenditure on food in 1978.
277. EAGGF Guarantee Section expenditure in 1979-10300 million EUA-
was 20oÄ up on 1978. The increase was mainly in the following sectors: milk
and milk products, cereals, oils and fats (consequent on the increase in aid
expenditure), sugar (major export drive), beef and veal and fruit and vegetables
(more intervention).
Expenditure diminished, however, in the tobacco sector' and on monetary
compensatory amounts (MCAs), although the latter still accounted for 770
million EUA, or 7% of total expenditure.
278. The appropriations entered in the 1978 budget for the EAGGF Guidance
Section totalled 473.5 million EUA.
During the 1978 financial year, Regulation (EEC) No 355/77 was applicable for
the firit time to the financing of projects for the improvement of structures for




The total appropriations for this measure were 80 million EUA for the whole
community and an additional 42 million EUA were set aside for the regions
and categories of project to which Regulation (EEC) No 1361178 relates.
The commission granted aid totalling 103 million EUA for 377 projects by its
decisions of 30 June, 3 August and 22 December 1978.
The validity of Regulation No 17l64lEEC was extended for 1978 and 1979 by
Regulation (EEc) No2992/78, except for projects concerning the marketing and
processing of agricultural products which, as stated above are now covered by
Regulation (EEC) No 355/77.
On 28 June it was decided to grant aid totalling 97.6 million EUA for a total of
323 projects.
ln 1979 the Fund will contribute to both common and special structural policy
measures decided by the Council, with about 271 million u.a. being reimbursed
to the Member States for expenditure incurred in 1978. since 1966 Guidance
Section contributions to common and special measures have totalled about 650.1
million u.a. in the form of reimbursements to the Member states. Total
expenditure by the Guidance Section was 296.7 million u.a. in 1977 and 323.6
mil l ion u.a.. in 1978.
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B - The EAGGF Guarantee Section
1. Principal features
279. The Guarantee Section of the EAGGF finances:
- refunds on exports to non-member countries;
- intervention on the internal market to reduce the effects of the market
situation and to guarantee the farmer a price and the consumer continuity of
supplies;
- monetary compensatory amounts MCAs), which are intended to ensure that
trade in agricultural products is not affected by changes in the parity of
Member Siates' currencies which would increase or reduce common prices
expressed in national currencies. These MCAs are to be considered as
refunds in the case of trade with non-member countries and as intervention
in the case of intra.Community trade.
This expenditure is financed in its entirety by the Community, with the
exception of expenditure incurred on buying-in' storage and disposal operations'
The Community financing of these operations takes the form of flat-rate
payments which are fixed by the Commission and are representative of the costs
ieöorded throughout the Community. The intervention agencies themselves
must obtain the funds required for buying-in goods and the EAGGF Guarantee
Section pays the interest incurred at a flat rate (at present 8%)'
280. Under the new general rules for the financing of intervention, (Regulation
(EEC) No 1883/78), the following changes have been made to the rules
regarding the deterioration of products stored by intervention agencies (Article 7)
uia th"Totuation of these stocks at the end of the year for the purposes of the
annual accounts, in particular the value to be canied forward to the following
financial year (Article 8):
- Article 7 of the Regulation lays down that where an agricultural product
stored by an intervention agency is of a kind which unavoidably deteriorates
in storage, loss of value corresponding to that deterioration is to be borne by
the EAöGF Guarantee Section from the time when the product is bought-in
by the intervention agency. This procedure enables the interest charges
payable by the EAGGF on the funds tied up in bought-in products to be
reduced. It led to the amendment on 8 February 1979 of the Regulation on
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the method and the interest rate to be applied for calculating the cost of
financing the buying-in, storage and disposar of intervention products.
This provision was applied for the first time in the beef and veal sector bv
Regulation (EEC) No 230179
- Article 8 of Regulation (EEC) No 1883/78 contains two special provisions
concerning the valuation of intervention stocks at the end of the year: the
value of stocks at 3l December must now be determined on the basis of the
average buying-in price over a period and no longer at the intervention prices(first paragraph of Article 8) and the value of the stocks thus established may
be reduced within certain limits (second paragraph of Article g).
In December 1978 stocks were thus valued on the basis of the actual buying-in
prices paid by the intervention agencies. Moreover, where the intervention
disposal price of products in store, to be carried forward into the New year, was
substantially less than the price at which they were bought-in, the value of those
products in store was written down with the aid of appropriations till available
at the end of 1978. This has the efrect of enabling part (306.2 million EUA) of
the losses incurred in the sale of such products in 1979 to be covered by the
1978 budget.
281. The Commission continued to intensify its work of verifying expenditure
effected by the Member states on behalf of the community, läading up to the
clearance of the accounts for each financial year, which is the sübjäct of a
Commission decision. Thus the accounts of the Guarantee Section for the 1973
financial year have been cleared and were closed by Commission decision of 12
october 1979. The clearance procedure for that year led the Commission to
refuse to accept the eligibility for common financing of expenditure of about 37
million EUA which was not consistent with community legislation, i.e. just
over I % of the total declared expenditure amounting to 3 635 million EUA.
The verification work being undertaken on the two financial years 1974 and
1975 simultaneously should enable the clearance of the accountJ for these years
to be completed at the beginning of 1980.
In addition, the first cases brought before the European Court of Justice in
respect of clearance decisions for l97I and1972 which had given rise to disputes
between several Member States and the commission. were settled at the
beginning of 1979. The case-law thus established will facilitate the Commission's
future decisions on clearance of the accounts. The Court on the whole found in
favour of the commission, both on the questions of principle and in six cases
out of seven which had given rise to disputes.
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282, Further efforts have been deployed to combat irregularities, particularly by
improving the system whereby regular notification is given of cases detected in
Member States. In the first half of 1979 forty-one cases of irregularity discovered
by the national authorities were reported to the Commission, involving about
1.39 million EUA, of which about 0.21 million EUA has been recovered, they
relate principally to MCAs in the beef and veal sector.
2. Changes in the market machinery which have significant
financial consequences
283. Adjustments to the rules were made in various sectors, those having
substantial financial effect being as follows:
(a) In the milk and milk products sector the measures for the disposal of
stocks-particularly butter and skimmed-milk powder-were reviewed. In addi-
tion, the scope of the - rules on the sale of butter at reduced prices was
widened to enable the processing industry to obtain supplies otherwise than
by the tendering procedure. Because of the imbalance of the market in
certain cheeses, particularly Italian types, private storage aid was extended to
long-keeping cheese of the Pecorino romano type.
(b) In the pigmeat sector 1979 was at the point in the cycle where supply is
abundant. Temporary measures thus had to be adopted to regulate the
Community market. Special conditions were laid down for the granting of
private storage aid and steps were taken to restore protection of the
Community market against imports from non-member countries.
(c) The new system of aid in respect of olive oil entered into force on I April'
The present aid for producers is replaced by flat-rate aid based primarily on
production potential and by a consumer subsidy.
(d) To encourage the development of castor-seed production, additional aid was
introduced temporarily to take account of the additional costs and technical
difficulties involved in establishing this crop in the Community. The aid
applies with effect from the 1979/80 marketing year and until 1981/82.
(e) In view of the need to develop soya-bean production, the existing system of
semi-standardized aid was replaced, with effect from the 1980/81 marketing
year, by aid based on the actual crop harvested'
(f) To improve control of the market in fruit and vegetables, a measure was
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3. Expenditure
b) Overall
284. Appropriations for 1979 totalled 10314.5 million EUA, compared with
payments of 8 672.7 million EUA in 1978. Agricultural expenditure proper(refunds and market invention) amounted to some 9 544 million EUA or 92.5%(89.5% in 1978), while monetary compensatory amounts accounted for about
770 million EUA or 7.5oÄ (10.2% in 1978).
In view of the way in which expenditure has developed during the year, the
commission asked the Budgetary Authority for a supplementary budget to be
added to the initial appropriation of 9 612.5 million EUA. on 29 october 1979
the council drew up a supplementary budget for 702 million EUA of which 622
million EUA are earmarked for expenditure in the milk sector. (r)
(H Economic nature of the measures financed
285. Expenditure on refunds continued to rise in absolute terms as the commu-
nity sought to take advantage of opportunities to export to the outside world,
particularly in the milk, cereals, sugar and beef sectors. ln 1979 this expenditure
totalled nearly 4 700 million EUA, 49% of the total (45% in 1978).
As regards intervention in the strict sense, the largest item of expenditure-i.e.
price subsidies on the internal market-increased its percentage from 26% in
1978 to 32.7% in 1979. Expenditure on storage continued to decline in
percentage terms (26% in 1978, 15% in 1979), a natural corollary to the increase
in expenditure on refunds and price support.
Expenditure on MCAs totalled 770 million EUA, considerabty less than in
previous years (14.5% in 1977;10.2% in 1978, 7.5% in 1979). This reduction
was due mainly to the introductioh of the European Monetary System, which
serves to stabilize the exchange rates of the cunencies within the system, and
also to the adaptations to the monetary situation adducted under the common
agricultural policy.
(r) This draft supplementary budget has stil l to be adopted by the European Parliament.
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b) Estimatd expenditure for l98O
286. In October 1979 the appropriations proposed in the draft 1980 budget
totalled 10 956.6 million EUA. This figure is roughly equal to the total
appropriations available for 1979, the explanation being mainly that expenditure
on MCAs is expected to decrease. The appropriations consist of:
- l0 579 million EUA (96.6%) for market expenditure;
- 377.6 million EUA (3.4%) for MCAs.
A decline in expenditure on MCAs has been forecast following the recovery of
sterling. However, market expenditure is expected to be increased as a result of
the measures designed to restore balance to the market in milk and the
measures to deal with the beef surplus.
4. Own resources of agricultural origin
287. Although the common agricultural policy generates expenditure, it is also
a sourc€ of revenue to the Community budget from levies in general and from
the sugar levies. For 1979 this revenue is expected to total 2173 million EUA,
and for 1980 is estimated at2109.4 million EUA, account being taken of price
trends on the world market. The co-responsibility'levy'in the milk sector is a
source of income which should in fact be considered as intervention; in 1979
this income totalled about 96 million EUA and was used to finance the various
measures to expand the market in milk products.
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C - The EAGGF Guidance Section
1. Financing
288. The role of the Guidance Section is to participate in financing the
community agricultural structures policy. since the adoption of Regulation(EEC) No729/70, the Section's financial resources are used:
- to finance common measures decided by the council in pursuance of the
objectives laid down in Article 39(1Xa) of the Treaty;
- to finance special measures decided by the council before the adoption of
Regulation (EEC) No 729 /70 ;
- for capital subsidies for projects designed to improve agricultural structures
pursuant to Regulation No l7164IEEC.
2. Financing of common measures
289. with regard to the main measures applied in 1978 the situation was as
follows:
In 1978 Regulation (EEc) No 355/77 on common measures for the improve-
ment of the conditions under which agricultural products are processed and
marketed was applied for the first time. This scheme, based on the principle of
granting direct subsidies for investment projects, made good headway in its first
year of replacing Regulation NolT/64/EEC in the agricultural processing and
marketing sector.
In 1978 this was the most important scheme in terms of appropriations committed.
All the appropriations allocated to measures of general application (80 million
EUA) were committed within the time-limits set. only the supplementary
appropriations allocated to measures in certain southern regions of the commu-
nity had not been fully committed before the end of 1978, and the reason for
this was that Regulation (EEC) No 1361/78, which had created these supple-
mentary appropriations, was not adopted until June 1978, i.e. after the closing
date for the submission of applications. Nineteen of the 42 million EUA
allocated to these regions therefore had to be carried over to 1979 because there
were too few eligible projects.
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On 28 June 1979 the Commission decided to grant aid totalling 44.8 million
EUA for a total of 145 projects under the first instalment for 1979.
290. The second aid measure in order of magnitude was that provided for by
Regulation (EEC) No 1078/77 on premiums for the non-marketing of milk and
milk products and for the conversion of dairy herds. The Guidance Section's
contribution to the financing of this measure is 40%, and 66 million EUA were
paid out during the financial year.
Expenditure under Directive 751268/EEC on mountain and hill-farming and
farming in certain less-favoured areas comes only third. The decrease in
payments made during the financial year compared with 1977 does not,
however, reflect a setback in implementation of the measure. The main reason is
in faCt that certain payments on account could not be made before the end of
the financial year and 1977 expenditure in some cases related to previous
financial years.
2g1. At the beginning of 1979 the council took decisions approving the
financing by the EAGGF Guidance Section of the following measures:
- Regulation (EEC) No269179 of 6 February establishing a common measure
for forestry in certain Mediterranean zones of the Community;
- Regulation (EEC) No270/79 of 6 February on the development of agricultu-
ral advisory services in Italy;
- Directive 79/173/EEC of 6 February on the programme for the acceleration
and guidance of collective irrigation works in Corsica;
- Directive 79/I74/EEC of 6 February concerning the flood protection
programme in the H6rault valley;
- Directive 79/197/EEC of 20 February on a programme to promote drainage
in catchment areas including land on both sides of the border between
Ireland and Northern Ireland i
- Directive 79/359/EEC of 26 March on the programme to speed up the
conversion of certain areas under vines in the Charentes departments.
Entry into force was postponed until the adoption of Regulation (EEC) No 929l
79 of 8 May, which introduces a system whereby the amount of aid that may be
awarded by the Guidance Section is fixed for a five-year period.
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3. Financing of special measures
292. In most cases the measures concerned improvements to the operation of
certain market organizations and enabled certain economic problems to be
solved, particularly in the launching period.
ln 1977,5.1 million EUA were granted for expenditure incurred on special
measures still in force concerning Community citrus fruit (Regulation (EEC)
No25l1/69),launching aid for producer groups in the fruit and vegetables ector(Regulation (EEC) No 1035/72) and in the fisheries sector (Reguration (EEc)
No 100/76).
4. Financing of projects to improve agricuttural structures
pursuant to Regulation No 17 /64/EEC
293. In view of the financial forecasts and, consequently, the budgetary
appropriations, financing under Regulation NoLT/64/EEC should have been
discontinued in 1978, pursuant to Article 6 of Regulation (EEC) No729/70,
because the expenditure earmarked for the financing of common measures
would have exceeded the annual allocation of 325 million units of account for
the Guidance Section.
since a large number of aid applications had already been forwarded under
Regulation NoIT/64/EEC, the validity of that Regulation was extended into
1978 and 1979 by Regulation (EEC) No2992/78.
294. Pursuant to Article 24(2) of Regulation (EEc) No355/77, however,
Regulation No r7 /64/EEC, as already stated, no longer applies to the processing
and marketing of agricultural products, this sector now being covered by
Regulation (EEC) No 355/77.
Regulation (EEc) No 2992/78 also laid down that projects could be submitted
up to I January 1979. Decisions relating to the 70 million EUA available for this
measure for 1978 and 1979 could not therefore be taken in 1978. The
Commission therefore conlined itself in its decisions of 22 December 1978 to
reallocating aid remaining from previous years.
on 28 June 1979 it decided to grant aid totalling 97.6 million EUA for 323
projects.
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1. General survey
295. The existence of an effrcient agricultural industry is a vital element of the
European Community. It is the longstanding opinion of the Commission that a
prosperous agriculture must also be maintained in the future in order to assure
food supplies to consumers and to enable the Community to fulfil its role as an
exporter, of agricultural commodities. The common agricultural policy has
secured in the past and will secure in the coming years an appropriate
development of the agricultural sector.
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part concerns the prospects for
the 1980s and sets out the basic assumptions underlying the Commission's
analysis, further it lists the major problems that will face agriculture over the
period covered. The second part concerns the short-term outlook.
296. Problems: the imbalance between supply and demand in several major
agricultural markets will remain a problem throughout the 1980s and may be
intensified for some products by Community enlargement. These imbalances
will be due to a number of factors: the growth of productivity, the stagnation of
internal consumption, the difficulty of finding new export outlets including the
possibility of increased food aid and the competition of substitute products.
Income disparities within the agricultural sector will remain substantial. Growing
input and environmental costs and higher capital charges will have a relatively
greater impact in certain less-favoured regions because of the difftculty to
increase productivity. Regional income disparities will be affected by the price
effect of phasing out Monetary Compensatory Amounts (MCAs).
The European Monetary System will permit the gradual elimination of existing
MCAs and thus end the separation of the agricultural sector from the rest of the
economy. But the elimination of negative MCAs will lead by itself to an increase
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of support prices in some national currencies whilst the elimination of positive
MCAs will have the opposite effect.
In the 1980s, the tendency for production to grow quicker than demand will
probably necessitate high levels of expenditure on market support measures,
either in the form of intervention purchases and export refunds or of direct
payments to producers. Regional difficulties will demand a bigger income
transfer to less-favoured regions and special structural measures for the develop-
ment of their agriculture.
297. For agricultural policy the 1980s will require a constant effort to recreate
or maintain a balance between demand and supply in agricultural markets. In
markets that will be characterized by shortages (timber, oilseeds), this will
require measures to stimulate production. In markets that will be characterized
by persistent surpluses (for example milk), this will require measures to increase
and develop consumption and to curb production. Achievement of market
balance will require solutions in the context of international agreements in
particular for.problems posed by substitute products.
The decision to eliminate MCAs, along with the tendency for the production of
several commodities to grow more quickly than demand, strengthens the need
for the continuation of an appropriate price policy as long as surpluses exist.
This policy must also take account of the contribution that agriculture can make
to the Community's balance of payments through its role as an exporter, a role
that will become more important as the world's need for foodstuffs increases.
A policy appropriate to the problem of surpluses may, coupled with the increase
of agricultural costs due to inflation, lead to some pressure on farm incomes.
This can be offset and incomes maintained or increased by the development of
labour productivity. Given unemployment in the overall economy and given the
fact that in some regions the number of young farmers is already too low so that
they must be held on the land, the growth of labour productivity will depend
critically on the rate of retirement of old people from agriculture and therefore
on a reinforcement of present retirement incentives for older farmers.
Existing surpluses in many sectors will make it impossible to solve regional
income problems through across-the-board price rises. Greater emphasis will
have to be placed on a strengthened and flexible structural policy and on special
actions for disadvantaged regions. These actions could take the form of specific
programmes for the agricultural development of these regions and/or for
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integrated programmes in which the improvement in the agricultural situation is
only one element in the development plan.
On the budget side, the 1980s will require higher Community efforts in the field
of structural adjustments. And it is not excluded that increasing costs of
managing surplus markets will make it necessary for the producers to share the
financial burden through some form of co-responsibility.
2. Basic assumptions
2g8. The following conditions are assumed to apply:
- population will grow slowly,
- economic growth will continue at 3% or 4% a year, in real terms,
- unemployment will increase, or at least remain a problem,
- inflation will continue but at a slower rate than in the recent past,
- recently observed tendencies for Member States' economies to converge will
continue, especially after the European Monetary System enters into force,
- real energy prices will remain high and will probably tend to increase,
- supplies on world commodity markets will, for most of the period, stay at a
high level and be sufftcient to satisfy international commercial demand,
- awareness of environmental considerations and the quality of life will
increase.
It is assumed that not only Greece, but also Spain and Portugal will progress
towards full membership of the EEC during the 1980s. The common agricultural
policy will have a progressive effect in these three countries in the early part of
1980s but, except for Greece, its full effect will not be felt until after 1990.
The objectives set out in the Treaty of Rome remain valid. Therefore, faced with
the problems of serious market imbalances, income disparities within agriculture




as long as major market imbalances exist,
the milk sector,
(r) The medium-term development of the CAP was presented to the European Council in December
1978 in the Commission's document Future Development oJ' the Common Agricultural Policy
(COM(78)700 of 7 December 1978.
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- strengthening and adaptation of structural policy to take better account of
regional needs, specific market difficulties and the changing economic
environment,
- the principle of unity of the common agricultural market will be maintained
and monetary compensatory amounts will be systematically dismantled,
- accessionary compensatory amounts (ACAs) in the three new member
countries will be phased out progressively,
- long-term stability of world trade.
3. Development of agriculture until 1990
299. Agricultural prices: an appropriate price policy which aims to achieve
market balance must take account of various factors which may be contradicto-
ry: unity of the market, farm incomes, inflation rates.
The progressive reduction of MCAs will have different effects on the agricultural
support prices in Member States. In countries with negative MCAs, support
prices in national currencies will rise (France, Italy and the United Kingdom).
Elimination of positive MCAs (FR of Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg and the
Netherlands) will result in a relative decrease of support price in national curren-
cies.
At EEC level, considering the respective weights of both groups of countries
agricultural production, the average of agricultural support prices, expressed
national currencies. would rise if MCAs were eliminated.
During the period under review accession compensatory amounts intro-
duced to allow price levels in Greece, Spain and Portugal to adjust towards the
EEC level, will have to be phased out progressively. This will have an upwards
effect on the EEC average of prices expressed in national currencies.
in
in
The increase of agricultural input prices is assumed to follow
general economy, except for inputs coming from domestic and
ture (feed and seed) where real prices are expected to decrease,
for fuel and electricity and inputs with high-energy content
increase.
Technological progress is expected to continue at the same rate





as in the past in
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300. Demand and supply: by 1990 the number of consumers in the Commu-
nity of ' 12' will have risen to 323 million people. Of the extra 64 million
compared to the present EC 9, 55 million people will enter with the new
Member States and the rest will result from slow population growth.




mil l .  hab.








Per capita consumption is also expected to increase slowly as the part of the
family budget spent on food is decreasing. This is one of the factors which may
increase relative abundancy on some markets for agricultural products. Consum-
er tastes will tend towards high-quality products and processed products with
high value-added (including beverages). The growth in the three new members
may be quicker as a result of faster-than-average increases in disposable
incomes.
Commercial demand for basic agricultural commodities from third countries will
remain limited and tough competition will be felt on world markets both from
industrialized and developing countries.
This, together with the continuing gap between Community and world prices,
means that if the EEC is to maintain its share of world markets, effective export
mechanisms within the framework of the CAP and commercial efforts will be of
prime importance.
In order to maintain a rate of income growth comparable to other sectors,
farmers will tend to increase the application of technology and to intensify
production (greater use of fertilizers, compound feeds, equipment). Agricultural
output will tend to increase.
With demand, both internally and externally, increasing only slowly and
production growing more quickly, the tendency of production to outstrip
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consumption will continue. This conclusion is true for almost all products, not
only those which are presently in surplus. Enlargement of the Community may
intensify demand-supply imbalances for some products (olive oil, wine) and will
not modify significantly the overall tendency to surplus.
The increasing demand for special and less conventional products (fallow deer,
health foods) combined with the difficulties that will be encountered on
agricultural markets will stimulate the production of that type of product or the
development of farms as tourist enterprises (pony trekking, wild-life parks). But
these developments will apply to a limited number of farms.
The situation for timber and timber products is entirely different: the Commu-
nity has a deficit of 60%. Annual imports already exceed exports by some 8 000
million EUA (equivalent to about one-third of world trade) and demand is
expected to go on growing faster than domestic supply. In the longer term this
could lead to difficulties as competition for wood on the world market
increases.
301. Production factors and structures: the UAA in the Community and the
three new Members States totals 147 million ha. with an extra 55 million ha of
woodland. The agricultural area is expected to diminish in the year up to 1990
while woodland will increase.
The agricultural labour force totals 13.6 million people in the Community
including the three new Member States. This coresponds to about 1l% of the
total labour force. The outflow of labour from agriculture by rctirement or
movement to other sectors, will, to a large extent, depend on the performance of
the total economy, the income situation of farmers, price policies and rising costs.
At least 3rlz million people are expected to leave agriculture by 1990 (about
23% p.a.). This figure conesponds largely to retirement from farming of older
people. Indeed, no less than 44% of farmers and 25% of the total employed in
agriculture, are over 55 years of age (1975 EC 9) compared with 14% in the
total economy (Graph 21).
Given employment difliculties in the total economy, the reduction of labour
force and growth of labour productivity in agriculture will depend critically on
the rate of retirement. This will be substantially influenced by the attractiveness
of retirement incentives and expected income.
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The trend towards bigger and fewer farms will continue. The present average
farm of l7.2ha will increase by about 23% a year to 24haby 1990. At the
same time, the number of farms can be expected to decrease by about 2t / z% a
year from 9 million to 6.6 million in EC '12'. The part of smaller farms in the
Assumed retirement rate.
Based on outflow 1973-77 in EC 9.
Based on outflow 1968-77 in EC 9.
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total will diminish by more than l0 percentage points. Medium and big farms
will account for a greater share of the total numbr of farms.
The relative importance of part-time farming, which already occurs in 64% of
the total number of farms in EC 9, is likely to increase. An amount of this
increase will depend, at least in part, on the possibilities of moving out of
agriculture into full-time non-agricultural employment.
An intensification of agricultural production can be expected as a result of the
need for an acceptable agricultural income. In addition rising costs and a
restrictive price policy will stimulate farmers to increase labour productivity by
increasing inputs and taking up new technology. This increase may be faster in
the agricultural sector than in the economy as a whole, as it has been in the
recent past.
Year Unit E C 9 E C  ' 1 2 '
Number of farms of I ha and more
UAA per farm
Heads of holdings I ha and more
using x% of working time






1990 / r97 5
r97 5
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In general, the greater intensification of agricultural production and the demand
for land for non-agricultural purposes will lead, together with inflation, to
continuing increases in land prices and rents. In areas where population density
is low and social infrastructure is lacking, there may be a low demand for land
for non-agricultural purposes and tand prices and rents may drop. Under such
conditions, high labour productivity can be achieved by a more extensive type of
farming in contrast to a more'industrialized'type in other areas.
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The reduction in the agricultural labour force and reduced opportunities for
self-financing will lead to increased demand for borrowed capital in farming.
Agriculture is already a capital-intensive activity. In modern dairy farms of more
than 50 ha, farm capital per annual work unit is around 40 000 EUA. In
corresponding cereal farms it is around 30 000 EUA. The observed annual
increase of live and deadstock capital is as high as 50Ä and gross formation of
fixed capital corresponds to between 20 and 36% of gross value-added. Agricul-
ture will be faced with stronger competition on the capital market and will have
to pay higher interest rates and higher capital charges. Investments in the
agricultural sector will therefore be more difficult and require higher capital
productivity.
The greater intensification of agriculture implies greater dependence on energy.
High energy prices will lead to the development of energy saving techniques and
the use of new energy sources (farm produced, solar energy, etc.).
302. Agriculture and regional discrepancies: on a regional level varying forces
will be at work in agriculture. Some, as in the past, will have the effect of
increasing differences between regions, other may tend to reduce the disparities.
Increasing costs-together with the growing need for inputs and for capital-and
a restrictive price policy will weaken the competitive position of regions which
already have difficulties in keeping up with developments in agriculture and the
general economy. Mountainous and other less-favoured regions, which cover
about 34 million ha, more than one-third of UAA in EC 9 and carry one-sixth
of the Community's milk cows, will be most affected. The entry of three new
Member States, where such areas also account for a large proportion of the
utilized agricultural area, may increase regional disparities in EC 12.
Problems in these areas become even more acute when account is taken of
increasing incomes in the rest of agriculture and other sectors of the economy.
Efforts to improve farm structure may conflict with the desire to maintain a
certain population density and social infrastructure. If the social infrastructure is
broken, the abandonment of farms becomes more likelv.
Regional difficulties in the general economy
development, bigger income transfers to
structural measures for the development
improve land quality and productivity by
ment will have the most noticeable effect
and in agriculture will require global
less-favoured regions and special
of their agriculture. The effort to
drainage, irrigation and by re-allot-
,in these poorer and less-favoured
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MOUNTAIN AND HILL FARMING AND
LESS.FAVOURED FARMING AREAS *
* Less-favoured areas within the meaning ot'Council Directive 75/268/EEC of 28 April 1975
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agricultural regions. If farming is to continue in these areas, the brunt of
adjusting production to demand (for example, in the milk sector) will have to be
borne by other regions of the Community
On the contrary, the continued convergence of Member States' economies
including the effect of the EMS may have effect of lessening regional differ-
ences. The elimination of MCAs with the consequent price changes in national
currencies will, with the exception of the relative position of less-favoured areas
within strong currency regions, have a similarly convergent effect in agriculture
(Graph 22).
303. Agriculture in the overall economy:agriculture will continue to decline in
economic importance during the 1980s. In the Community, inclüding the three
new Member States, agriculture accounts for about 7% of GDP and l1% of the
total workforce. By 1990, agriculture's part will be reduced to 4r / zoÄ of GNP
and 7% of the total labour force.
This trend towards a declining labour force will be even stronger if the
employment situation in other sectors of the economy improves.
But the decreasing relative importance of agriculture will be offset by increases
in the importance of agricultural supply and food-processing industries. As
agriculture becomes more input intensive, the supply industries will grow in
importance. Changing demand patterns will lead to the production of more
convenience foods (frozen vegetables, TV dinners). About two-thirds of agricul-
tural production is already processed by the food industry whose turnover has
increased by about I0% per year in the recent past. The relative importance of
this agrifood-complex (supply industries, agriculture, food processing) will proba-
bly remain constant at about 15% of GNP.
The move towards specialization and intensification (input of fertilizers, pesti-
cides, feed additives) will result in increased risks for the environment in terms of
product quality and pollution. Large-scale inigation, drainage and re-allotment
projects and changes of agricultural use of land may modify ecosystems. Where
land is abandoned, problems may occur in areas exposed to natural risks:
erosion, avalanches, landsliding. Increasing food processing may bring product
quality problems (sanitary, nutritional, organoleptic as well) for the consumer
and the problem of management of waste, mainly organic.
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The 1980s are likely to see growing public expenditure on agriculture. The
continued tendency for production to grow more quickly than demand will
necessitate continued high levels of expenditure on market support measures,
either in the form of intervention purchases and export refunds or of direct
payments to producers. In addition, regional difficulties will require bigger
income transfers to less-favoured regions and special structural measures for the
development of their agriculture (Graph 23).
4. Major problems agriculture will face
304. The evolution of agriculture that has been described will lead to various,
sometimes complex, conflicts that will require the permanent adjustment and
adaptation of existing policies together with policy innovations.
305. Surplus production and the growing costs of the common agricultural
policy will remain problem areas. An appropriate price policy, compounded by
higher land prices and rents, growing input costs and higher capital charges, will
lead to smaller margins. Increasing salaries in non-agricultural sectors will lead
to expectation of 'higher'incomes for farmers. This discrepancy may be
resolved partly by improved productivity and partly by the outflow of labour
from agriculture.
Outflow of farm labour depends on conditions in the general labour market.
Taking into account the diffrculties of structural unemployment, the outflow of
farm labour force may be limited to mainly older people retiring from farming
activity. Nevertheless, the top-heavy age structure of the agricultural labour force
will lead to an outflow of 2.3% per annum of 3r / z million persons until 1990.
The financial incentives to encourage retirement of older farmers compared with
farm income will influence this rate of outflow.
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AGRICULTURE AS PERCENTAGE OF GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT
1963 - 1990
Three prospective member countries
GRAPI] 23
306. Food aid will remain primarily a development instrument and means of
assistance in cases of catastrophe. It is assumed that is is not a systematic
method for the disposal of EC surplus production. Its greater use to solve
nutritional problems in developing countries will depend upon financial possibil-
ities and political commitment.
307." The growing deficit of timber together with the surplus production of
several agricultural commodities calls for a transfer of agricultural land into
woodland. The effect on timber supply cannot be expected until after 1990; the
effect on agricultural surplus production will be immediate but limited as mainly
marginal land will be used for this purpose.
An increase of non-utilized agricultural and may be expected until 1990, mainly
in'areas of marginal land and low population density. In areas with high
population density and developed industries, conflicts may arise between the use
of land for agricultural, industrial, urban and recreational purposes.
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The changing pattern of farm types will lead to a decreasing total number of
farms and highly capitalized (mostly intensive) units will assume a larger
proportion. Part-time farming, sometimes considered as a transitional phenome-
non, will account for a growing share of the total number of farms, but will
require complementary activities, either in local industry, or other activities such
as agri-tourism and services.
The greater intensification of agriculture implies a greater input of fertilizers,
pesticides, feed additives, equipment. This may raise a problem of increased
risks for the environment in terms of product quality and pollution.
305. The unit of agricultural markets is expected to be re-established by 1990.
The phasing out of MCAs will reinstate the agricultural sector in the overall
economy and allow production to move within the Community on a basis of
comparative advantage. The effect of dismantling MCAs will vary according to
monetary regions. In regions with positive MCAs it will lead to a relative
reduction of farm prices in national currencies which will be an additional
stimulus for structural change). This will have a particularly severe effect on
less-favoured areas in these regions.
In regions with negative
increases which will allow
within the Community.
MCAs the dimantling will lead to relative price
the most unfavoured areas to improve their situation
309. Apart from monetary influences, regional disparities are likely to grow.
The gap between non-agricultural and farm incomes will stimulate labour
outflow from agriculture. In regions with limited alternative activity and a weak
social infrastructure this may entail migration from the region. This is contrary
to the objectives of regional policy which aims to maintain an acceptable
population density and reasonable infrastructure. Where natural risks exist,
abandonment of land would create environmental problems.
The need to reduce current structural surpluses of some major agricultural
products in the Community conflicts with the maintenance of the current level
of import of agricultural products, equivalent to l0 million ha, for food and
feed.
The need to continue farming
favourable economic conditions,
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particularly severe in these regions. Specific structural measures for increasing
productivity in these areas will improve the regional situation but aggravate the
problems of market balance at EC level.
As a consequence the more productive regions will have to bear the brunt of the
effects of both imports and maintaining farming activity in the less-favoured
areas.
310. The Community's market organization system for agricultural products
aims, besides stabilizing markets, to provide an agricultural income comparable
with other sectors and incentives to improve farm structure to allow it to
compete with third countries. As a means to this, high stable prices have been
introduced. Under these conditions, problems can be expected to continue where
prices of farm products (determined by agricultural policy) differ greatly from
those of their substitutes (often determined by commercial policy). An example
of this in the past was the price difference of protein in milk and in soya, and
more recently that between cereals and manioc. Problems of over production,
export diffibulties, reduced consumption because of farmers' preference for
low-priced substitute inputs and regional specialization occur as a result.
311. Growing public expenditure for agriculture in order to keep the balance on
the markets for supported products and to ensure necessary transfers to
Iess-favoured areas will be an essential challenge for agricultural policy in the
1980s.
On the budget side, the 1980s will require higher Community efforts in the field
of structural adjustments. And it is not excluded that increasing costs of
managing surplus markets will make it necessary for the producers to share the
hnancial burden through some form of co-responsibility.
5. Short to medium-term outlook for markets
312. Within the Community the overall cereals harvest is likely to be second
only to that of 1978. Total cereal production will probably be at around I 13
million tonnes compared with 116 million tonnes in 1978, With the higher
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carry-over of stocks of wheat from the previous season, export availabilities will
remain relatively high. Barley export availability will be at a somewhat lower
level and the export programme will be a matter for some caution but the
quality is particularly high. This, together with the rather flrrm level of prices on
world markets, should help to keep down expenditure on export refunds.
Combined with the availability of imported feedstuffs, total feed supplies to the
Community market will continue to be plentiful and price conditions are
unlikely to be significantly different from the previous season.
313. The relative market shares of the different meats are likely to continue
developing in 1980 as in recent years, with pigmeat and poultrymeat consump-
tion expanding at the expense of beef and veal, for which per capita consump-
tion has only now returned to the levels of around 1970. Pigmeat production,
which has continued to rise into the second half of 1979 well beyond the normal
production cycle, seems set to continue to do so into 1980 with technical
developments and low feed costs offsetting low market prices. Beef and veal
production, which entered the upswing phase of the production cycle in 1979,
will continue to expand and, with relatively weak consumption prospects in
competition with pigmeat, prices are likely to come under pressure. The current
intervention anangements, which have not worked well in 1979, will need
careful examination, if unacceptably high stock levels are to be avoided.
Poultrymeat production, by contrast having increased relatively rapidly in 1978,
is now seeing a reduction in production potential and firmer prices may be
expected in 1980.
314. For the milk sector, the main feature will continue. in the absence of new
control measures, to be a significant increase in milk production and deliveries,
taking production beyond the 100 million tonnes reached in 1979. The recent
increase in dairy cow numbers is likely to tail off in 1980 under the combined
influence of inflationary pressures and the non-marketing schemes. However,
the increase in average yields, now at 4 000 kg per cow, will continue as the
main cause of increased production.
The range of disposal schemes for skimmed milk introduced since 1977 has
enabled intervention stocks to be reduced to normal levels. These schemes can
now be trimmed somewhat and, although the underlying surplus problems will
remain, the management of this market will in future continue on a more
normal basis, albeit at a continuing high budgetary cost. Butter market prospects
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are more disturbing, with production and stocks at historically high levels and
likely to increase further. Consumption has remained stagnant or has declined'
despite very high Community expenditure on consumer subsidies and it is
improbable that this situation will change in the coming years. Consumption of
cheese and fresh products, by contrast, seems likely to continue to expand
slowly but at a rate insufficient to absorb more than a small part of increased
milk production.
315. Despite the possibility that world sugar production will be below forecast
consumption, price prospects remain weak as a result of the very high
accumulated stock levels, although developments in the International Sugar
Agreement may modify the outlook. Within the Community decisions to be
taken on the market organization for sugar to apply from July 1980 will
condition future developments. Under present circumstances, and with yields
back to nqrmal trend figures, production is likely to remain at the high levels of
the 1978 and 1979 harvests (around I I million tonnes) with export availabilities
correspondingly important, particularly after imports of preferential sugar.
Consumption remains static. Budget costs will remain high, although reduced to
some extent by the production levy.
316. With the introduction of the new consumption aid system for olive oil,
the price relationship with other vegetable oils has been improved with a
consequent improvement in consumption prospects, which have been under
pressure in recent years. Prices at the end of 1979 are fairly firm, partly due to
the small quantities available and partly in anticipation of higher prices for the
1979/80 marketing year. Following autumn sales from intervention stocks, the
1979/80 year will open with stock levels significantly lower (60 000 tonnes) than
at the outset of the 1978/79 vear.
317. In the wine sector production and consumption trends remain disturbing.
The 1979/80 harvest (164 million hl) will be well above the balance point of
about 140 million hl for the first time in three years and it is likely that prices,
especially for table wines of R I, R II and A I, will be under some pressure. The
longer-term outlook will be more hopeful if the Council adopts the Commis-
sion's proposals to reduce the production potential for the lowest quality table
wines.
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318. The market for fruit and vegetables, which has been reasonable in 1979, is
expected to remain in balance. Apple and pear production remains a little above
balance point with the consequent likelihood of some withdrawals. So far as
processed fruit and vegetables are concerned, the new Community aid system
has developed rapidly and has stabilized Community prod'.rction,
319. With regard to tobacco, structural problems remain for certain varieties,
notably some oriental varieties. For hops progress continues to be made towards
a better balance at world and Community level, where the 1979 harvest seems
likely to be below consumption. Production trends for colza and rape seed
continue to diverge in different Member States. Consumption of vegetable oils is
highly dependent on price relativities but in general consumption of colza and
especially of sunflower oil seems set to continue the increase of past years.
Although prices have been rather firm in 1979 for dehydrated fodder, production
will be particularly sensitive to changes in energy costs.
6. Cost of the market organizations and compensatory amounts
320. The cost of the alricultural policy is difficult to estimate. Total costs, of
which the larger part is borne by the Member States (54% in1976), represented
about one-quarter of final agricultural production (25.8"/o in 1976).
In the last six years Community expenditure by the Guarantee Section of the
EAGGF which is the most often attacked on account of the large proportion of
the EEC budget which it takes (70% in 1979) developed as follows:
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4  7  46 .9
26.9
438.2
5 1 8 5I
27  . 8
6.2
5 640.0














l 0  3 r 3 . 3
19 .3
l 0  579 .0
1 0 . 9
377 .6
l 0  9 5 6 . 5
6 .3
(million EUA)
( ' )  The conversion into EUA is only approximate.
(2) Taking into account the October 1979 draft budget.
ln 1979 there has been a slowdown in the rate of increase in Community
expenditure on agriculture (common market organizations and MCAs). Expendi-
ture increased by only about l9%. This deceleration in the inflation of
Community expenditure was a feature of both market and monetary expendi-
ture. The draft budget for 1980 confirms the new trend since provides for an
increase of the same expenditure by only 60Ä.
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N.B. For practical reasons the following pages employ the Continental representation of numbers,
i.e. One thousand two hundred and thirty four point five
is represented as: I 234,5
rather than thö more conventional 1,234.5
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Dried fodder: peas, field beans
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Monetary units used in this report
1. European Monetary System (EMS) - ECU
The EMS came into force on 13 March 19?9 (Regulations [EEC] No 3180/78 and
No 318l/78 of 18 December 1978). Under the system the ECU was introduced as
the sole unit of account for the Community. The definition of the ECU is identical
to that of the EUA (European unit of account), except that it carries a revision
clause making provision för changes in its composition. The ECU is a'basket'
monetary unii öomposed of specific quantities of the currencies of the Member
States, ditermined chiefly on the basis of the economic strength of each State.
2. EUA - European unit of account
The EUA was replaced by the ECU on 13 March 1979. Nevertheless, it is still used
in this publication, for instance, for Eurostat statistics (1 Jang1ry 1977)and.the
EC budget (including EAGGF) from I January 1978. The EUA was defined by
Regulation No 15/250/EEC of 21 April 1975.
3. ECU in the common agricultural policy
- Before 9 April l9?9, the unit of the account used in the agricultural sector was
the u.a. as 
-defrned 
by Regulation No 129/62 and the representative rates (green
rates) were fixed by the Council.
- on 9 April l9?9, the ECU was introduced into the cAP (Regulation No 652/79/
EEC). Öommon agricultural prices and amounts are expressed in ECU. The
rates (representativi rates) for converting common prices into national cur-
rencies cöntinue, as before to be fxed by the Council.
- At the time of the changeover from EUA to ECU on 9 April 19?9 the common
agricultural prices and amounts expressed in u.a. and converted into ECU were
aäjusted by the coeffrcient 1.208953. On the other hand, the green rates were
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adjusted by the reciprocal coeflicient.,;Ol*,which maintained price levels.
For example, 100 u.a. x 3.40 : 340 DM becomes 1.21 ECU x 2.81: 340 DM.
- For the recording of wodd market prices, offer prices are converted at the market
rate.
4. u.a. - gold parity
- Source: IMF. In this publication, the u.a. is still used for the EC budget (includ-
ing EAGGF) up to 31 December 1977
According to the context, different monetary units have been used in this publication.
Statistical series in value terms are calculated either:
- at constant exchange rates, i.e. at the exchange rates obtaining during a specific
period (e.g. 1978). These rates are used to eliminate the effects of monetary
fluctuations on a time series.
Indicative monetary parities (t)
1978
I u.a. - gold
parity ..... national
currency
1 9 7 8




Green rates (r) used for
converting commoir prices and
amounts 1977 /78
1 ECU 3 . . . . . . . . . .
national currency (2)
1 9 7 8















































(') Results of the calculation of the simple arithmetic mean (round figures).('z) lnl971/TstheECUdidnotexist,butu.a.valueshaveb'eenadjuited6ythecoeflicientl.20Sg53.
(l) !fng. for the marketing years ofihe green rates for the main pioducts.(1) Figures calculated from EUA values.(t) Offer p_rices on the world market are calculated by means of the market rates approximately corresponding to the
above figures,
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- at current exchange rates (notably for external trade).
The preceding table may help the reader convert units of account into currency equi-
valents.
More detailed information can be found in the specialized publications of the EEC
Commission.
Graph No 24 shows monthly changes in monetary parities. February 1973 : 100
(effeitive stalting date of the common market for agricultural products in the
Community of Nine).
Revaluations of national currencies result in an increase in the index, devaluations
result in a decrease. For the representative rates expressed in u.a. or ECU, the first
date of entry into force of each change has been used.
At the time of the changeover (9 April l9?9) from the u.a. to the ECU in the
agricultural sector, following the introduction of the EMS on 13 March 1979, the
cömmon prices and representative rates for agricultural were adjusted to maintain
price levels.
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Key to symbols and abbreviations
Statistical symbols
Nil
0 Less than half a unit
x Not applicable
: N:l ää'abre








,  1968 < A Q967,  1968,  1969)
> t977 <  A (1976,  r977,  1978)
1977178 Crop year, starting 197 7 and 1978
o/o Percentage
% TAV Annual percentage change
I I Break in comParabilitY




EUA European unit of account






















































EUR 9 Total of the Member States of the EC
EUR 6 Total of the original Member States of the EC
UEBL/BLEU Belgo-Luxembourg Economic union
DOM (French) Overseas Departments








Statistical office of the European Communities
Standard International Trade Classification (Eurostat)
Nomenclature of produce for the Community's external trade statistics
and trade between its Member States (Eurostat)
European System of Integrated Economic Accounts (Eurostat)
Farm Accountancy Data Network (Commission of the European Com-
munities - Directorate-General for Agriculture)
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
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FAO Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
UNRWA United Nations Relief and Works Agency
IMF International Monetary Fund
GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
FEDAC European Federation of Manufacturers of compound Feedingstuffs
FEDIOL Fedeiation of the Seed Crushers and Oil Processors in the EEC
AIMA Intervention Agency for the Agricultural Markets (Italian version)
USDA United States Department of Agriculture
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The calculation of % TAV: The annual rate of change(expressed as a percentage)
l. The statistic % TAv # is used throughout this report to provide a homo-
geneous presentation of diverse statistical material. It represents the annual, com-
pould growth (or decline), as a percentage, of the phenomenon in question; the
earlier year being the base year.
2. This statistic is calculated as follows:
lo0 x Anti-Loe I Loe('stattsticJearT+fq) *Nl - rooxL - \ 'Statistic Year T' t J
When dealing with statistical material relating to successive y ars,the computational
formula reduces to:
[ 'statistic for later vear' )l00" tm-100%
3. The following series illustrates the use of this formula:
1970 t97r 1975 1976




l2'o Yo lo'o % lo'o %
The statistical information in this report is based mainly on data supplied by the
' Statistical Offrce of the European Communities (Eurostat); the Directorate-General
for Agriculture has updated these data in certain cases and has also used them as a
basis for certain additional calculations.
The rates of change are intended to show the development of the situation on the
agricultural markets during recent years.
For more detailed statistics the reader should refer to the publications of Eurostat.
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Council Regulation (EEC) No 1?36/?5 of 24 June 19?5 on the external trade statistics
of the Comäunity and sfatistics of trade between Member States came into force on
1 January tgll iÄrespect of the data that the Member States are bound to transmit to
Eurostat.
One of the main objects of the system provided for in this Regulation is to avoid
recording data twice.
Articles 9 to 11 may be summarized as follows:
l. When goods from a non-member country are fnst brought into a Member State,
that Mämber State must record the import according to the origin of the goods;
2. If these goods are then subject to a legal operation (for example, clearance for con-
sumption) and subsequently imported into another Member State, the latter must
...oid thi goods accoiding-to the Member State from which they were received.
However, to satisfy national requirements, Article 42 of the Regulation allows the
Member States to maintain their existing system alongside the new system.
This means that a Member State's national data may be substantially different from
data supplied by Community sources.
Furthermore, the use of the statistics of trade between Member States creates a problem
in compiling the frgures for imports and exports in the supply balance-sheets for agri-
cultural products for the Community as a whole.
It is essential, when drawing up the Community balance-sheet, to select the data on
trade between Member Statäs which is to be ignored for the purpose of establishing
trade with non-member countries. Trade between Member States may be recorded
according to goods entering or leaving. Eurostat uses data from national sources com-
piled on the bäsis of entries recorded by Member States for determining exports to no-n-
hember countries as well (i.e. total export less trade between Member States on the
basis of imports).
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For all these reasons the external trade data in the balance-sheets may be different
from those in the external trade tables. In addition, the break in continuity in external
trade data from Community sources as from 1977, brought about by the entry into
force of the Regulation referred to above, should be borne in mind.
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08 volume of final production, crops and livestock (r)
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Sou/@i Eurosht - AgricultuBl ac@unts.
(r) The figurcs ar€ elolaled from sri€s at @nstant prices (1970) for the pcriod 11968. to 1973_and at constant prices (1975) forlhc period-1973 to 197,8'-  (excepit tal iaandNederland,see(r)) .For,1968.rc1973,thef igurcsa;ecalculaledfrohseriesbasedondatainclusiveofVAT(cxepthal ia).  TAV
'1977./rl96t. is €ldlalcd bv linlim the lwo *rics.
Trends are cal@lated on the basis oidara in the nalional currenq for the Member States, and on the bsis of data conv€ned into EUA at a @nstant
exchange rate ( 1978) for EUR 9 and thus reprcsent weighted averages of fluctuations observed by Member States.
(,) Ar 1970 pries.(t) lncludinc taxes on Droduction not broken down bv Drodud.
i . t  fnVtS?iu' tCOt.;ndTAV!1977./ ' l968.tob€i; törpretedwithcaut ion:ser iesnolenl i relycomparable.(s) Excluding United Kingdom.
(6) Excluding taxes on produdion not broken down by product.
Deutschland
France
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(b)
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production (r) for ul977K compared with r)1968(
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(r) Net production (supply balance-sheet).
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Grape must, beverages, services
Al l  p roduc ts  except  w ine
Wine
All  crop products
(2,9 0/o on sales of fruit ,  vegetables and wine through a producer group)
All  l ivestock products
(4,7 0/o on sales of eggs, poultry and pigs through a producer group)
Cereals (except seeds and paddy r ice), raw milk
Paddy r ice, fresh and dried vegetables, potatoes, fresh and dried fruit ,  oi lseeds for edible
oi l ,  ol ive oi l ,  eggs, butter and cheese
All  other products
Most products
Most products
Most products and services
Produc ts  genera l l y  used fo r  human and an imal  consumpt ion  ( inc lud ing  seeds ,  seed l ings
and an imals )
Other products and services
Horses, greyhounds
Crop products
Live catt le, sheep, pigs
Other l ivestock including poultry and f ish
Raw wool, horsehair,  brist les, feathers, hides and skins
All  products
6o/o (
































ll.l Rate of value-added tax (VAT); producer prices for agricultural products (r) at I January
tn9
So!rci Eurosbt.
(r) The figurcs,arc for aSriculture.in thc strid *nsq excluding, for instsn€, forestrt. Only the 6ost imponant products arc namcd as examples.(z) The normal scheme for airiculture is smewhal simDler than the svstem aoolied in other eonomic seclors.(r) The flatsrat. shcmcs app-ii€ble to agridlture sre d;signed ro offsär on a f'lärrate basis the VAT paid on purcha*s of agricultural inpuls.(r)  Thef.rmcrmsydeduciromhisVATdcbt(apaft frc; thcVATpaidonhispurchscs)apart iaiompc'nsatorymooetiryamountfbrrevaluat ion;this
amount ws r€dued to I % on I January 1979.
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Purchase and tenancy of farmland
Inputs of agricultural origin (animal feedingstuffs, seeds and seedlings, breeding stock)
lnputs  o f  indus t r ia l  o r ig in  ( fe r t i l i ze rs .  pes t ic ides ,  e lec t r i c i t y ,  bu i ld ings  and mach inery ,  bu i ld ing  mate-
r ials and accessories)
Fert i l izers. animal feedingstuffs, pesticides, breeding stock
Fuel (non-deductible), some bui lding work and services provided by persons el igible for the special
deduction
Purchase and maintenance of farm equipment, bui lding and maintenance of farm bui ldings, work
under  labour -on ly  cont rac t .  most  serv ices
Agricultural work under labour-only contract, agricultural loans, rural leases
Animal feedingstuffs (simple and compound), fert i l izers.
Seeds, breeding stock, pharmaceuticals, veterinary services, pesticides, fuel and lubricants
Equ ipment  and mach inery ,  bu i ld ing  mater ia ls ,  most  serv ices
Veterinary services, telecommunications, indemnity insurance, purchase. renting and tenancy of
immovable property (except sale by bui lder)
Seeds, fert i l izers, fuel for hot-houses, animal feedingstuffs, breeding stock. some services
Pesticides, pharmaceuticals, work under contract
Equ ipment
Motor fuels and other fuels (except petrol)
S t ruc tura l  work ,  ma in tenance and repa i r  o f  fa rm bu i ld ings ,  mach inery .  t rac to rs  and equ ipment ,
small  i tems of equipment and accessories, transport serv' ices. petrol
Electr ici ty
Animal feedingstuffs, seeds, gasoi l ,  services
Fer[ i l izers
Const ruc t ion  and main tenance o f  fa rm bu i ld ings ,  fue l  o i l ,  TVO
Agr icu l tu ra l  equ ipment .  pe t ro l .  pes t ic ides
An imal  feed ings tu f fs .  motor  fue ls  and o ther  fue ls ,  seeds ,  b reed ing  r tock .  c lec t r i c i t y .  water ,  \ ( )mc ser -
v ices  (cu l t i va t ion  and harves t ing ,  ve ter tnary  serv ices)
Fer t i l i ze rs
Agricultural equipment, pesticides, construction and maintenance of farm bui ldings, some services
(transport)
Interest rel ief grants on purchase and renting of land, insurance, f inancial costs
Most  p roduc ts  genera l l y  used fo r  human consumpt ion  and an imal  consumpt ion .  inc lud ing  seeds .
seedlings and animals reared for the purpose. Construction of farm buildings and most-civil e-ngineer-
ing woik (excluding repair and maintenance). Motor fuels and other fuels (except diesel fuel and
petrol), electricity and water
D iese l  fue l
Other  goods  and serv ices  no t  spec i f ied ;purchase and main tenance o f  fa rm mach inery ; fe r t i l i ze rs  and
chemicals
Petrol
Purchase of motor vehicles (special non-deductible l0 7o on such vehicles)
Animal feedingstuffs, fert i l izers (put up in quanti t ies of l0 kg or more), cereals, beetroot,.  hay, cake,
etc.,  seeds and ieedl ings of products used for food, veterinary products for oral administrat ion
Liquid fuels, diesel fuel,  electr ici ty and gas for heating and l ighting
Fer t i l i ze rs  (quant i t ies  less  than l0  kg) ,  pes t ic ides .  d is in fec tan ts  and de tergents .  ve ter inary  p roduc ts
for inject ion and veterinary equipment, farm equipment including tractors, bui lding materials, sec-
ondhand goods. petrol and lubricants, most services
Motor vehicles and motorcvcles




12 Quantities and o/o of EC production in pubtic stock (r)
Sourcej EC Commissior, Directorat€-General for Agriculture.
(r) Duetodiffering-definit ions,ithasbeennecessarytoselectthemostappropriatestatisticofproductionloreachproduct.
(2) Community public stock at the end of the commärcial year.(3) Communitypublic stock on 3l Octobe!.(a) Production and stock data refer to haryests.(5) Community public stock on I April c a percentage of the previous year's production.(0) Community public stock on 3l Deembei.
EUR 9
I  0 0 0 t % of  p roduc t ion  ( r )
t977 /78 t978/79 t973/74 t974/75 t975/76 t976/77 t977 /78 t978/79













- Skimmed-milk powder (5)
Beef
- Meat (including bone) (6)
t 9  l 5 l

































6,9 8,1 8,0 14,6
59,4 43,7 35,3 23,3
0,5 4,3 4,7 4,8 6,7 4,0
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I 3 Producer prices for agricultural products (excluding VAT) in the European Communities
Index























































Other animals and animal product ion
210,5 217,9 10,2 10,0 8,5 3,8
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8,8 7,6 6,9 5,8
8,6 7,2 5,8 5,8
10,5 9,2 8,5 9,0
8,4 7,2 9,2 11,4
5,9 3,9 0,7 0,4
13,2 12,5 15,4 I1,0
10.9 10"9 8,  I  12,0
9 ,2  l0 , l  14 ,6  5 ,1
9 , 5  l l , l  1 8 , 6  5 , 8
8 ,2  7 ,6  4 ,8  3 ,1
12,0 13,6 I  1,6 9,  I
9,5 10,8 9,6 4,3
8.7 5,0 9,3 1,6
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E C ' e n t r y  p r i c e
EU A/  100 kg
Third-country offer
pr ice  (normal ly
lowest avai lable)
EU A/  100 kg
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l l ,7 5
8,78
8 ,  l 9
6,52
12,91






















































23 Prices of certain agricultural products
Remrk: -fhe figures in column 4 represent the annual average of, normally, the lowest third-coultry ofler price used for the
purposes of managing the agricultural markets. They do not neQessarily represent the prices at which the Community
@uld purchse on the world market if it had to buy substantially more of its supplies from third countries. Further it ii
to be noted that world market-prices are often residual prices ani are not the priöes at which a large part of agricultural







pr ice (normal ly
lowest avai lable)
EU A/ 100 kg
I n  %  ( t )
2 3 4 5


























































































































1 1 3 , 9 8
123,19
128,57
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Source :  EC Commission, Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.
( t)  EC 'entry pr ice'  as % of world market pr ice.
(21  A n ine  months .
AGR. REP. 1979
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24 Expenditure on consumption of





Source: Eurostat - ESA.
(t) Within the economic territory.
(2) Calculated from data in national currencies converted into EUA at constant rates (1977).
% of expenditure ( t)  on f inal  consumption
'  by households in 1977
Foodstuffs, beverages and





N o n -
















































































24,6 l7,g 4,5 2,2 2,6 1 , 0
AGR. REP. 1979
CONSUMPTION 225
25 Total human consumption of certain agricultural products
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Including derived products (without r ice).
(2) Estimate for maize for the United Kingdom.
(3) Including cutt ing-room fat and offal .
(a) Market sales.
(5) Including processed products.
(6 )  ,1974/75<.
E U R  9
1 0 0 0 t 96 TAV

















Wine ( l  000 hl)
Vegetables
Fruit (excluding citrus)





Fresh (milk) products except
cream
Cream
Butter (by weight produced)
Eggs
Total meat (3)
2t 236 21 222
t9  t92  19  186
t6 228 16 438
2 964 2 747
l 099 l 049
7 0  7 l
7.08 748
687 772
21 304 18  95r
9 765 9 314
t29 27 l 127 512
25 t69 25 656
15 423 15  039
l 3 1 5 ( 6 )  r 3 6 9
5 0lr 1o; 5 023
I 37110; | 36e
4 613 4 809





































-  3 ,8








-  1 ,4






25 557 25 85r 26 380
2 ztg 2 705 2 861
| 757 | 734 I 668
3 302 3 54r 3 615
18 130 20733 21 887
0,,4 0,7
2,9 1,9
- 0,6 - 1,3
1,0 0,J
2 ,1  1 ,8
AGR. REP. 1979
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Oils and fats (8)
Total fats and oils




'  I  968u
,1977 
"
, 1 9 6 8 u
,1977 
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,1976/  1977 u





, I  968<
o1977 u
o I  968u
,1977 
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,1977 
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(2) Expressed in husked r ice.
(r)  White-sugar equivalent.
(a) Human consumption based on marketed produce and including processed products.
(s) Not including ci t rus frui ts.
(6) Litres/head.
(7) Including cutt ing-room fat.
(8) Crude ol . ] (A two years ,1976/77" ') .
AGR. REP. 1979
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230 TRADE AND DEGREE oF sELF suppl,y
29 Degree of self-supply in certain agricultural products








I  re land Dan-
mark
I 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 l 0 l l
Cereals
Total cereals
























97 6/ 1977 
"
968/1969"
97 6/  l9 l7 
"
968/1969"





























































































































































































































































































































TRADE AND DEGREE OF SELF SUPPLY 23I
2e (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(r)  Including butteroi l .
(2) Including slaughterhouse fats.
(3) Excluding offal .
(a) Includes whole-milk powder for I taly.
(s) Two years (197G77) D, UK, DK and EUR 9 (1975-76).
(%)






























- Total  1s;
- Vegetable (5)
Slaughterhouse fats (5)
Of marine animals (5)














































































































































































































































































































































232 rRADE AND DEGREE oF sELF suppt.y
30 World exports and EC foreign trade in all products, agricultural products (r) and other
Products (mitriard usD)
Sou.co, Statistique du 64TT - Lc Commcrcc international 1977,/78 nnd F.urostat.
( ' )  s tTc  0 ,  1 ,21 ,22 ,232,24 .26 t  _  265 +  268.29 .4 .(,) Excluding intra-Community trade.
Remar&,' When comparing statisticai series oftrade expressed in value terms, it is impodant to remember that because of
exchange-rat€-movements. the qse of one monerary unit rather than anothei may alter the apparent trend. For example.
the relationship between the EUA and the USD ch;nged between 1975 and 1976'by about ld %.
t969 1973 t97 4 1975 t976 t977 1978
2 3 4 5 6 8
World exports (2)
-  a l l  p roduc ts
of which: agr icul tural  products
other products
External EC trade (2\
Exports
- all products
o f  wh ich :  agr icu l tu ra l
products
Imports
- al l  products
- of  which: agr icul tural
products
% World exports of agricultural
products as percentages of total
world exports
% EEC exports of agricultural
products as percentage of total
EEC exports
% EEC imports of agricultural
products as percentage of total
EEC imports
Index changes
( 1 9 6 9  :  1 0 0 )
World exports:













7 3 , 1
6,3
72,9

















5 9 1 , 0
143,0








































































1 5 3 . 1
245,0
216,4

















2 1 9 , 5
AGR. REP. 1979
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236 rRADE AND DEGREE oF sELF suppI,y
34 EEC trade with ACP countries
(h(io EUA)
Impor ts Exports
t977 1978 t977 1978
I 2 3 4 5 6
0 - 9
0 ,  1 , 2 1 , 2 2 ,  I
232,24 ,  I
261-26,5 I
+ 268,29, 4 |
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Source: Eurostat - SITC.
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35 EEC trade with Mediterranean countries
Source: Eurostat - SITC.
(Mio EUA)
Impor ts Exports
t977 1978 t977 1978
2 3 4 5 6
0 - 9
0 , 1 , 2 1 , 2 2 ,  I232,24 ,  I
26t - 26s l
+ 268, 29, 4 |
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36 EEC trade by product

























of which: -  cereals







Natural  text i le f ibres
Agricul tural  raw mater ials





5 336 5 398
246 261
l  481 |  952




2 3 M  2 t 9 4
852 868






I  1 , 3
4,4




|  1 , 7
8,0
- 36,4
15,5  6 ,1
- 25,3 - 20,0
l 0 , l  1 1 , 6
4,2 6,0
3 ,9  3  l ,g





l 5 , l




- 10.0 - 44.4


















o f  wh ich :  -  cerea ls
- fruit and vegetables
- beef and veal
Beverages and tobacco




Natural  text i le f ibres
Agricul tural  raw mater ials
Oi ls and fats
Starches, gluten
Total
7  9 4 t  8  5 1 5
| 257 I 785
942 888
I  1 5  n 2
2 3 4 8  2  8 l  I































- 34,2 - 12,0









12 308 t3 287 l 2 , l 16 ,5 7,9
Source: Eurostat - SITC.
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37 EEC trade bv economic zone
Source: Eurostat - SITC.
Mio EUA % TAV









of  wh ich :
I - Candidate countries
o f  wh ich :  -  Spa in
- Greece
- Portugal
I I  -  Industr ial  countr ies
o f  wh ich :  -  USA
- Canada
-  Japan
II I  -  Developing countr ies
of which: -  Argent ina
- Brazi l
- Morocco
IV - State-trading countr ies





In t ra -EEC
of  wh ich :
I  -  Candidate countr ies
of which: -  Spain
- Greece
- Portugal
I I  -  Industr ial  countr ies
o f  wh ich :  *  USA
- Switzer land
- Austria
I I I  -  Developing countr ies
of which: -  Egypt
- Algeria
- Libya
IV - State-trading countries
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242 TRADE AND DEGREE oF SELF sUPPLY
40 Intra-Community trade (by product) based on ENTRIES
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Including derived products, except rice.
(2) Including vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(3 )  In  mi l l ion  ECU;  inc lud ing  hor t i cu l tu ra l  p roduc ts .
(1) Fl".pt processing traffic (including French Overseas Departments) and the sugar contained in processed products.(s) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcase weight.
(6) In terms of shel l  weight ( f rom 1977, includes albumin and i ts der ivat ives).
EUR 9 E U R  6
1 0 0 0 t % T A V
t976/77 1977 /78 t977 /78
t973/74
t976/77





I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Tota lcerea ls  ( r )






-  Other  ( inc lud ing  sorgho)
Rice
Sugar (a)
Wine (  I  000 h l )  (2 )
Fresh fruit
Fresh vegetables
Colza and rape seed
Sunflower seed
O l i v e  o i l
Soya:
- beans
-  o i l
-  cake
Lucerne meal











L ive  p lan ts  (3 )
H o p s :
- cones and powders
- saps and extracts
Butter and butteroi l
Cheese





Beef and veal (5)





5 843 7 241
467 4t4
143 229
3 285 5 t64
136 26
2 6 2 7  2 9 5 6
M8 222
435 4t6
| 287 | 272
t6  374 l7  720
3 3'19 3 324
4 2 7 7  4 2 9 7
193 139
1 9  1 9
0,9 - 4,2 27,2
3,0 l5, l  23,9
1 0 , 6  4 5 , 0  -  1 1 , 3
28,7 t,4 60,1
5,5 -  5,2 57,2
5,3 - 39,6 80,9
- 9,9 - 26,0 12,5
2 ,4  -39 ,0  -50 ,4
6,8 6,6 - 5,2
2,0 -  g,g 1,2
9,4 - l0,g 9,2
x  1 5 ,  I  1 , 6
5,5 3,3 0,5
- l0, l  7,2 -  29,0











































































I 1 3 , 3
32,4
r 336































































l 8 , l
69,0
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4l Intra-Community trade (by product) based on EXITS
Source: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(1) Including derived products, except rice.
(2) Including vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(3) In mi l l ion ECU; including hort icul tural  products.
(ni e*c.pt processing traffic (including French Overseas Departments) and the sugar contained in processed products'
(s) Live änimals and meat expressed as fresh carcase weight.
(o; In terms of shell weight (from 1977, includes albumin and its derivatives).
EUR 9 E U R  6
I  000t % TAV
t976/77 t977 /78 t977 /78t%/u
t976/77













- Other ( including sorgho)
Rice
Sugar (a)
Wine ( I  000 hl) (2)
Fresh fruit
Fresh vegetables
Colza and rape seed
Sunflower seed
Ol ive  o i l
Soya:
- beans
















- cones and powders
- saps and extracts
Butter and butteroi l
Cheese










t6 9t7 19 217
5 987 7 645
568 538
166 228
3 845 5 184
25s 290
5 430 5 066
666 266
500 538
| 287 | 272
15 935 t6205
3 100 2989
3 958 3 901
t97 t2l
r'7 16
0,5 -  6,3 13,6
4,2 - 9,3 27,'l
13,0 4,6 -  5,3
25,5 31,7 37 ,3
4,1 4.3 34,8
3,5 12,3 13,7
7.2 -  7,7 -  6,7
t3 .2  -33 ,0  -60 , I
22.2 15.2 7,6
2,0 -  9,8 1,2
7 ,8  -  10 ,0  1 ,7
x 6,2 -  3,6
4 ,5  -  3 ,1  -  1 .4
10,7 6,5 -  38,6










6 l , 5





























l  1 , 8
22,5







































































































l 8 , l
25,9
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42 community imports (by product) based on ENTRIES
Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( t)  Including derived products, except r ice.
(2) Including v_ermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.(l) !n million ECU;including horticultural products.
(i) Fl".pt processing traffic (including -French Oversea.s Departments) and the sugar contained in processed prodücts.(5) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcase weight. ^
(6) In terms of shel l  weight ( f rom 1977, includes albumin and i ts der ivat ives).
EUR 9 E U R  6
1 0 0 0 t % TAV















-  Other  ( inc lud ing  sorgho)
Rice
Sugar (a)
Wine ( I  000 hl) (2)
Fresh fruit
Fresh vegetables





















- cones and powders
- saps and extracts
Butter and butteroil
Cheese











3 089 3 496
564 | 47',1
2 t5  9 l
3 368 l 142
833 388
t7  t7 l  12  088| 253 425
658 968
I 575 I 489
5 496 5 872




2,9 22,9 - 27,9
- 3,5 - 29,7 13,2
2 , 1  -  4 3 . 0  1 6 t , 8
- 1 t,4 7,0 - 57,'t
-  9,8 64,t  -  66,1
- 10,8 224.t  -  53,4
- 0,6 43,4 - 29.6
- 2 3 , 4  - 2 6 , 4  - 6 6 , 1





- 14,4 166,0 -  48,I




-  19 .9
1 )








t 7 , l
7.7
I  1 , 9
13.4
- i l ,5



























































































45,6 ) 1  )
4,5
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43 Community exports (by product) based on EXITS
Sources: Eurostat and EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Including derived productS, except rice.
(2) Including vermouths and aromatized wines, except in the case of France.
(3) In mi l l ion ECU;including hort icul tural  products.
(a) Except processing traffic (lncluding French Overseas Departments) and the sugar contained in processed products.
(;) Live animals and meat expressed as fresh carcase weight.
(6) In terms of shel l  weight ( f rom 1977, includes albumin and i ts der ivat ives).
EUR 9 EUR 6
1 0 0 0 t % TAV















- Other ( including sorgho)
Rice
Sugar (a)
Wine (  I  000 h l )  (2 )
Fresh fruits
Fresh vegetables
Colza and rape seed
Sunflower seed
Ol ive  o i l
Soya:
* beans
-  o i l
-  cake
Lucerne meal
F ib res :
- f lax









L ive  p lan ts  ( r )
H o p s :
- cones and powders
- saps and extracts
Butter and butteroi l
Cheese






































































-  1 5 , 9
















-  1 6 , l
-  22 .1
x













*  15 ,0
6,8
1 2 , l










l 4 , l
-  5 , 1
- 4,6























a 1  I





1 3 , 6
1 ,6
245,0



















6 l , 3















































1 3 , 3
4,9
























I  1 ,5
1 3 . 3
34,1












1 , 5) 1

















































































Source: Eurostat - Sector income index.
(') At factor cost in real terms (deflated by GDP implicit price index).( ') In labour units.
(t) Each series has been obtained by linking together two series, on based on the inclusive-of-VAT-
system and one of the exclusive-of-VAT system (except ltalia).



























































r r r . l l l t l l l r
r " 1 9 6 9 /  1 9 6 9  l t g z o l t g z t  t  1 9 7 2  r t g z 3  |  t g l +  r 1 9 7 5 r l g z o  t  l g r r I  1 9 7 8 '
Source: Eurostat - Sector income index.
(t) At factor cost in real terms (deflated by GDP implicit price index).
( t )  In labour uni ts.
(ti Each series has been obtained by linking together two series, on based on the inclusive-of-VAT-




























45 Agricultural income spread in four Member States of the EEC
45.I DEUTSCHLAND
Reineinkommen in den landwirtschaftlichen Vollerwerbsbetrieben, je Familien-AK(income of farmer and his family per family labour unit)
Deutschland :  Agrarberichte.












































100 100 100 100 100
45.2 FRANCE
rösultat brut d'exploitation par actif familial(gross farm income per family worker)







































































































































1 0 0 100 r00 100 r00
France :  Ministöre de I 'Agricul ture (overal l  departmental  accounts),




Valore aggiunto lordo in agricoltura per persona occupata (1)
(gross value-added per agricultural worker)
I ta l ia:  INEA.
(t) Gross value-added at factor cost, in current terms, of the agricultural and forestry sector.


























































































































100 100 100 100 r00
45.4 UNITED KINGDOM
net farm income per farm, excluding horticulture
United Kingdom: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food.
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47 Trend, in EUR, of the factors of production of returning holdings classified by the principal
types of farming . /
(based on a sample of 4 605 returning holdings 19:73/74 - 1977 /78)
Source: FADN.

















Arable crops - grazing stock
Fruit
Vines
Grazing stock - arable crops
Cattle - milk
Cattle - meat
Grazing stock - pigs and
poultry















































































Arable crops - grazing stock
Fruit
Vines
Grazingstock - arable crops
Cattle - milk
Cattle - meat
Grazing stock - pigs and
poultry
















2 , 1 3





-  1 ,3
-  1 ,2
- 0,8
-  1 ,2
-  1,3
-  1 ,3
- 0,9












-  1 ,9
0,0








-  1 , 6
- 2,8
-  1 , 3
-  1 ,3
- 2,4
-  1 , 9
- 3,7 - 2,4
2,0 0,6
- 3,5 - 2,7
1,9 - 8,4
1 ,5  -  1 ,9
- 0,5 - 2,4
-  l , l  -  l , l
-  1 , 1  -  l , l
0,0 - )  7
0,0 - 4,4
- 0,7 - 0,7
0,0 - 2,4
- 1,0 -  2,0
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48 TreT-d, in EUR 9, of the factors of production, gross product, and incomes of returning



















Arable crops - grazing stock
Fruit
Vines
Grazing stock - arable crops
Cattle - milk
Cattle - meat
Grazing stock - pigs and poultry
Pigs and poultry - grazingstock
Pigs
Others













3 5  9 1 1
I 1 , 8
15,8
13,5












I 1 , 0
12,7









I 1 , 9
20,6
1 2 , l














I1 ,8  14 ,9












Arable crops - grazingstock
Fruit
Vines
Grazingstock - arable crops
Cattle - milk
Cattle - meat
Grazingstock - pigs and poultry
Pigs and poultry - grazingstock
Pigs
Others














8,8 l l ,4
10 ,0  13 ,8
9,8 14,0
17,5 l4,l




























15,0  13 ,6
l5 , l  7 ,8
4,5 18,7
l , l  1 6 , 0
2,4 19,0
9,4 16,7























Arable crops - grazingstock
Fruit
Vines













l 3  7 1 0
l6 288
15 229










































Arable crops - grazingstock
Fruit
Vines





















































-  t ,2
29,3
54,5













1 3 . 8  l , l
25,0 55,4
- 35,1 54,3
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50 Breakdown of appropriations by sector according to the economic nature of the measures -
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.(t) Data contained in the draft supplementary budget No 3 for 1979 drawn up by the Council on 29. 10. 1979.(z) Private and public storage, including some disposal measures.
1978 Mio  EUA
Appropri-
ations












































l g 2 , l


















































































7 765,2 3 538,6 I  981,8 52,1 2 018,8 173,9 4 226,6
100 45,5 25,5 0,7 26,0 ) ) 54,4
B - Accession compensatory
amounts in intra-
Community trade 27.2 1 1  ) 27,2









8 672,7 3 749,6 I 981,8 52,1 2 715,3 173,9 4 923,1
100 43,2 22,8 0,6 31,3 2,0 56,8
AGR. REP. 1979
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Financial year 1978 - financial year 1979 ** (1)
1979 Mio  EUA
Appropriations
Breakdown by economic nature of the measures
Export  refunds
Intervent ion
Storage proper (2) Withdrawals and
simi lar operat ions Price subsidies
Guidance
premiums Total

















) 1  )





































































9 544,1 4 698,5 |  427,2 115,4 3 l lg,2 lg3,g 4 945,6





l 0  3 1 4 , 5 4 994,3 | 427,2 I 15,4 3 593,2 lg3,g 5 320,2
100 48,4 13,9 l , l 34,8 1 ,8 5 1 , 6
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5l Receipts from the common agricultural policy
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Aericulture.
Mio EUA
t976 t977 1978 1979 * lg80 * *


















52 Expenditure of the Guarantee Section as:
a o/o oI the Community's gross domestic product;
a o/o of Community expenditure on food







EAGGF - Guarantee Sect ion
Mio EUA % of  GDP in  the  EC % of  Communi ty  expend i -ture on food
Gross Net Gross Net Gross Net






| 265,6 212 5 587 4 4t4
I 405,0 235 6 830 4 693
| 553.2 * 260 ** g 672 5 893
| 734,t  290 l0 314 8 l4t
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54 Projects financed by the EAGGF, Guidance Section classified by EEC region:
1973 -78, Regulation 17/64/EC 1t1
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1t1 Old Regulation: l7/64; new Regulation 355/77.(2) 1964 -  1977: u.a. ;  1978 EUA.
Deutschland France Italia Nederland Belgique/Belgiö
2 J 4 5
Total 228843 Total 204226 Total 343 006 Total 61448 Total 6l l l2
Multi-regional 7 449 Mutli-regional l5 847 Multi-regional 14 lll Multi-regional Multi-regional 2 756






Rhe in land-Pfa lz  21187
Baden-Wür t temberg  3177A
Bayern 49 500
Saarland 530
Ber l in  (West )  401
Rigion parisienne 185
Bassin parisien 30 587














Abruzzi-Mol ise 15 845
Sud 51 376












( I 000 u.a./ I 000 EUA) (2)
Luxembourg Uni ted  K ingdom Ire land Danmark
6 7 8 9
Total l  388 Toral  126 868 Total 70 497 Total 43 716
Multi-regional 9 748 Multi-regional 17 797 Multi-regional 5 554
Scotland 3 I 955
North 6 799
Northern lreland 24 827
North-West 7 0'14
Yorkshire/Humberside 13 761
\Ä rtlcs 4 255
West Midlands 6 070
East Midlands 6 726







Mid lands  I  501
East 5 485
Midwest  4  519
South-East I  l  250
South-West  l2  577
Ost  fo r  S tore  Be l t  l0  192




55 Projects financed by the EAGGI Guidance Section classified by EEC region: (R/35517T ln8
Deutschland France Ital ia Nederland
I 2 3 4
Total 16 638 Total 23 143 Total 34 347 Total 4 685








































































































Belgique/Belgiö Luxembourg United Kingdom Ireland Danmark
5 6 7 8 9
Total 3 558 Total 202 Total l0 333 Tota l  6156 Total 3 864












Northern Ireland I 616
North-West 283

























Ost for Store Balt 868
Vest for Store Belt 2 996
Grsnland
AGR.  REP.  1979
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56 Projects rMarketing structuresc financed by the EAGGF Guidance Section classified by major cate
Source : Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.






I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Deutschland
France







E U R  9
2 501







































3  8 1 1
t t ,
I  1 2 8
:
l l 5 3 l 20 842 t 8  7 7 2 27 563 3 788 3 582 5 l l l
AGR. REP. 1979
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tories of operations :1978 (R/355/77) ( t 000 ucE)
Animal feed Seeds and
nurseries
Eggs and
poultrymeal Olive oil Tobacco Miscel laneous
Total aid
granted Investments



























l 0  3 3 3











I 406 | 446 3 365 25 998 4 498 102 92'7 476 089
AGR.  REP.  1979
t977 121 1978 121 1975-7 t  121
I 000 u.a I OOO EUA I 000 u.a./EUA oA
2 3 4 5
| - Common measures
l. DirectiveT2/159/EEC on the moderni-
zation of farms
2. DirectiveT2/160/EEC on the cessarion
of farming
3. Direct iveT2/16l /EEC on socio-
economic guidance
4. Directive 7 5/268/EEC on hill-farming
5. Aid to groups of hop producers
(Regulation (EEC) No 1656/71)
6. Conversion projects in the salt
codfishing sector (Regulation (EEC)
No 2722/72)
7.  Survey of  potent ia l  product ion of  f ru i t
trees (Regulation (EEC) No 794/76)
8. Conversion to meat production
(Regulation (EEC) No 1353/73)
9. Survey on the structure of agricultural
holdings (Directive 7 5 / 108/EEC)
10. Premiums for the non-marketing of
milk and the conversion to meat
production (Regulation (EEC)No 1078/77)
I l. Marketing/Proc. agr. prod.
(Regulation (EEC) No 355/77)
12. Conversion of vineyards












2 8  0 1 9
251
2 638
3 4 5 8 r
I 606
3 336


























l 9 , l
0,0
2,8
95 609 t6t 407 359 73 r 100.0
II - Special measures
l .  Aid to groups of f rui t  and vegetable
growers (Regulat ion (EEC) No 1035/72)
L  Premiums fo r  s laughter ing  cows and
withholding milk from the marker
(Regulat ion (EEC) No 1975169)
3. Grubbing fruit trees (Regulation (EEC)
No 2517/69)
4. Aid to producer organizations, fisheries
sector (Regulation (EEC) No 2142/70)
5. Improvements in the production and
marketing of Community citrus fruit













4 574 5 109 27 403 100.0
266 FTNANcTAL AspEcrs
57 9|!$9g!'1r of expenditure by Guidance Section on common measures and special measures!197!7E (1)
source : EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(l) 9]9 n_.gulation:No l7/64/EEC; new Regulation:(EEC) No 355177.( ' )  1975-77: u.a.  ;  1978:EUA.
AGR. REP. 1979
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58 National and Community expenditure on agricultural policies in 1977
National expenditure
A Research and advisory services
B Production
C Processing and market ing
D Unattr ibutable
E Consumption
F Total (A + B + C + D + E)
G Tax rel ief
H Total  (F + G)







Source :  EC Commission, Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.






3 3  1 , 1
5 667,4
|  37  4 ,1  ( t )
7 041,5
6 000,0















I re land Dan-
mark

























































100 100 100 r00 100 100 100 100 100 100
59 Share (in %o) of each category in the total effort in favour of agriculture - 1976




60 Utilized agricultural area and woods and forests
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  r975.
(2) t975/1968.
Arable land
I 000 ha of the UAA ofthe country



















































































7  5 0 1
0,0
-  1 , 0
0 , 1













-  1 , 0
-  1 , 8
- 2,7
58
-  1 , 3
-  1 ,0


























Permanent meadow and pasture Permanent crops Total UAA Woods and forests
I 000 ha % of  the  UAA
of country I 000 ha
% of  the  UAA
of country I  000 ha
% of  the  UAA
o f  E U R  9 I 000 ha
% of the area of
countrv




-  1 ,0
12 994
- 0,7










































-  4 , 1
- 2,0
l 6





















-  0 , 1
t7 546








-  l , l





-  t . 5
















l 4  5 5 9
0,5










































6l Areas used for the principal agricultural products
Cereals inclu
ding r ice
Root and tuber crops
Total Potatoes Sugarbeet
2 3 4 5 6 7
Deutschland
France
























































































































































































































































STRUCTURES ' 27 I
Oilseeds Green fodder Dry pulses Fruit trees Vines





















































































-  l2 ,g
7,8




























































































-  0 , 1
-  l , l
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62 Number and area of farms (1)
Source: Eurostat.





















l - <  5
5 - < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0 -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
l - <  5
5 -  < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0  -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
l - <  5
5 -  < 1 0
1 0 -  < 2 0
2 0  -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
l - <  5
5 - < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0 -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
l - <  5
5 - < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0  -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
l - <  5
5 -  < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0 -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Iotal
l - <  5
5 - < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0  -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
l - <  5
5 -  < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0 -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
l - <  5
5 -  < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0
2 0 -  < 5 0
> 5 0
Total
3 l  l  6 8 3
1 7 8  9 8 1























































































4 0  7 1 8
69 n9






































































































































































l - <  5
5 -  < 1 0
l 0 -  < 2 0


























o/o of total 1975
OATAV
1978














-  1 ,8
-  1 ,8
- 3,4
- 2,8
- )  7
2,1










- )  q
- 4,9
-  3 , 1
0,2
3,3
- )  \
- )  4




-  3 ,8
0,7
- 0,5
-  1 , 6
















1 3 , 8) 7
7 )
14,5




































































8 1 , 6




















































































1 3 , 5
38, I


















































































































































































:  1 ,9
0,6
- 0,7
-  1 , 7








- )  5
- 0,5
2,4






t 7 . 2
5 383,7
6 388,8
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67 Average annual interest rate (r) (70), (not taking into account interest rate subsidies) payable
on loans for farm investments Gn3 -79)
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(r)  According to nat ional def ini t ions.
(2 )  t977/1978.
(3 )  r / r978 -  6 /1979.
r973 1974 t975 1976 t977 t978 teTe (p)
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69 Rent of agricultural land
EUA/ha (r) % TRv 1s;









I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Deutschland
France
- Arable land (1)
























































( t )  1964 survey updated using a nat ional account ing indicator ( INSEE).
(z) Pr ices for al l  k inds of land.
(3) Converted at constant exchange rates (1978).
AGR. REP. 1979
282 srRucruREs
70 Development (r) of gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) and gross value-added (GVA) at
fsctol cost, in agriculture: ln3 - 1978.
Soure.' Eurostat - Agriflltural a@unts.
(r) At orent pries; the series is bmed on figures exclusive of VAT (except Italia).(,) Including forestry and fisheries and exclusive of deductible VAT.(t) The substantial reduction is due to the drop, from LFR 864 000 000 (1976) to LFR 54 000 000 (1977) in building investmcnt.
t973 t974 t975 1976 t977 t978
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73 Development in the use of tractorso combine harvesters and fertilizers
Source: Eurostat.
Tractors Combine harvesters Fert i l izers
t975 100 h.p.per 100 haUAA t97 5 r00
No per
00 ha of cereals
t975 100 kg per ha UAA
































I  15  104
1 3 5  1 0 0
l 14 223
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7 4 Employment in agriculture (1)
Source. Eurostat - Sector inome index.
(r) Excluding labour €mployed in forestry and fisheries. Figures are calculated from national estimates drawn from the sector
income index. The series has been used for the @lculation of Graph 25.
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76 Numbers in civil employment in agriculture, (1) forestry, fisheries by category
Source: Eurostat.
(1) Act ively employed civi l  populat ion.
(2) Man-years.
Agricul ture employment
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-  1 ,8
-  3,5
- )  )
-  1 , 9
-  2 ,1
-  5,5
- ) ' )
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- 4,7
-  3 , 1
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- )  7
-  3 ,8
-  l , l
- )  )
-  1 , 7
- )  1
- 5,4
- )  s
-  2 ,1
2,9
-  1 ,0
- 6,0 - 3,6
- 0,8 1,6
-  5,1 -  2,8
- 2,,8 - 2,8
- 4,9 - 5,6
-  3,1 -  3,4
- 4,1 - 0,3
- 1,0 - 4,6
- 2,9 - 1,9
- 2,7 - 2,3
0,0 0,0
- 2,0 - 1,7
- 4,4 - 3,6
0,0 - 7,7
- 3,9 - 4,1
- 3,7 - 2,6
0,0 0,0
- 3,4 - 2,3
0,0 0,0
- 0,5 - 1,0
- 0,3 - 0,6
- 2,3 - 2,4
-  7,1 -  3,9
- 2,9 - 2,,6
- 2,9 - 1,2
- 1,9 0,0




5 936 5 820
2 373 2 295
8 3 0 9  8 l l 4
- 4,3 - 3,3 - 3,8 - 2,0
- 2,7 - 2,4 - 1,5 - 3,3
- 3,9 - 3,0 - 3,2 - 2,4
AGR. REP. 1979
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77 Persons in employment in the economy generally and in agriculture, forestry and fisheries -
Breakdown by age groups
In the economy general ly In agricul ture
o/o %TAV *
t973 t975 1977 1973 t975 1977 t975t973
t977
t975
I 2 3 4 5 6 I 8 9 l 0
Deutschland 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 plus
Total












12,8 l l,7 10,3
100 100 100





9 , 9  -  I  l , l
5,6 5,3
France 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 plus
Total
l7 ,3 16,5 15,4
24,2 27,1 29,7
22,8 2l ,g 21,2
21,7 21,6 21,7






3 l , l  31 ,9  32 ,2
18,7  16 ,3  18 ,5
5,5 7,5 6,7
100 100 t00





15,5  7  ,5
1 , 6  1 , 8
I ta l ia 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years























1 ,6  2 ,7
Nederland 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years






17 ,5  l8 , l  17  ,6
I1 ,8  I 1 ,0  10 ,6
1,5 1,4 1,2
100 100 100
1 4 , 3  1 2 , 8  1 1 . 6
l8, l  19,5 20,4
22,0 22,2 22,0
22,4 22,6 23,6




2 , 1  1 , 0




1 , 5  1 , 4
Belgique/Belgiö 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 plus
Total














3,1  9 ,3
4 , 1  9 , 1
-  12 ,8  -  10 ,6
I , I  6 , 5
-  I  1 ,8  5 ,5





Source: Eurostat - Sample survey on labour force, 1973, 1975, 1977 .
In the economy general ly In agricul ture
o/o % TAV*
t973 t975 t977 1973 1975 t977 t975t973
1977
t916
I 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 l 0
Luxembourg 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years







|  1,5 l0, l  9,5
2,4 2,6 2,4
100 100 100
1 1 , 6  1 0 , 3  9 , 6
l l ,J l l ,2 14,4
20,7 18,0 l9,J
22,4 27,4 23,2
2 l ,g  18 ,4  21 ,3
I  1,8 14,5 l l ,9
100 100 100 - 4 7
United Kinsdom 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years






22,2  22 ,0  2 l , l
15 ,8  15 ,7  15 ,6










-  1 ,3  7 ,0
- 4,9 10,9
0,0 9,3
-  5 , 8  I 1 , 9
2 ,6  I  1 ,8
- 2,8 10,4
I re land 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years





:  16 ,5  17 ,2
:  16 ,5  15 ,9
: 13,3 12,5
'  \ \  \ {J)J
100 100 100
:  1 0 , 9  I  l , l
: 14,3 14,7
:  1 7 , 0  1 6 , l
:  21,3 21,7










Danmark 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 * 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 plus
Total
:  14,6 15,4
:  27,6 27,8
: 20,3 21,8
:  19 ,0  17 ,9
: 14,7 13,7













s 7v , '
3,0
) - l
EUR 9 14 - 24 years
25 - 34 years
35 - 44 years
45 - 54 years
55 - 64 years
65 plus
Total








:  13 ,8  14 ,0
:  23,0 21,3
: 28,8 29,1
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82 Results of Directive 72/159/EEC on the modernization of farms
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(') 1974 and 1975.
(:) Including land reclaimed for crops.(3) A development plan may provide for various types of investment.
83 Results of Directive 72/l6O/EEC,l975 - 77, concerning measures to encourage the cessation of
farming and the reallocation of utilized agricultural area for the purposes of structural improvemen
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I  105 1 ,5
| 824 2,3
585
I  138 6 ,2
120 63,3
l8l  953 34,6 13,7
292 050 0,7 9,0
3 916 2,3 1,9
7l l3 5,7 4,6
2 127 16, l
38  531 10 ,6  2 ,1
6 264 ll,2 l, l
|  : 3 , 2
l  : 1 , 7
I  :  1 , 3
|  : 2 , 0
l : 3 , 2
I  : l , l
l : 0 , 3
EUR 9 815 34269 3.6 80 t23 14,4 53r 954 t3.2 7.2 |  : 2 , 2
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( t)  Most of the land is transferred to the Land Commission for real locat ion to farmholders with a development plan.
Number of development plans
approved per year
% Breakdown of development plans
Number of MWU Volume of investments per MWU
t975 t976 t977 t -<2MWU
2 -  < 3
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Type of investments (3)












l l t2 l 3 t4 l 5 l 6 t7 l 8 l 9 20 2 l
l l p  8 p  6 l p  l 8 p  2 P
2 8 55 28 6
3 0 2 5 4 1 4 0
4 9 2 0 2 4 5 2
l l 2 1 3 1 4 6
1 1 4 6 5 1 8 2
6 2 1 5 9 1 3 1






64 43  2  l l
8 4 9 4  1 9 0
5 2 7 3 7 3
I  1 4  0  0 P
5 3 9 6 5 8 1
9 1  5 2 8 2 0
4 8 3 0 1 099I
4 5 pl o p 2op 1 5 pl o p 2 6 p 89 6560 30 3 p
Breakdown of benef ic iary by size category of holdings transferred
Average area of land transferred to holders with a
development plan and to others
< l 0 h a l0-< 20ha > 2 0 h a Holders with plan Other holders
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84 Results of Directive 72/16LE,E;C concerning the provision of socio-economic guidance for and the
acquisition of occupational skills by persons engaged in agriculture
Soure: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(1) In the Netherlands in 1977 there wete 219 counsellors, of whom l5 were freshly recruited and 192 had received further training.(,) Plus 7l part-time counsellors.(3) Plus 128 part-time counsellors.(a) Plus 6 730 who attended a 2Ghour specialization coursc orgmized pusuut to the law on furthcr education.
Year
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Attendance of t raining courses
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97 Distribution (%) of (a) farms, (b) annual work units, (c) utilized agricultural area, (d) livestock units
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98 The different regions of the Community
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(5s Italia 16 485 1e.0)
56 Nederland 2 086 2.4
57 Belgique/Belgiö 1 467 1 . 7
58 Luxembourg 136 0.2




63 Eastern - England
U South Eastern - Erqland
























(33 France 29 601 34.1)
(69 United Kingdom 16 469 1e.0)
70 lreland 5 077 5.9
71 Danmark 2 966 3.4
(72 EUR 9 86 686 100)
Source; Eurostat.
For soms chaEcleristics, the rais€d regional and country rosults givsn hers diflor significantly lmm tho6€ obtain€d from national
publications. The problems of designing-a mulli-purpos€ sample suär as that us€d lor-ttre Comhunity Farm Structure Suru€y make
such discrepanciss inevitabl€, paniculady for characloristiG *öic$ are spars€ly distribuled, or tor lhos€ which are highly concantratgd
in spgcialist holdings. Evory sndeavour has, of courso, b€on mad€ to mdimitg the precision of gstimatgs trorn tho Community Fam
Slructure Survey and it is baliavod that the results prosonted adequately show the panam ol lam structurs.
ll is, however, probabl6 lhat whorg estimalos or disldbrJtions dilfor maakodly trom tho conosponding valuos tor particular charactedslics,
givsn in nalional publications, th6 nalional results (which may havg been obtainod lrom sp€cially dosigned suneys) may give moro
pracis€ gstimatos.
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336 MARKETs - cEREALS
M.1.2 a Supply/demand balance - durum wheat - common wheat( l .u r r  -  3 l .v r r )
I  000 t % TAV
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o f  w h i c h :
animal feed
seed






Degree of self-supply (%)
35 3r9  35  869
487 -554
3 089 3 496
4 297 4 610
5 987 7 645
























































Sou rce : Eurostat.
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M.1.2 b Supply/demand balance - barley - rye( l .vr r r  -  3 l .u I )
I  000 t 7o TAV
t976/77 t977 /78 >1976/77"
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24 537 25 967
| 437 | 476
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H uman consumption (kglhead)









































































338 MARKETs - cEREALs
M.1.2 c Supply/demand balance - maize - oats and mixed corn( l .urr  -  3 l .vrr)
I  000t %TAV























Degree of self-supply (%)
l  l  319  15  502
66 195
t7  t 7  l  12  088
410 542
5 430 5 066
28 0t4 26 853
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M.1.2 d Supply/demand balance - other cereals - total cereals (excluding rice)
( l . u I I - 3 l . u I )
Source: Eurostat.
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6,9 48,I
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89 988 t02 542
t29 428
26 493 19 107
6 607 l0 635
t6 9t7 t9 217
t09 745 nt 42
67 049 67 563
3 822 4 091
9 840 l0  013
815 I  043
28 2t9 28 731














































340 MARKETs - cEREALS
M. 1.3 Market prices for domestic cereal production
NC/100 kg OATAV
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r r r . : o  t t t . : s
2,1  5 ,5  8 ,8
7  ,0  5 ,3  1 ,9
15,9 6,7 - 13,4













88,19  92 .10
t6  272  18  189
5 1 ,08  5  1 ,87
7 83,2 792,4
838,5 852,12
r2 . t 2  13 .12
4,8 3,6 1,7
9,4 7,9 4,4
17 ,6  7 ,6  l l , 8
5,3 6,0 1,5
5 ,9  2 ,1  1 ,2
7 ,1  8 ,3  1 ,6
8,3r6,3
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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M.1.4 Prices received by cereal producers in the Community
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
NC/100 kg % TAV
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M. 1.6 Cereals delivered to intervention
Sou rce : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
1 0 0 0 t % TAV






















- 33,0 94,5 189,3
x
x -  100,0
x x x
x x
-o : , t  
:  1
15,9 100,0 108,3



















184,2 x - 24,7
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M. 1.7 World production of cereals and production in the main exporting countries
100,0 100,0
10,0 10,7
l , l  I , l
0 , 1  0 , 1
0,4 0,6
14,3  I  l , l
5,2 4,9
1 , 4  1 , 8
2 ,4  4 ,1
65,1 65,7




1 ,7  2 ,7
55,4 49,0
19,9 2l,l





1 , 3  1 , 4




? 1  ' {-,J\\ / \ \  \
J J a  '
719,8  762,9
64,3 68,9
9 ,5  I  1 ,0
0,'7 0,6
1 , 2  1 , 6
204,1 218,I
22,4 20,5
16,5  t8 ,9
401, I 423,3
% T A V
3 , 1
1 ,6



















-  ? {  ) ) 7
-  6 , 8  1 7 , I
-  7  1 ,4  50 ,0
- 32.0 58,8
-  5 , 0  - 1 t , 6
- 15,7 6,0




)'t ^t, 't )
20,3 15,8
- 12,5 - 14,3
- 20,0 33,3





















Source: FAO - Product ion Directory + Monthly Bul let in:Economics and Stat ist ics.
(r)  Excluding r ice.
M. 1.8 The Communitv's share of world cereal trade
World
















17.0  16 .0
World
E U R  9
o/o
World
E U R  9
Vo
World
E U R  9
o/o
60.6 66,7
6 ,1  4 ,6
r 0 , I  6 . 9
79,4 75,4
1 ,7  0 ,6
2 ,1  0 ,8
140,0 142,1
7,8 5.2
5 ,  r  3 ,7
Imports (r)
Wheat and f lour
(wheat  equ iva len t )
Other cereals (2)
Al l  cereals (2)
Exports (r\
Wheat and f lour
(wheat  equ iva len t )
Other cereals
A l l  cerea ls  (2 )
Source: FAO and Eurostat.
(1) Excluding intra-EC trade.
(2) Excluding r ice.
% TAV
1 , 9









- 2 8 , 8  -  l l , 9
X X
21,7 - 6,6


























. t1  1
x
- 0,4
-  ? 1  S
x
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M. 1.9 Offer prices (cif Antwerp/Rotterdam) for various cereals
Source :  EC Commission, Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.
ECU/t % TAV







2 3 4 5 6 7
Common wheat
Soft  Red Winter
Hard,/Dark Hard Winter 2/ 13
Hard/Dark Hard Winter 2/12
Barley
U S A  I  I I
Argent ine Plata 65/66
Canada Feed I
Canada Feed I I
Maize
U S A  Y e l l o w  C o r n  I I I
Argent ine Plata
Durum wheat
USA Hard  Amber  Durum I I I









































- i,, - zqJ










M. l. l0 Consumer prices of bread
Source: Eurostat.
Deutschland: Hel les Mischbrot
France: Pain paris ien
I ta l ia :  Pane
Nederland: Waterwitbrood afh
Belgique/Belgiö: Painde mdnage. Huishoudbrood
United Kingdom: White, l3 le lb unwrapped loaf
I re land:  Whi te ,  uns l i ced
Danmark: Franskbrod.
% T A V























1,66  1 ,88













l l ,7  I1 ,0  13 ,4
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M.2.3 Producer prices for rice











4,6 l , l  16,4
8,9 33,7 5,5
Source: Eurostat.
France: round-grained paddy r ice of sound and fair  marketable qual i ty,  without storage premium.
Italy: round-grained paddy rice.
(1) Converted at 1978 constant exchange rates.
(2) Calculated from quotations in national currency.
M.2.4 Average market prices (r) for paddy rice in surplus areas (2) compared with intervention
pnces
Source: Camera di commercio di Vcrcelli.
(r) Monthly averages.
(2) There are no rcgular market prices for paddy rie in France, as rice is usually sold in its husked form, for which no inter-
vention price is quoted,
Month
I ta l ia
Bal i l la round-grain r ice Community or igin Ribe long-grain r ice
LIT/ 100 kg % of intervent ionprice LIT/ 100 kg
% of  in te rvent ion
price
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M.3.2 Sugar production(re7 8/7e)
Source :  EC Commission. Directorate-Ceneral  for Asr icul ture.
(1 000 t white sugar)
Basic
quant i ty































2 3 4 5 6 I 8
Deutschland
France
















5 2758 I 990 540
19 4  l l8  2902 693
l 501 | 207 255
951 690 190
8 3 1  6 8 0  l 5 l
| 023 | 023








9 t36 24 t t  776 9 002 I  913 807 78
M.3.3 Sugar supply balance
(October/September)








I 2 3 4 5 6
Usable product ion (r)
Change in stocks
Imports (2)
Exports ( t)  ( , )
Intra-Community trade
Internal use
of  wh ich :
-  animal feed







- 162 + 166
l  488 I  381
29t3  2695
(r  272) ( l  162)
9 481 9 489
t 2 6
88 100




- 2,4 - 5,5 - 7,3
36,6 66,9 - J,5
-  3 ,4  -  1 ,2  -  8 ,7
-  1 ,8  4 ,9  0 ,1
x x x
1,5 14,3 13,6
- 1,9 4,7 0,0
3,7 0.0
Saurce: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( t)  Excluding sugar above maximum quota (C sugar).
(2) Excluding sugar traded for processing.
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M.3.4 World supply balance and international trade in sugar










I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Supply balance (sugar marketing
year Sept./August)
Ini t ia l  stock
Production
Available quantities
24 800 30 000






5 ,1  0 ,3
I  16 000 l2 l  600 3.4 4.4 8,0 4,7
Consumpt ion  ( t )
Final stock
a s a % o f  c o n s u m p t i o n
85 900 90 000
30 200 31 600
















o f  wh ich :  EUR 9
o/o
2 7  t t 4  2 4 3 2 7
| 733 l 656
6,4 6,8
1,6 22,4 -  10,3
-. 5,8 - 16,7 4,5
x x x
Exports,/World





2,0 24,9 -  l2, l
13,2 M,4 32,1
x x x
Source: F.O. Licht -  European Sugar Journal (suppl ies);
International Sugar Organization (lSO) (lnternational trade).
( t)  Calculated on the di f ference between the avai lable quant i t ies and f inal  stock.
M.3.5 Average world sugar prices (r)
EU A/  100 ks q o  T A V  ( j )






t n l  / 7 8
I 2 J 4 5 6 7
Par is  s tock  exchange (2 )
London s tock  exchange (3 )
New York  s tock  exchange (a )
16.38  15 ,46
t5.79 t4.87
: ( 6 )  : ( 6 ) x X x x
Source  :  EC Commiss ion .  D i rec to ra te -Genera l  fo r  Agr icu l tu re .
( t )  Ar i thmeüc A o f  spo t  p r ices .
1 : )  Whi te  sugar .  loaded fob  des ignated  European por rs .  in  new bags .
( 3 )  R a w  s u g a r .  9 6  " .  c i f  -  U n i t e d  K i n g d o m .  e x  h o l d .
(a )  Raw sugar .  96  ' .  loaded fob  Car ibbean -  Conr rac t  No I  l .
( : ' )  Ca lcu la ted  on  the  bas is  o f  p r ices  in  na t iona l  cur renc ies .
(6 )  From November  1978.  the  spot  p r ice  is  suspended a t  the  New York  s tock  exchange.
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M.3.6 World production of sugar and production of the main producing and/or
exporting countries
Source: Statistical Bulletin of the lnternational Sugar Organization (lSO).
Raw sugar
% TAV












I 2 3 4 5 6 8 9
World



















1 ,4  1 ,0










9 l 98 l 92 502
12 458 t2 8t6
294 354
l 0  l 0
|  262 I  190
8 885 9 353
5 763 5 270
6  9 5 3  
. 7  6 6 2
8 759 7 9t3
5 019 7 103
3 452 2 978
3 800 4 000
2 624 2 273
2 7 9 0  3  l 3 l






















r ,7 -  10,5 8,6
7,3 13,0 10,2
2 ,7  2 l , l  9 , ,7
12,2 0,3 41,5
2 ,9  1 ,7  -  13 ,8
3,g 5,0 5,3
1 , 7  - 1 2 , 1  - 1 3 , 8
2,2 3,0 12,2
14,7 34,4 - 29,6
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1 ,7  4
33,3
28,09
3 1 , 1 5
8,70
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M.4.1 Fixed prices (r) and market price on the Bari market for: olive oil semi-fine 3 o - lamprnte grade
XI K I I I I I I I











































































































fuurce: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Bari Chamber of Commerce.
(r)  Calculated pr ices take account of monthly increments.
(2) In 1968/69, effects of the 2,7 ECU/ 100 kg processing levy applied in Italy are taken into account.
M.4.2 Wholesale prices - on the Bari market for: refined olive oil, on the Milon market for: refined
XI XI I I I I I I I
2 3 4 5 6 I
B a r i ( l ) - r e f i n e d
ol ive oi l
Mi lan (2) -  ref ined ol ive oi l













































7 0 . 1 9 1
90,043








Ratio: ol ive oi l  (Bari) /

















2 , 5 1
2,59
Source: Bari ( I ) and Milan (2) Chambers of Commerce.
( t )  T o  2 0 . 9 . 1 9 7 9 .
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MARKETS - OLIVE OIL 355
live oil (ECU/t00 ke)
IV V VI VII VII I IX X a


































































































165,  I  l9
171,650















live oil - lampante grade olive oil 3 o - edible seed oils (ECU/t00 ks)
IV V VI V I I V I I I IX X a
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OILSEEDS AND PROTEIN SEEDS 359
M.5.2 Supplies of colza and rape (seed, oil, cake)
(July/June)
Sou rce : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) The figures refer to the first six months of the marketing year only.



























Avai labi l i t ies
Derived calculations
(a) Available quantity of vegetable oils
and fats excluding ol ive oi l
(b) Available colza oil as proportion of
(a)
(c) Internal colza oil production derived













l 9 1 t ;
9 l  ( ' )
436
729
1 1 9 ( ' )






























M.5.3 Internal and external trade 'Colza and rape seed (r 000t)
Member State
Intra-EC trade (1) Imports Exports
VII-KI. I977 VII-XII .  I978 ut-xl l .  1977VI I -X I I .  I978 VII-XII .  I977 VI I -X I I .  I978









































74 t26 154 69 I I
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Based on quantities entering.
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M.5.4 Sunflower supplies (seed, oilo cake)
(July to June) (r)





























(a) Available quantities of vegetable oils
and fats excluding olive oil
(b) Available sunflower oil as proportion
of (a)
(c) Internal sunflower-oil production der-
ived from Community seed as propor-




































I 1 , 0











Source : Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(1) First half of marketing year only.
(z) The commercial year runs from September to August.
M.5.5 Internal and external trade in sunflower seed
Source: Eurostat.
(1) Based on quant i t ies enter ing.
(1 000 t)
Member State
Intra-EC trade (1) Imports Exports
VI I -X I I . I977 VI I -XTT. I978VI I -X I I . I977 VTI -XI I . I978 VI I -X I I . I977 VII-XII . I978
2 3 4 5 6 7
Deutschland
France





















3 0  6 l
1 4 4













5 6 289 573 0 I
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MARKETS - DRIED FODDER: PEAS, FIELD BEANS 361
M.6.1 Production of dried fodder
(excluding potatoes)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
|  0 0 0 t % TAV







I 2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France








6 8 6 6 3  7 1 8 9 0
855 000 871 600
130 000 150 000
t33 t43 t34366
r0 300 5 000
166 839 t70 r94
12 000 12 000
250 000 240 000
4 ,6  1 l , l  4 , 7
2,2 46,2 1,9
4,4 4,8 15,4
1 ,4  17  ,8  0 ,9
- 
l0,l tt,1 - tt, l
2,2 29,2 2,0
- 10,0 - 10,0 0
- l2,l 25,0 - 4,0
| 625 945 I 655 050 0 ,8  31 ,8  1 ,8














































































60,7 5 49,13 62,39
50,20  48 ,15





3,4  -  2 l  ,0
Source: Eurostat.
(1) Character ist ics:  Raw protein: l8 %, carotene: 0,0125 0Ä, cost ex-works on rai l  (Champagne, France) '
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362 MARKETs - DRIED FoDDER: PEAS, FIELD BEANS
M.6.3 Production of dehydrated potatoes
(July/June)














549t7  1803 56720
8  3 1 4  8  3 1 4
396 396
3044 30M
:  l8 , l  -  8 ,0
: 64,2 35,4
: - 35,2 88,0
66 67 l I 803 68 474 18,8  -  1 ,3
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
M.6.4 Community supplies of dehydrated fodder
I  000 t % TAV











Avai labi l i t ies
| 625 945 I 655 050
62t 866 599 553
302 036 430773
| 945 775 I 823 830
- 0,6 32,7 1,8
5,9 - 20,8 3,6
0,7 - 26,6 42,6
0,7 21,6 6,3
Source: Eurostat, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Lucerne meal only.
M.6.5 Peas and field beans used in the feeding of animals (1)


























Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.(r) Based upon quantities for which aid was requesteä.
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M.7.3 Flax tow prices








I 2 aJ 4 5 6









I  117,0 991,6
I  198,0  I  191,8
| 396,7
I 530,1 I 441,8
| 774.7 | 672.8
9,5 6,4
9,7 -  l l ,2
:  - 0 , 5
8,9 :
-  I 1 , 9  5 , 8
:  - 5 , 8
Source: EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(1) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
M.7.4 Producer prices for flax seed
Sou rce :  EC Commission, Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.
(1) Fibre f lax,
(2) Calculated on the basis of pr ices in nat ional currencies.
ECU/t % TAV (2)











1 , 5  - 3 6 , 7  l l , 5
3,5 - 43,1 24,1













30 282 42 t46
24347 30 178
-  4,1 1,3 39,2
- 8.2 12,5 23,9
54 629 72 324 - 6,0 5,7 32,4
Source :  EC Commission, Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.
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368 MARKETS - wrNE
M.9.2 Wine supply balance
Source: Eurostat.
r 000 hl o/o TAV
1976/77 1977 /78 "197 6/77 u
















t48 4t6 128 2881
3 750 7 t48
5 496 5 872
4 660 4 407
t6374 t7  720



































Human consumpt ion  ( l /head)






1 ,7  7 , ,1  -10 ,9
AGR. REP. 1979
MARKETS - WINE 369
M.9.3 Producer prices (1) for table wines
ECU % Tnv 1z;





I 2 3 4 5 6
Type R 1: Red, l0 to 12 o, degree hl
Bast ia
Böziers


































4 , 0  I 1 , 0
2 .8  13 .6
















































Type R //1; Red Portuguese type, hl
Rhe i  np fa lz -Rhe in  hessen (  H üge l  land) 47.06 57,29 x 2  r . 8 2t.7





Ch ie t i
Ravenna (Lugo. Faenza)












- 1,4 4,6 1,2
0,9 16,5 4,9




Type A I I  :  White. Sylvaner type, hl
Rheinpfalz (Oberhaardt)
Rheinhessen ( H ügel land)




















Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( t)  Weighted average market pr ices.
(2 )  Ca lcu la ted  on  the  bas is  o f  p r ices  in  ECU.
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M.10.l Areas, yields and production of leaf tobacco by groups of varieties end Member States
Area
ha o/oTAY






2 3 4 5 6 7
Dark  a i r  cured De utschland
France
I t a l i a
Belgique/Belgiö
E U R  9
r 7r8 | 622
22077 20 507
6 241 6 t9l
459 471
2,1 3,0 5,6
2 ,4  1 ,9  7  . l
5,9 0,8
2,9 2,0 2,6
30 495 28791 3,0 t .2 5.6
Sun cured I ta l ia 20233 15 75r 0 . r  -33 ,e  -22 .2
L i g h t  a i r  c u r e d Deutschland
France
I t a l i a
Belgique/Belgiö
E U R  9
|  70r | 599
t04 -
14359 15  616
r 0  8
5,2 6,9 6,0
25,7 - 34,6 x
0,6 1,8 8,8
9,1 -  20,0
16 t74 t7 223 0,7 2,6 6,5
F l u e  c u r e d Deutschland
France
I ta l ia







9 048 9770 t5.2 r2.0 8,0
Fi re  cured I t a l i a 5 633 6 r00 0.7 26,8 8,3
Other special  tobaccos, etc. Deutschland
I t a l i a





323 323 3,6 2,7
Raw tobacco Deutschland
France
I t a l i a
Belgique/Belgiö
E U R  9
3 762 3 552
22 trt 20 509
55 4e4 53 378
469 479
1,2 3,8 4,5
1 ,9  1 ,6  7 ,5
3,7 -  13,3 3,8
3 ,1  2 ,0  2 ,1
81 906 77 958 3.0 9,3 4,8
Source :  EC Commission. Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.
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Yield Product ion
100 kglha % TAV t % TAV






t977 1977 r 1978 










7 , 8  - 1 1 , 0  - 1 0 , 0





9  2 n  r 0  1 7 6
l 688 l 645
5 , 8  - 1 3 , 9  - 1 4 , 6
0,5 - 28,3 19,5
1,9 26,4 10,5
4.6 17,0 2,6
19,4 23,6 2.8  -  21 ,8 21,6 59 04t 67 949 0,1  -  21 ,2  l5 , l









4 0 0 3  3 U l
r56
47 205 48 945
4t  37
6 , 6  - 1 1 , 2  - 1 4 , 0
- 27,5 - 37,1 x
1 ,9  8 .1  3 ,7
1,9 36,7 9,8
3  1 , 8 30,4 1,4 8.9 4.4 51 405 52423 0,7 6,1 2,0
18,4 15,6
15,0
l 7 , l20,8
3 , 9  - 1 2 , 8  - 1 5 , 2
x
4,2 23,1 - 17,8
629 574
3
t8 146 16 085
9,2 -. 5,7 8,7
x x
10,9  38 ,4  -  11 ,4
20.8 t7. r 4,1 21.6 -  17,8 t8775 16662 10,8 36,3 - I 1,3
15.2 14,5 9,2 26,7 4,6 8 550 8 872 8.6 59,8 3,8
30,0 20,0
17,6 17,8
x  -25 ,0  -33 ,3




7,0 6,6 I , l






2,0 - 29,4 28,6
0.9 16,6 4,1
1.4 15,3 4,9
8 787 7 565
4 t49 52 587
109 313 109 659
| 729 | 682
5 , 3  - 1 2 , 1  - 1 3 , 9
0, | - 28,3 19, I
2,9 1,0 0,3
4,4 17,3 2,7
20,0 22,0 1.4 9.5 10,0 163 978 l7t 493 2,2 9.6 4.6
AGR. REP. 1979
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M.10.2 ltaly's exports of raw tobacco
Harvest
Wor ld





Uni ted  K ingdom
Ire land
Danmark























































1 , 8  1 , 3











































2 7 , 1
Source: AIMA.
( t M 0  1 )
1975 r 1976 r
M.10.3 Quantities of tobacco delivered to intervention
t
% of commercial  product ion
Harvest
1977 1978 ' l t t977 l 978












4 1 3  )
2440 I  50003 9 0 0 ,
i l  1000
8,8 9,5
0 ,1  1 ,3
60,2 M,l
6,7 |
45, t | 23,5
38 ,1  t
0  13 ,0
9 398 7 500 7,96,7
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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1 0 0 0 t % TAV




















| 269,3 | 412,3
21,7 29,1
1 ,7  2 ,1
3,7  4 ,6  I1 ,3
l0,l  - 33,6 34,1
x x x
Source: Eurostat - Foreign agriculture circular.
(1) Excluding intra-EC trade.
M. | 0.5 World production of raw tobacco and production in principal exporting countries
Source: FAO - Foreign agricul ture circular.
o/o 1 0 0 0 t % TAV






2 3 4 5 6 7 8
World
o f  w h i c h :
E U R  9







l n d i a
























































2,7 - 17,3 0
10,4 - 14,4 5,9
21,6 12,5 0
16,2 - 22,9 19,0
1,3 3,0 3,8




0,9 - 10,3 5,8
3,7 28,4 I 0,6
3,8 4,5 0
1,5 - 12,7 9,$
3,0 4,2 - 25,3
AGR. REP. 1979
374 MARKETs - FRUrr AND vEcETABLEs
M. I l. I Commercial production of orchard fruit (r)
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Quant i t ies  ac tua l l y  p roduced,
1 0 0 0 t o/oTAY





l 2 3 4 5 6 7
F r u i t  t o t a l Deutsch land
France







E U R  9








l  13 104
3.1 - 2t.6 48.4
3,4 - 32,4 40,5
0,3 9,8 0,4
0,7 - 18,3 46,0
3,0 - 42,6 83,3
5,9 - 27,3 25,0
4,1 - 20,7 25,9
2,0 6,'1 0,0
0.7 17,7 8.0
15 t39 t7 739| t .6  -  17 .0 17,2
Apples Deutschland
France







E U R  9
l  r75  l  783
| 243 I 863
I 828 | 874
390 610





5 , 9  - 2 r . 0  5 1 . 7
6,0 - 27.4 4g.g
1,2 - 14.7 2,5
1,8 - 17,0 56,4
4,0 - 50,9 131,3
- 10,3 -29,6 50.0
4,7 - 23,4 39,2
2,2 9,3 9.2
0,4 26,8 - 10.0










E U R  9
253 374
2n 365







3,6 - 34,8 47,8
5,5 - 37,5 25,9
4,'l - 22,4 2,2
8,3 - 27,6 23,9
5,3 - 37,3 N.4
7,7 - 33,3 25,0
2,4 -39,4 -37,5
x 0,0 0,0
2,7 0,0 - 2g,g















I  l 1 4
0
: '
6,6 - 41,7 200,0
3,2 - 37,0 23,4




t 4 6 , 6  t 5 5 6 6 , 11,8 - 24.0
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1 0 0 0 t 7o TAV


















I 328 | 295
4 425 4 750*
1 0 5 9 2  l l 1 7 8 *
2 3r5 2 286
r 010 896
3 3




0,8 I  1,7 7,3
1,6 3,9 5,5
1,5 9,3 2,,0
3 , 3  3 1 , 0  - 1 1 , 3
9,7 25,0 0,0
6,2(r) 47,9 6,,3
9,2 10,6 -  13,  I
8,9 35,2 - 17,5
24 283 24 680* 1,5(2)  13 ,9  1 ,6


















1 6  l 5 *
I  1,8 10,5
1,3 10,0 5,2






9 ,8  25 ,5  -11 ,0














3 300 3 820
367 371
130 I  16
0,1  0 ,1
t26 136
28 29
1 8  1 8
0,0- 0,0 - 15,2
2,1 0,0 22,0
0 ,5  I  l , l  15 ,8
0 ,9  1 ,6  l , l
1 , 0  - 1 2 , 8  - 1 0 , 8
0,0 - 50,0 ,0,0
3,0(2) 3,1 7,9
2,6 12,0 3,6
1,7 - 14,3 0,0
4 583 5 227 0,8(2) 7,1 14, I
M. I 1.2 Commercial production (1) of vegetables
Soure. Eurostat.
(t) Usable.
ari From 1976, UK data refer to calendar years: for earlier years it referred to crop years. Thereforc there is a brcak in th€ statisti-
cal series which could have some impact on thc yo TAV.
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MARKETS - FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 377
M. I 1.4 Producer prices of certain fruit and vegetables
Source  :  EC Commiss ion ,  D i rec to ra te -Genera l  fo r  Agr icu l tu re .
( t )  Open-grown tomatoes .
(2 )  Tomatoes  under  g lass .
ECU/100 kg %o TAV





I 2 aJ 4 5 6 -I
Apples'Golden






United Kingdom : :
Ireland 49,0 I 31,7 5
Danmark 31.43 32.93
1,5 52,4 - 35,0
0,1 85,9 -  50,6
4,9 102,5 * 28,7
3,3 54,1 - 45,1
- 4,7 74,4 - 55,5







Pears Deutschland 28,50 30,27
France 52,46 39,17








6,1 121,6 - 25,3
12,5 103,1 0,3
4,0 36,2 - 19,7
3,6 45,3 - 27,9
x x x
3 , 9  5 8 , 4  -  2 l , l
x x x
14,8 17,2 68,4
Peaches France 63,42 52,12
Ital ia 54,11 51,21
1 3 , 0  8 3 , 1  -  1 7 , 8
9,5 91,4 5,3
Table grapes France 59,38 57,35
Italia 35,62 24.67
9,7 55,2 3,4
7 ,5 81,7 -  30,7







2,6 109,5 - 25,4
10,7 65,1 26,7
1,7 25,0 5,4
Caul i f lowers Deutschland 22,58 18,53
France 28,56 31,22




United Kingdom 20,50 35,17
Ireland : :
Danmark 42,28 52,82
2,7 10,7 - 17,9
14,7 * 12,8 9,3
9,0 - 40,3 21,7
7,8 7,2 9,5
6,8 0,7 - 15,4
x x x
\2 ,7  -24 ,7  7 r ,5
x x x
4,5 - 13,9 25,0
'Round'tomatoes Deutschland 22,53 27,12
France (1) 41,68 37,83
Italia (1) 24;41 19,65
Nederland (2) 37,61 40,32
Belgique/Belgiö (2) 56,45 58,96
Luxembourg : :
United Kingdom (2) 62,55 61,54
Ireland (2) 52,40 56,02
Danmark (2) 61,04 67,52
x - 30,4 20,3
6,0 2,9 9,3
0,2 29,3 - 19,5
4,4 - l l ,4 7,2
4,9 -  16,1 4,5
x x x
x  19 ,0  1 ,6
x -  30,1 6,9
x -  14,4 10,6
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M. I 1.5 Quantities of fruit and vegetables delivered to intervention
I 000 kg % of commercial  product ion
t977 /78 1978/79 p t977 /78 t978/79 p



























































5e s8t r+ ooo 5,32 r,os




l 8  1 7 l gi tzs l . l  I i,sz
l 8  l 7 l 94 325 l ,  l 0 5 ,81
Mandarins Ital ia
EUR 9
27 696 51 702 7,87 15,34
27 696 5t  702 7,47 14,16
[rmons ltalia
EUR 9
I 24 582 0,00 3,31
I 24 582 0,00 3,30
Table grapes Italia
EUR 9
26 l 9 0,00 0,00
26 l 9 0,00 0,00










































8  0 1 0
t11
0 , 1 8
0,01
0,37




2 , 1 6
0,01
20 579 18 089 0,45 0,35
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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M.l 1.6 Supplies of fresh fruit (r)
Market balance: fresh apples
Source :Euros ta t .
( t )  I n c l u d i n g  f r u i t  p r e s e r v c s  a n d  j u i c e s .
(2 )  Accord ing  to  marke t  ha lance.
I  000t o/oTAY






l 2 3 4 5 6











- human consumption (gross)
Human consumption in kg/head













154  8 r
l 334 I 003
557 421
15 928 13 988



































































































380 MARKETs - FRUrr AND vEcETABLEs
M.l 1.7 Market balance - fresh pears
- fresh peaches
Source: Eurostat.
( r )  A c c o r d i n g  t o  m a r k e t  b a l a n c e .
( 2 )  
" 1 9 7 6 / 1 7 "
1973/74
I  000 t 7o TAV






2 3 4 5 6
Fresh pears




































































o f  w h i c h :
-  animal feed
losses (market)
- processing
-  human consumpt ion  ( t )





















I  1 ,6
2,7
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M'l l'8 supplies or
: ;*:i'rtä.'1"$Lr,r,
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Inc lud ing  f ru i t  p reserves  and ju ices .
(2 )  lnc lud ing  vegetab le  p reserves  and ju ices .
1 0 0 0 t % TAV


















- human consumption (gross)
Human consumption in kg/head





















































































2  758  3  013
0 0




































I  1 , 8
I  1 , 6
0,5
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382 MARKETs - FRUIT AND vEGETABLEs
M.l 1.9 Market balance - cauliflowers
- fresh tomatoes
Source:Eurostat.
(r)  According to market balance.








l 2 3 4 5 6
Cauliflowers
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384 MARKETs - HoPs
M.12.2 Market prices for hops
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
50 kg % TAV











DM 248 DM 3OO
FF 4II FF 477
BFR 2 375 BFR 4 377
UKL 70,9 UKL 67,9
IRL 98 IRL 87. I
- 1,6 - 21,5 21,0
1,9 -  14,4 16, l
- 0,5 - 43,0 84,3
6,1 5,7 3,2
4 ,5  1 ,2  I  l , l
EUR 9
(not covered by contract)
EUR 9 (under contract)
EUR 9 Total
ECU 46,45 ECU 106,29
ECU 118 ,76  ECU l l l , 73
-  2 ,1  -  5  1 ,0  128,8
- 0,7 2,3 5,9
ECU 93,89 ECU 110,67 -  1 ,0  -  18 ,9 17,9
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386 MARKETS - MrLK
M.l3.l Dairy herds and yields
Dairy cows (r)
I 000 head % TAV
t977 t978 t979

















5 388 5 4t7 5 443
7 627 7 5t2 7 491
2 897 2 945 3 010
2 r97 2212 2 308
986 974 979
66 68 68
3 3 1 8  3 3 2 7  3 3 8 4
| 436 | 484 l 513
I r02 l 087 l 100
- 0,1 0,5 0,5
- 0,2 - 1,5 - 0,3
- 1,0 1,7 2,2
1,2 0,7 4,3
- 0,6 - 1,2 0,6
- 1,,2 3,3 0,4
- 0,9 0,3 1,7
2,5 3,3 2,0
- 0,9 - 1,,4 1,2





















4 180 4 300
3 296 3 408*
3 264 3 303
4 830 5 r37
3 674 3 867
3 773 3 756
4 571 4 800
2 977 3 276
4 662 4 898
2,1 1,7 2,9
0,5 *  l , l  3 ,4*
3 ,1  3 ,1  1 ,2
2,2 1,0 6,4
1,0 0,2 5,2
2,2 5,6 - 0,4
4,4 3,3 5,0
4,3 3,4 10, I
3,6 2,2 5,1
3 845 4 002* 4 022 2 ,3 *  1 ,9  4 ,1 *
Source: Eurostat.
(t) At December of the previous year.
(2) Year production/herd of December of the previous year.
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MARKETS - MILK 387
M. 13.2 Production of milk from dairy herds and delivery of milk to dairies
Source: Eurostat.
(r) Including deliveries of cream.
Production of milk from
dairy herds
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
t977 r978 lg79 * >1977 u
















22 523 23 291
25 t42 25 600*
9 456 9 72t
r06t2 l l  363
3 623 3 766
249 256
15 168 15971
4 275 4 862
5 138 5 324
1,8 1,6 3,4








96 186 100 160 'ß  l0 l  750* 1 ,8  *  2 ,7  4 ,1 *

























































86 706 90 734* 92 730 2,5* 3,3 4,6*
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M.13.3 Delivery to dairies of : milk from dairy herds/production (r) (%) - cream (in milk equiva-
lent) (mio t)
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M.13.4 Supply balance sheet: - fresh products (excl. cream)
- Cfeam
I ff iOt o/oTAY






I 2 3 4 5 6













26 r4 26 373
0,7 1,9 0,8





Human consurnption kglhead/ year
Self-supply (oh)
t 00,9 l0l ,6
100,5 100,5
0,5 2,0 0,7









































390 MARKETs - MrLK
M. 13.5 Production (in the dairy industries) and consumption of fresh dairy products
Fresh dairy products
product ion
l  000 t o/oTAY

















4 160 4 4t6
3 5 0 2  3 5 3 5 *
2 796 2 983
I 688 | 699
834 837
34 50
7 72r 7 615
448 475*
739 767
2,9 - 1,6 6,2
4,2 0,5 0,9*
6,2 3,2 6,7
- 0,4 - 4,4 0,7
2,5 - 0,4 0,4
5,3 3,0 6,5
- 0,5 - 4,5 1,4
5,3 3,9 6,0*
2,7 1,2 3,8
2t 922 22 377* 22 600 1,8  * -  1 , 7 2 , 1 *
Total consumption of



















































r03 104 r05 0,80,5 -  1 ,8
Source: Eurostat.
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M.13.6 Production (in the dairy industries) of butter and cheese
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Product weight.
But te r  ( t )
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
























105 I  19
13 l 140
2,2 1,7 5,6





25,3 49,4 2 1,8
10,0 2,9 13,3
1,0 5,8 6,9

























































3 0 5 7  3 1 4 5 f  3 2 2 0 5,93,6* 2,9 t
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M.13.7 Production (in the dairy industries) of whole-milk powder and skimmed-milk powder
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Including part ial ly skimmed-milk powder and powder for infants.
Whole-mi lk  powder  ( t )
1 0 0 0 t o/oTAY






2 3 4 5 6 7
Deutschland
France


















6,,7 * 21,9 18,8 *
3,6 33,3 - 16,0
I1 ,3  19 ,3  4 ,5
6,5 69,,2 - 47,7





























































| 972 2 t49* 2 100 9,0*3,9 *  1,6
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M.13.8 Production (in the dairy industries) of concentrated milk and casein
Sources :  ( r )  Euros ta t .
121 EC Commission. Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.
Concentrated mi lk ( t)
1 0 0 0 t % TAV





































- 17,9 33,3 - 26,3
0,9 5,5 6,1




9,5 - 40,0 16,7



















































5 3 * 65 76 0.6* 17,8 r 22,6*
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t974 t975 t976 t977 r978 l97g ]'
I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Opening stock
- pr ivate aided by EC
-  pub l i c  ( in te rvent ion)
Production
-  da i ry  (2 )
- farm 1z;
lmpor ts  (2 )
Total  avai labi l i ty
Consumpt ion
- at normal pr ices (3)
- at reduced prices (a)
Special measures (5)
Total consumption




- private, aided by EC
- publ ic ( intervent ion)






























































































M.13.9 Detailed breakdown of butter supplies (r)
Source: 1t; EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.(z) Eurostat.
(3) Prices currently subsidized by EAGGF in United Kingdom, Ireland, Luxembourg and Denmark.(4) 1977:- Reg. 2370/77 (Chrisrmas butter)
1978:-  Reg. l90l /78
1979:- Reg. 1269/79.
( i )  Including ( I  000 t)  social  measures:
-  Social  measures
- Armed forces and non-profit organizations
- Butter concentrate
- Sales to food industry
(t M0 t)
t974 t975 t976 t977
3 3 2 0 8 5
23 24 28 28
5 4 4 3
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- skimmed-milk powder (2X3)
- buttermilk powder
Imports (2)
Total  avai labi l i ty






pigs and poultry, direct aid
Total consumption






























































































I  l l 2
| 248
Sources: (r) EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(2) Eurostat.
(3) Including buttermilk powder, powder incorporated directly in animal feed, milk powder for babies.
t975 1976 1977 1978 t979
l  339 I t24
35 t4({) Sales to developing countries at reduced prices:
Animal feed (Reg. 2054/7 6)" nimalf ed(ieglzosule| 14 1,rc 150 130(5) Including 50 Ö00i estimatidn Oy EC Commission, Directorate-Gen€ral forAgriculture) for milk powder directly in@rporated
but not included in general statistics.
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M.l3.l I world trade in certain milk products - EC share (r)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Intra-EC trade excluded.
(z) Food aid included.
1 0 0 0 t % TAV
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o/o I  000t o/oTAY







I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
World:




























I  817 I  966
1 9  2 2
7 7
4 4




| 407 l 380
80 80
3 1  2 9
570 575











I 1 , 4





























-  Argent ina




1 ,3  1 ,3
2,2 2,1
0,4 0,3
1 ,4  1 ,6
l , l  l , l
20,6 20,6






7 400 7 725|





8 1  8 2
| 523 I 595




| 172 | 255
2,8 4,4t
4,0 5,1 3,2
:  -  l 5 , l  1 , 0
:  -  7,9 1,8
:  12,0 3,6
: 2,9 19,0
:  -  13 ,8  1 ,2
:  l , l  4 ,7
: 6,3 5,2
:  7 ,1  5 ,5
:  1 , 9  1 , 8
: 0,8 0,8
: x x
:  l . l  7 . 1
Casein
World:










-  Argent ina


















I  1 ,8  5 ,3





Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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M.l3.l3 World - whole-milk powder production
- skimmed-milk powder production
- concentrated-milk production
Whole-milk powder
o/o I  000t o/oTAY




I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
World:




















































6,2 27,9 6,0 *
: - 12,5 14,3
: -
: 25,0 - 20,0
: 50,0 4,2
: 35,9 4,2
: - l l ,4 6,5
: 133,3 0,0
: 8,7 0,9
:  16,5 3,3
:  18,8 7,3
: x x









































































-  l 9 , l































I1 ,0  l0 ,g
0,8 0,9
0,3 0,2
2 l 2 t . 9
4250 4 t89





































source : EC commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
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400 MARKETS - MrLK
M.l3.l5 Community butter and skimmed-milk powder stocks (1) on I April
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( t)  Stocks referred to in Art ic le 6 of Regulat ion (EEC) No 804/68.
Butter
1 0 0 0 t o/oTAY
1978 t979


































l8,g - 34,5 43,6

























































779 503 3 7 , 3  - 1 1 , 9  - 3 5 , 5
AGR. REP. 1979
MARKETS _ MILK 4OI
M.13.16 Intervention measures in 1978 for - butter
- skimmed-milk powder (l 0Nt)
Source; EC Commission, Dir€ctorate-General for Agriculture.
(1) In aaordane with Regulation EEC /804/68, Article 6.(2) In aeordane with Regulation EEC /804/68, Article 7.(3) The date for ltaly overs stocks originating in the public warehouses of fellow Member States, who have already included
these quantities in their figures. To avoid double ounting the EUR 9 total excluded the data for ltaly.
But te r  ( r ) Taken
into storage




























I  19 27 146
9 5 t 4
9 0 9
13 9  22
9  4  1 3
2 0 2












347 t74 49 223 309

























345 75 t7 437
31 47  4  82
2 2 0 0 2 2
1 0 5 3 2 6 5
8  3 l  t 2  5 l
1 3 r 2 1 6
5 1  2  3  5 6
16 7  2  25
2 2 0 0 2 2
467 496 216 42 754
AGR. REP. 1979
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15,0  15 ,4











































































15,2 l l,2 7,6
8.9 6,3 9,0
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Deutsch land:  Fr ische Vo l lm i lch  3 ,50 /o  Fet t ,  in  s tandfes ten  Packungen.
France : Pasteurisö: lait entier.
I tal ia:  Latte.
Nederland: Gepasteuriseerde vol le melk ( f les).
Belgique/Belgiö: Lai t  ent ier en boutei l le -  vol le melk in f lessen.
United Kingdom: Mi lk,  ordinary per pint,  natural  fat ,  pasteurized.
Ireland: Mi lk,  natural  fat ,  pasteurized.
Danmark: Ssdmalk.
(2) Deutschland: Edamer oder Gouda - 40/45 % Fett.
France: Emmenthal f rangais.
I tal ia:  Parmigiano.
Nederland: Bolegen Goudse kaas.
Belgique/Belgiö: Gouda 45 o/0.
United Kingdom: Cheese, Cheddar type.
Ireland: Cheese. natural .
Danmark: Ost 45 o/o rDanbo<.
(3) Deutschland: Deutsche Markenbutter in t/ekg Packungen.
France: Beurre lai t ier en plaques.
I ta l ia :  Bur ro .
Nederland: Roomboter.
Belgique/Belgiö: Beurredelai ter ie,
United Kingdom: Butter,  home product.
l re land:  But te r .
Danmark: Smsr sal tet .
AGR. REP. 1979
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M. 13. l8 Consumer price index - milk, butter, cheese
(in money and real terms)





















163,1  169, l
t56,7 160,9










I 8,9 20,4 16,5
13,3 I1,4 8, ,2












l 0 l , l  1 0 1 , 3








0,5 l , l  0,2
2,2 8,3 3,8
l , l  0,2 0,6
2,5 1,5 1,7






404 MARKETs - BEEF AND vEAL
M.14.l  Catt le numbers
(December of the previous year)
Source: Eurostat.
I 000 head o/oTAY
r 978 t979 ,  I  978n





I 2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France







E U R  9
t4763 15 007
23 360 23 507
8 568 8724
4 673 4 797
2 823 2 874
207 2t5
t3 523 13 507
624/- 6 r30
3 055 3 052
0,7 1,8 1,7
- 0,8 0,1 0,6
l , l  - 2 ,8  1 ,8
0,0 3,2 2,,7
- 0,3 0,0 1,8
- 0,4 3,8 3,9
- 2 , 4  - l , l  - 0 , 1
- 1,5 0,6 - 1,8
0 ,1  -0 ,3  -0 ,1
77 2t6 77 8t3 - 0,6 0,1 0,8
M.14.2 Beef and veal supply balance
Source: Eurostat.
(t) Calculated on the basis of gross domestic production.
I  000t OATAV













Consumption in kglhe ad/year
Degree of self-supply (%) (t)
6 338 6 384
- 2 9  - 7 5
347 37r
t7 t  189
r 038 l 093
6 595 6 680
25,4 25,7
96,1 95,7
1 ,2  1 ,9  0 ,7
x x x
- 8,8 4,9 6,9
- 6,5 - 37,4 10,6





MARKETS - BEEF AND VEAL 405
M.14.3 Beef and veal production (beef animals and calves) (1)
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Based on total  s laughter ings of animals of nat ional and foreign or igin.
N.B.: These figures do not correspond to gross domestic production; for this see Table 20.1.
I  000 t o/oTAY
t977 l 978 "1977 <















r  3 1 6  |  3 7 1









0,4 - 10,3 0,3
l , l  2 ,2  3 ,6
1,4 5,5 5,2
2,2 4,3 3,0





























- 18,2 - 37,2 - 58,3
- 
"-'o - ol,',1 : t^l',i
- 1 1 , 0  - 1 3 , 0  - 1 9 , 2
730 750 2,,4 4,6 2,7
Beef and veal Deutschland
France








1 3 8 4  t M 0
| 652 r 658
















6 383 6 425 0,9 2,,5 0,6
AGR. REP. 1979
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MARKETS - BEEF AND VEAL 407
M.14.5 Market prices (1) for beef and veal
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
( l )  $.enresentat ive markets ( for I reland and the United Kingdom, including accession compensatory amounts).(2) Live weight.
(r)  Calculated on the basis of pr ices in nat ional currencies.
(r)  Weighrcd A.
ECU/ 100 kg (2) % TRV 1s;
























1 0 7 , 1 1 3  I  I 1 , 3 6 6
1t4.699 t20.519
3,6 5,4 1,2






22,9 10,3 17 ,6
8,8 8,5 9,5
















I 8 1,425 190,232
180,473 l  g l , l93
135,127 134,563








27 ,5 16,0 12,4
7 ,2  4 ,4  l l , l
186,957 193,125 5,2 4,,9 3,3
AGR. REP. 1979
408 MARKETS - BEEF AND VEAL
M.14.6 Consumer price of beef and veal
Source: Eurostat.
Deutsch land:  Le  ndenf i le t
France:
I t a l i a :
Faux-fi let parö
Carne bovina s. o.
Neder land:  Runder  b ie fs tuk
Belgique/Belgiö: Entrecöte
Un i ted  K ingdom:  S i r lo in  s teak
l r e l a n d : Sirloin steak
Danmark:  Okseksd.



















5 696 6  310
24,02 25,35
378,2 404,3










10,6 l l ,2 16,4
o/o 1 0 0 0 r o/oTAY





I 2 3 4 5 6 8
r00,0






















































































I  1 , 6
r0.2
48 t33  47  878
6 383 6 425
438 420
75 90
t 0 9  l o l
l t  8 4 5  l l  2 8 3
6 406 6 620
2286 2400
2  9 t 4  3  1 9 6
407 420
2 t33  2  135
558 555
2  t 7 5  2  2 3 7











2  r . l
9.O
Source: FAO and other internat ional organizat ions.
AGR. REP. 1979
MARKETS - PIGMEAT 409
M.l5. l  P ig numbers
(December of the previous year)
Source: Eurostat.
I 000 head % TAV





l 2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France







E U R  9
2t 386 22 64r
l0 853 l0 765
9 420 8 921
8 429 9 301
4 935 5 032
88 90
7 733 7 964
996 I 148
8 290 9 185
1,7 3,9 5,8




-  2 ,7  l , l  3 ,3
-  2,2 5,1 3,0
2,5 1,0 15,3
0,0 4,7 10,8
72 t30 75 047 1,0 2,9 4,0
M.15.2 Pigmeat supply balance
Source: Eurostat.







2 3 4 5 6






Consumption in kglhe ad/ year
Degree of self-supply (%)
8 822 9 280
1 3  2 l
t4 t52
t70 t67
| 274 I 378





- 10, | - 24,2 5,6




0 ,1  1 ,0  -0 ,2
AGR. REP. 1979
410 MARKETs - PIGMEAT
M. 15.3 Pigmeat production (r)
Source: Eurostat.
(r)  Gross domest ic product ion: animals of nat ional or igin + l ive exported animals -  l ive imported animals.
1 0 0 0 t 7o TAV







I 2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France







E U R  9
2 837 2 998
l 600 I 656
856 922















8 822 9 280 2,3 4,2 5.2
M. 15.4 Number of pigs slaughtered (r)
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Animals of nat ional and foreign or igin.
I 000 head % TAV Average carcass
weight in kg
o/o TAV












I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 0 il
Deutschland
France







E U R  9
34455 36261
19 283 20 108
9 t70 9 622
n 439 12 530










- 2,9 0,8 - 1,6












- 0,4 - 3,9 0,1
- 0,0 - 0,9 0,6
l , l  1 ,4  1 ,9
0 ,2  - 0 ,8  - l , l
0,2 0,4 1,4
- 1,4 - 4,1 - 0,9
0,1 0,1 0,7
- 0,3 - 3,0 - 1,3
0 ,1  -0 ,5  -0 ,1
103 770 I  t4 056 2.1 4,8 4,9 8 1 , 4 8 r .8 0,2 - 1,5 0,5
AGR. REP. 1979
MARKETS - PIGMEAT 4II











































14, I 14,7 3,,4
7,6 1,4 5,4
l40,s$ 132,037 5,2 3,0 6,1
M. 15.5 Market prices for pigmeat (r)
Sourc.' Commission, Directorate-General for Agriolture.
(r) Represntativ€ markets (for lreland and the United Kingdom, including acesion compensatory amounts until 15-6.1971\.(2) Slaughtered weight.
(3) Calculated on the basis of pries in national currcncics.(.) Weighted O.
M. 15.6 Consumer price of pigmeat
Source: Eurostat.
Deutschland: Kotelett
France: Filet de porc
Ital ia:  Carne suina senz'osso
Nederland: Haaskarbonade
Belgique/Belgiö: Cöte de porc
Un i ted  K ingdom:  Lo in  (w i th  bone)
l re land:  S teak
























I 1,07 I l,0g
26,29 29,37













12,0 7 ,6 10,5
AGR. REP. 1979
412 MARKETs - PIGMEAT
M.15.7 World production rnd production of principel pigmcet-producing/exporting countries
Source: FAO and other international organizations.
o/o l  000t % TAV














































6  010  5  991
4 207 4 290
I 530 | 759
I 165 | 275

























MARKETS - EGGS 4I3
M.l6. l  Laying hens
Source: Eurostat.
I 000 head % TAV
1977 l 978 "1977 u





l 2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France




Uni ted  K ingdom
I reland
Danmark
E U R  9
61 100 59 900
65 840 69 180
80 600 82 300
23 400 27 400
15 438 t5 225
2s0 250
61 880 63 651
3 490 3 620
4 507 4 669
- 2,3 1,5 2,0
0,3 2,7 5,1
1,0 0,2 2,1
7,4 7,3 l7, l
-  1,3 2,2 1,4
- 1 , 9  0  0
- 0,4 4,2 2,9
- 3,0 - 12,8 3,7
- 4,0 g,g 3,6
316 505 326 t95 0,1 1,0 3,1
M.16.2 Number of utility chicks hatched from laying hens
Source: Eurostat.







I 2 3 4 5 6
Deutsch land
France







E U R  9
45 417 43 138
40 009 4t 793
33 564 37 903
25 7 t4 29 2t7
12 386 12  801
1 5  t 7
54 t36 48 509
2 43t 2 361






- 21,3 - 33,0 10,0
1,6 1,7 - 10,4
2,5 2,,3 2,9
7,2 3,3 20,1
2t7 t37 219 898 1 , 8 5,8 1,3
AGR. REP. 1979
414 MARKETS - EGGS
M.16.3 Production of eggs in shell
Source: Eurostat.








I 2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France























- 1,9 2,9 6,0
1,0 -  1,7 6,9
| ,6  l , l  4 ,5
8,8 5,8 15,7
-  1,3 -  2,1 0,9
0,7 0,1 2,8
0  -2 ,6  0
-  1,7 -  4,2 4,1
3 824 3 933 0,8 0,8 2,8
M. 16.4 Egg supply balance















of  wh ich :





Human consumption in (kglhead)











































MARKETS - EGGS 4I5
M.16.5 Market prices for eggs (1)
ECU/100 pieces % TAV (2)
























3,9 1,0 -  18,0
0,4 l4,l 2,5
12,7 9,1 5,6
5,5 0,8 - 19,6
4,6 0,3 - 21,6




Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(1) Deutschland: Köln: Großhandelseinkaufspreis, frei Nordrhein-Westfälische Station
France : Paris-Rungis: prix de gros ä la vente, franco march6
Italia: Milano prezzo d'acquisto del commercio all ' ingrosso, franco mercato
Nederland: Groothandelsve rkoopprij s
Belgique/Belgiö: Kruishoutem: prix de gros ä I'achat, franco march6
Luxembourg: Prix de gros ä la vente, franco d6taillant
United Kingdom: Eggs Authority:packer to wholesaler price
Ireland: Dubl in:wholesale sel l ing pr ice
Danmark: Engrospris.
(2) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currency.
M.16.6 Consumer prices for eggs
o/oTAY
t977 t978 1978-t973 1977t976
1978
t w

























0 0  -4 ,0
7,8 13,0 2,8
13,0 13,0 5,7
2,8 4,0 -  23,1
3,8 0 2,4
10,4 l7,l 6,9



















416 MARKETS - PoULTRYMEAT
M.l7.l Number of utility chicks of table strains hatched
Source'. Eurostat.
I 000 head % TAV
1977 t978
















237 329 246 235
408 94r 439 290
358 302 368 t27
3t5 567 312 838
73 584 74 972
382 r39 393 883
23 353 23 815




2,,0 1,6 - 0,9
-  l , l  -  5 , 0  1 ,9
5 ,1  0 ,4  3 ,1
3,3 - 2,2 2,0
2,2 2,6 - 0,4
| 874 470 | 934 t4l 4,8 2,1 3,2
M.17.2 Production of poultrymeat
I  000 t 7o TAV






I 2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France



















- 0,6 2,8 - 9,2
2,3 2,9 6,3
4,0 4,9 - 0,2
2,7 6,2 - 4,9
3 4t9 3 581 3,0 4,73,5
Source: Eurostat.
AGR. REP. 1979
MARKETS - POULTRYMEAT 4I7
M.17.3 Poultrymeat supply balance
Source: Eurostat.
(1) Calculated on the basis of gross domestic production.
1 0 0 0 t % TAV



















Degree of self-supply (o/o) (1)
3 424 3 583




3 244 3 471





1 , 6  -  1 1 , 8  1 5 , 0
ll,7 23,6 - 14,2





M.17.4 Market prices for chickens (r)
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(1) Deutschland: BML - Hähnchen bratfertig, 70 % - Großhandelsverkaufspreis
France: Paris-Rungis: poulets classe A (moyens), 83 % - Prix de gros ä la vente
Italia: Fqlli: polli allevamento intensiv o,70 0Ä - prezzi d'acquiito all ' ingrosso
Nederland: LEI:kuikens700/o-groothandelsverkooppri js
pelgiqgglBelgiö: Poulets 70o/o- prix dä gros ä la vente. fuikens 700/o-groothandelsverkoopprijs
pnite{ Kingdom: London: chickens ,83 oÄ - wholesale price
Irelandl:  Chickens,700/o- wholesale pr ice
Danmark: Kyllinger, 700/o-slagteri ti l detailhandel.
(2) Slaughtering weight.
(3) Calculated on the basis of prices in national currencies.
ECU/kg(2) % TRv p;
r977 t978 1978-t973 r977-t976 t978t9n


























15,7 25,2 l l,2
3,0 2,7 4,4
AGR. REP. 1979
418 MARKETs - pouLrRyMEAT - srLKwoRMs
M.17.5 Consumer prices for chickens
Source: Eurostat.
Deutschland Brathähnchen
France: Poulet industr iel  ef f i lö
I ta l ia :  Po l lame (Ga l l ina)
Neder land:  Braadku iken -  vers .
Be lg ique/Be lg iö :  Pou le t -Braadku iken
Uni ted  K ingdom:  Ch icken,  f resh  4 lb .
% TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6 7
Deutschland
France
















| 72t r 834







5 ,3  l , l  1 ,0
15,8 24,3 I 1,4
M.l8 Output of silk-worm cocoons and number of boxes of silk-worm eggs used
Quantity % TAV











3 264 3 423
198 8r2 200 000
62,7 34,9 4,9
-  15,0 15,5 0,6
202 076 203 423 14,7 15 ,8 0,7








-  I  l , l  2 1 , 0  -  0 , 5
8797 8 755 10,8 2 l , l  -  0 , 5
Source :  EC Commission, Directorate-General  for Agricul ture.
AGR. REP. 1979
MARKETS - ALCOHOL 4I9
M.l9.a Output of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin
Source : Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.
(t) Quantit ies taken over by the 'Service des Alcools'(excluding potable spirits).(2) Or marketing year ending during the calendar year.
I 000 hl pure alcohol o/oTAY

















9 l r 838
6,4 5,9 - 12,6
1,8 0,0 23,6
7 ,0 18,5 -  57 ,3










l  l l 0  1 5 7 3






4,9 -  10,1 41,7
12,4 139,7 - 57,1
M,5 - 40,0 733,3
- 12,9 13,6 0,0
29,4 63,9 - 50,8
4,7 20,2 4,4











16,2 - 24,3 6,9
- 28,9 - 45,8 - 60,6
x x x







2,4 -  |  1,7
8,0 -  10,9










































9,0 - 10,0 40,0
x x x
x x x








t 7  2 5
2 5 9
r38 l l 8
6,6
6,8








14,5I 1 , 0
7 t52 6824 2,4 2,0 - 4,6
AGR. REP. 1979
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422 MARKETS - porAroEs
M.19.b.3 Potato supply balance
Source: Eurostat.
I  000t o/oTAY
t976/77 1977 /78 t977 /78l%/u
1976/77
-lglsno t977 /78lnun














Human consumption per head (kg)
Degree of self-supply (%)




2 059 r 870
29 758 37 100
473t 7 654
3 246 3 093
397 577
397 577
2 s32 3 801
968 2 t92
17 884 19 783
69,1 76,2
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424 MARKETs - sHEEpMEAT
M.l9.c.l Sheep and goat numbers
(December of the previous year)
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  May f igures.
(2) June f igures.
I 000 head % TAV
1978 t979 t979-t973 r 978tv|7
t979
I 97S











I  r 35  r  136
l t  255  l l  450




20 524 2t 740









- 2,6 - 2,2 - 4,3
1,5 - 3,4 0,0
44 803 46 429 1 ,8 2,5 3,6
M. 19.c.2 Sheepmeat and goatmeat production (r)
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  An imals  o f  na t iona l  o r  fo re ign  or ig in .
( 2 )  t 9 7 8 / 1 9 7 4 .
N8: For gross nat ional product ion see Table M.20. l .
1 0 0 0 t o/oTAY






2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France




Uni ted  K ingdom
Ire land
Danmark
E U R  9
1 9  t 9
145 t47
36 39







1 , 6  1 , 5  1 , 5





0,9(2) 2,7 g, l
-  17  ,9 (2)  -  16 ,3  0 ,0
486 505 0,5(2) 4,4 4,0
AGR. REP. 1979
MARKETS - SHEEPMEAT 425
M.19.c.3 Sheep and goats slaughtered
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  Q  2 y e a r s .
I 000 head o/oTAY Average carcass
weight in kg % TAV












2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l 0 l l
Deutschland
France




Uni ted  K ingdom
I  re land
Danmark
E U R  9
| 092 | t72
7 986 8223
5 825 5 765
672 648
t 7 8  1 9 0
0 0
I I 3 5 6  n 4 9 6
| 457 I 855
2 0  1 8
12,4 - 4,1 7,3
3,5 - 2,2 3,0
3 ,2  -  1 ,6  1 ,0
6,2 2,4 3,5
|  1,0 3,2 7,0
x x x
2,3 -  9,5 1,2
- 12,7('1 - 3,4 27,3










1,7 0,6 -  4,2





0.0 0,4 l , l
x  1.0 -  7.4
- 10.9 - 8,6 24,1
28 587 29 367 -  0 ,9 ( r )  -  5 , I  2 ,7 t 7 . 9 18.0 x 0.4 0.4
M.19.c.4 Sheepmeat and goatmeat supply balance
Source: Eurostat.
(1 )  Meat  on ly  (exc lud ing  l i ve  an ima ls ) .









I 2 3 4 5 6
Net production
Change in stocks
I  mports (1)
Exports (1)
Intra-EC trade ( t )
Internal  use
Consumption (kglhead / year)









0,5 - 4,9 3,3
x x x
- 1,0 -  1,9 4,3
50,9 182,8 - 25,0
7,A 8,1 9,0
- 0,4 - 4,2 2,2
- 0,,7 - 4,4 0,0
0,7 - 0,4 1,4
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M.19.c.5 Imports of sheepmeat
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture.







I 2 3 4 5 6













G D n  1 t ;
Romania
Crand to ta l
2796 I  145
I
428 l 002
220 sst 23t 762
16 993 il 164
5  7 5 8  l 2  n 4
8 043 6 866
838 2 488
4232 4822






1,2 0,9 5,  I
4,8 l7,5 34,3
- 1 1 , 0  - 5 4 , 7  1 1 0 , 4
6,3 6,9 14,6
-  |  1 ,3  -  61 ,0  196,9
22.4 16.1 13,9
7,2 9,4 6,7
-  10 ,6  -  30 ,1  15 ,8
14,I  5,0 57,3
- t0,5 20.5 92J
268236 28r 306 1 , 8  3 , 1 4.9
M.19.c.6 Market prices (t) for sheepmeat
ECU/kg (2) %o TAV (r;





2 3 4 5 6
Deutschland
France
I t a l i a
Neder land
Belgique,/Belgiö











4,9 l3, l  7 ,g




16,5 19,8 I  1,2
22,3 10,4 63,8
12,8 0,9
Source : EC Commission. Directorate-Ceneral for Agriculture.
( r )  Deutsch land:  Hamburg  -  Lämmer  und Hammel ,  K lasse A
France: Paris-Rungis -  Agneaux de boucherie
I t a l i a :  A  n a z i o n a l e - A g n e l l o n i
Nederland: Landbouw Economisch Inst i tuut -  Vette lammeren
Belgique/Belgiö: Marchö de St.  Trond - Moutons extra
Un i ted  K ingdom:  Smi th f ie ld  -  Lambs Eng l ish  med ium
lreland: Meat factor ies for MLC purpose - Lambs
Danmark :  Min is t ry  o f  Agr icu l tu re  -  Lambs ls t  qua l i t y .
( 2 )  S l a u g h t e r i n g  w e i g h t .
(3) Calculated on the basis of pr ices in nat ional currencies.
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1 0 0 0 t Mio EUA(o/o\ 1 0 0 0 r
Mio EUA
(%)
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
44;






















32 652 5 978
3t 949 6525
33 293 6926
x  6 4 7 6
x (  100)
7 039 | t92
7 362 l 390
7 389 l 566
x (2t)
25 605 4784
2 4  5 7 7  5  l 3 l
25 886 5 354
x (7e)
l0  560 I  813




7 t66 | 209
7 262 I 403
7 449 I 589
x (67)
























E U R  9
Extra






















x  (8 )
8 055 2 562
7  6 7 3  2 2 9 7
8 7 2 0  2  0 1 8
x (92)



























Paper and paper board; articles of paper pulp,
of paper or of paper board
World





















t3 229 6 448
13 873 6 849
x 6428
x  ( 1 0 0 )
4 198 2 643
4 4 9 4  2 9 6 2
4824 3 245
x (46)
8 735 3 336
8 7 t 9  3  4 8 1
9 026 3 596
x (s4)
5 366 3 736
5 8 l  l  4245
6203 4563
x  4 l 8 l
x  (100)
4 165 2 553
4 448 2 870
4779 3  147
x (69)
I  l 7 l  I  t 6 2
1 3 3 0  ,  1 3 5 0
l 389 l 390





















( 7 1 )
x
x
x 6  5 1 8
(6e)






Source: Eurostat - Nimexe.
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M.20.1 Gross production of meat in the Community
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  lncluding fat .
% of total I  000 t %TAV







I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Meat  (1 )
- Pigmeat
- Beef and veal
- Poultrymeat






















1,2 - 1,9 0,7
3,0 3,5 4,7
0,3 - 3,9 3,7
8,7 9,8 - 8,8
0,6 0,8 1,4
93.8 93,8 t9 635 20 3t7 2,0 1 , 8 3,5
Edible offals
Total
6,2 6.2 | 297 | 334* z , l 2,2 2,9
100,0 100.0 20 930 2t  651 2,0 1 , 8 3,4
M.20.2 Meat consumption
Source: Eurostat.
(1 )  Inc lud ing  fa t .
% of total kg/head % TAV







I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Meat  ( t )
- Pigmeat
- Beef and veal
-  Poultrymeat














' ) ' )  
,  ? * *




- 0,8 - 4,4 0,6
3,7 1,8 -  3,0
1,0 -  0,5 2,4
93,0 93,0 78,0 80,7 1 , 5 1 ,7 3,5
Edible offals
Total
7,0 7,0 5,9 6 ,  I ' r 2,4 3,2 2,8
100,0 100,0 g3.g 86,8 ** 1 ,6 1 , 8 3,5
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M.20.3 Net balance of external trade (r) in meat (z) and degree of self-supply in the EC
Source: Eurostat.
( t )  -  :  I l€t  import  balance.
(2) In equivalent carcass weight,  including l ive animals.
Net balance
Degree of self-supply (%)
1 0 0 0 t % of total
t977 r978 1977 1978 ,1974" 1977 r 978










- 228 - 247
160 t22
- 273 - 284














- 601 - 692** 68,8 70, I 96,3 97,0 96,9
Edible of fa ls
Total
- 272 - 295** 31,2 29,9 86,2 82,2 8  1 ,8
-873 -  gg7'ü 100,0 100,0 95,6 96,0 95,8
AGR. REP. 1979
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M.20.4 Consumer price indices - meat
(in money and real terms)
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1 0 0 0 t % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6
l.  Cereals
2. Feed cake (t) (2)
of  which:  soya
3. Animal meal








67 036 67 563
r7 499 20 584
r0 926 13 792
2 340 2 060
846 7t5




1,0  0 ,1  0 ,8
5,7 5,8 17,6
4,7 4,8 26,2
2,2 4,3 - 12,0
1 ,9  8 ,0  -  15 ,5
I  l , l  2 ,8  2 ,3
2,2 1 ,0
42,6
-  19 , l
-  l l ,2
4,8 6,0
9,6 0,6
M.22.2 Products used for animal feeding in the EC
Sourtri Eurostat, fodder supplies (provisional) and supplies of c€rtain products, EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agri-
culture.
(r) Excluding olive residues.(2) t976/77 : l9'17:t917/78 : t9'18.
M.22.3 Feed requirements expressed in fodder units (FU)
l 000 % TAV
t977 t978 1978-t973 1977-1976 1978l w




Other (sheep, goats, horses, asses)
Total
166 896 166 902
33 862 35 460
28 798 28 975
24 400 24 848
- 0,2 -  0,1
2,6 4,3 4,7
1,4 1,6 0,6
6, I 2,9 1,8
253 956 256 t85 0,8 0,80,9
Source : EC Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture,
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I  000t % TAV





I 2 3 4 5 6
Cattle feed EUR 9
Pig feed EUR 9
Poultry feed EUR 9
Other feed EUR 9
EUR 9
22 876 24 502
23 548 24 983
18  251  18925
2 766 3 004
14,3 3,,9 7,1
3 ,1  4 ,2  6 ,1
0,J 0,0 3,7
8,6 l l ,2 8,6
67 44t 7r 414 4 ,1 3,0 5,,9
M.22.4 Industrial production of compound feedingstuffs
Source: FEFAC.
M.22.5 Production of the compound feedingstuffs industry by category of (1978) animal and by
Member state (r oN t)
Source: FEFAC.
(t) Including milk replacer feed for calves.
Pigs Poultry Cat t le  (1 ) Other Total





























4 6 l l
r  l l 0
4 969
820

















24 983 t8 925 24 502 3 004 7 t  4 t 4
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M.22.6 Use of cereals in compound feedingstuffs
Source: FEFAC, on the basis of available figures and calculations DG VI (p).
o/o of production of
compound feedingstuffs l f f i O t % TAV























4 460 4 506
6 133 5 852
4 980 5 200
2 362 2 470
I 815 r 900
6 160 5 578
l 0r5 r 040
















9 ,1  4 ,17
41,5 3g,g 28 t25 27 796 1,2 0,7 -  l , l 7
M.22.7 Use of cake in compound feedingstuffs
% of product ion of
compound feedingstuffs 1 0 0 0 t % TAV























4 45A 4 900
2 350 2 500
l 200 r 370
2 358 2 349
I 100 | 250
| 252 | 379
2t0 300









21,3 22,5 t4 420 t6 052 5,6 0,7 I  1 ,3
Source: FEFAC, on the basis of available figures.
( t)  Crop year.
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M.22.8 cif offer price (Rotterdam) for soya cakes (1)
Source: Eurostat.
(1) Characteristics: soya cake: 45,5 o/o gross protein, 6 gross cellulose.
(2) Converted at constant exchange rates ( 1978).
(EUA (2)/t00 ke)
t973 t974 t975 t976 t977 r978 t979
























































































1 8 ,  l 5



















Index'to tables in statistical annex





- holder's training 84
- holdings 8?, 89, 97,103
Agricultural land




- milk sector M.l3.l4
- seeds ector M.8.1
Alcohol M.l9.a
Animal feeding (see also supply balance)
- aid (milk products) M.l3.l4
- needs in fodder units M.22.3
- products used M.22.1,M.22.2
- purchase prices 14, 16
Animal feedingstuffs M.22
Animal stocks (see also Holders)
- cattle M.14.1, 63, 64
AGR. REP. 1979
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- dairy cows





- sheep and goats
-- utility chicks (hatched of laying strains)














- cereals, total (excluding rice)
- colza and rape
- cotton
- fibre flax





- meslin and rye
- number of holdings (by UAA size category)
- oats and mixed summer cereals
- potatoes
- potatoes, early
- rape and colza
- raw tobacco (by variety)
Table No
M.13.  l ,  63,  64
82
M.16 .1
















M . 1 . 1
M . 1 . 1








M . 1 . 1
M . 1 . 1
62,94,96,  102
M.1 .  I



















- frxed capital formation
- flrxed, formation of
- per ha
- share of the agricultural sector in gross
Carcase weights, aYerage (kg)










- utilization in compound feedingstuffs
- working time
Chicks
- utility chicks hatched from laying hens






M . 1 . 1
M.3.1,  87,  g0
M.5 .1
M.1 .  I
M . l . l
60
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Community exports (see also Trade)
- by products
Community exports'and trade by Member State
- (agricultural and food products)
Community food aid
- by product
Community imports (see also Trade)
- by origin
- by product
Community imports and trade by Member State
- (agricultural and food products)
Community supply balances
- apples, fresh (final market situation)
- barley
- beef and veal
- butter
- cauliflowers (final market situation)
- cereals, other
- cereals, total (excluding rice)
- citrus fruits (total)
- colza and rape
- cream
- dehydrated fodder (partially)
- eggs
- flax (flax fibres)




- meslin and rye
- milk, fresh products
- oats and summer cereal mixtures
- peaches, fresh (final market situation)








31,36 ,  42
33




M.1  1 .9
M.1 .2.d
M.1 .2.d













M.1  1 .7
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Community supply balances (continued)
- poultrymeat
- rice
- sheepmeat and goatmeat
- skimmed-milk powder
Community supply balance (continued)
- sugar
- sunflower
- tomatoes, fresh (final market situation)





- agricultural and food products (EEC and Member States)
- by economic zone
- by product
Community trade with the ACP
- by product
Community trade with the Mediterranean countries
- by product
Compound feed
Consumption (see also Community supply balances)
- certain agricultural products (total consumption)
- certain agricultural products (kg/capita)
- meat (by species)
- milk products, fresh
- oils and fats
- prices (consumer)
- share of expenditure:
- food products, beverages and tobacco
Contract (sale by)







M. l3 . l0
M.3.3
M.5.b
M. l  l .g
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Cooperatives (sales through)
Dehydrated fodder





- transfer of land
EAGGF
- Guarantee
- expenditure in relation to expenditure on food
- expenditure in relation to GDP






- breakdown by Member State of aid granted
- intervention categories
- regional financing
- breakdown of expenditure according to measures
Eggs
Employment
- agriculture, forestry and fisheries
- by age group
- by category




- by age group
- by share of working time





















M . 1 6

















Exports (see also Community supply balances for the particular ,-
product)
- share of the agriculture, forestry and fisheries sector
- tobacco (from Italy)
External trade of the Communities
- colza and rape
- sunflower




- employment outside holding
- land area
- legal personality





- number and arca
- regions
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Final production (continued)
- products (by varieties)












- production under contract
- working time
Gainful employment
- other employment of holder
- other employment outside agriculture
- time worked on and off holding
Gross productionfarm (FADN)
Gross domestic production
- meat (by species)
Gross domestic product (GDP)

























87, 89, 97, 103, 105
r04













87, 89, 88, 94, 9l
96, 215,97, 99, 100,
101, 102
87, 90, 100










M , T 2
mechanization












Imports (see also Community supply balances for the product
concerned)










gross tariff income (FADN sample)
labour income
labour income ALU (FADN sample)















Industrial uses (see also Community supplies balances)
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Interest on loans relating to agricultural investments
Intermediate consumption
- broken down by main input and country
broken down by product and country
Intervention (se also Stocks)
- butter
- cereal (by species)
- fruit (by species)
- skimmed-milk powder
- vegetables (by varieties)
- tobacco (by species)
Intra-Community trade (see also Community supply balances)
- by product






















M . 1 3 . 1 6
M.1 .6
M . l 1 . 5
M . l 3 . l 6
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Livestock
- grazing or non-grazing
- holder's working time
- per UAA, LSU





































































- purchase of inputs
- by input
- cif















- foodstuffs and beverages







- beef and veal
- pigmeat
- poultrymeat
- EC entry price





















M. l . l0 ,  21,  22
M.13 .17 rM.13 .18




21,  M. l  1 .3
21, 22, M.20.4























- beef and veal
- cereals (by species)
- cereals (by species) - intervention price ratio
- chickens
















- agricultural products (by species)
- beef and veal




































13,  15 ,  18 ,20




M. l  1 .4
13 ,  l g
22
M,7.4
M. l  1.4
13 ,  l g
22










- of certain agricultural products
- sugar
Processing for human consumption (see supply balances)
- potatoes










- cereals, total (excluding rice)
- cheeses




- eggs in shell
- ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin
- fibre flax
- fruit (by species)
- hops
- maize
- meat (total and by species)
- meslin and rye
- milk, concentrated
- milk (fresh)
- milk from dairy cows













M . 1 1 . 1

















M . l 1 . 1
M.12 .1







































Remuneration and other income
Remuneration of employees




M . l . l









M. l8 . l
M.13.7
M.3.lrl/ ' ' . .3,2
M.5 .1
M.10.1
M. l  1 .2
M.14.3
M.l l ,2
M . 1 . 1
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Sale
- by contract (by product)
- by cooperatives (by product)
Seeds (see also Community supply balances)
Self-supply (see also Community supply balances)
- meat (total and by species)












Stocks (see also Community supply balances)
- butter
- public (by product)
- skimmed-milk powder




















M.  13 .  l5
t2
M.  13 .  15
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Tobacco
Trade (see also Community supply balances)




Trade between the EEC and the three prospective members
- agricultural products :r
- all products
Trade in meat, net
Trade between the original EEC and the three new Member States
- agricultural products
- all products l
Training
- directives
- level of education
Use (see also Community supply balances)
- cereals in compound feedingstuffs
- feedcake in compound feedingstuffs










- type of farming























47 ,  5 l
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Value
- gross value-added
- per employed person
- market value of agricultural land
- net value-added











Working time (share of)
- employment on/off holding
- labour
- nature of work
- UAA, LSU, ALU
World exports (see also World trade)
- by product

















































- cereals (by species)
- main products
- milk products (principal products)
- sugar
- tobacco, raw
Yield (by product - over 8 years)
- barley
- cereals (by species)
- cereals, other
- cereals, total (excluding rice)





- meslin and rye
- oats and cereal mixtures
- potatoes
- potatoes, early
- rape and colza
- raw tobacco (by variety)
- rice





- wine and must
Table No
M.15 .7




M.  13 .13
M.1 .8
21,30




M. l . l ,  105
M . 1 . 1
M.  1 .1




M. l2 . l
M . 1 . 1
M . l . l






M . 1 . 1
M.3 .1
M.5 .1
M . 1 . 1
M. l .  I
M.9 .1
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